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Abstract.
We investigate various Green and Mackey functor analogs of concepts 
from the theory of rings and modules. In particular, we consider ideals, 
chain conditions, Krull dimension, decomposition theorems and completion 
for these functors. We characterize the Jacobson radical and the prime and 
maximal ideals of an arbitrary Green functor A. We prove various properties 
of these ideals. We also investigate the Krull dim ension of a commutative 
Green functor.
We analyze the Green and Mackey functors satisfying various chain 
conditions. For left-modules over Green functors A  satisfying a certain 
noetherian-like condition we study the analog of the tertiary decomposi­
tion theorem. For the case when A  is commutative we study the analog of 
the primary decomposition theorem.
We also give induction theorems for various special types of Green and 
Mackey functors such as, prime and simple Green functors A, simple left-A- 
modules, cotertiary and coprimary left-A-modules. We end with an induc­
tion theory for the completion of a Green functor in a left ideal.
This work generalizes most of the major topics from classical algebra 
to the category of Green and Mackey functors.
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1Introduction.
The theory of Mackey functors originated in the pioneering works of J.A. Green [G] 
and A.W.M. Dress [Dr2]. Twenty years ago Green introduced the concept of a Mackey 
functor as an axiomatic treatment for the representation theory of a finite group G. This 
concept unified several theories: representation theory (character rings, Burnside rings), 
G-algebras (group algebra, endomorphism algebra of a G-module), if-theory of classifying 
spaces and finally cohomology. Green defined a G-functor as a collection of abelian groups 
M(H)  (indexed over the subgroups H  of the group G) together with restriction maps, 
transfer maps and conjugation maps, such that certain axioms are satisfied. In particular, 
an axiom that generalizes Mackey’s formula. We refer to a G-functor as a G-Mackey 
functor or simply, Mackey functor. A Green functor (or algebra G-functor in Green’s 
original terminology) is a Mackey functor satisfying additional axioms. Particularly, one 
generalizes the Frobenious reciprocity law. Two years later A.W.M. Dress [Dr2] introduced 
a different axiomatic approach to Mackey functors. In Dress’s approach, a Mackey functor 
is a pair of functors, one covariant and one contravariant, from the category of finite G-sets 
to the category of abelian groups, such that certain axioms are satisfied. In his work, Dress 
showed how Mackey functors can be used as a tool for dealing with the general theory of 
induced representations.
Since then, the theory of Mackey functors developed in many different directions. Two 
of them are relevant for the present work.
One direction was taken by Thevenaz and Webb. They approached the subject with 
methods from the representation theory of G-algebras. Using Green’s definition, Thevenaz 
extended the notions of Brauer quotients and primordial subgroups from the theory of G- 
algebras to the Mackey functor setting. Using the values of the Brauer quotients at the 
primordial subgroups a Mackey functor Af, Thevenaz constructed the twin functor T M  
of M.  This construction has two advantages. On one hand, Thevenaz’s results indicate 
that a lot of information about a Mackey functor M  is encrypted in its twin TM.  On the 
other hand, the functor T M  can be treated with methods from representation theory of 
G-algebras. Using the relation between M  and TM , Thevenaz has characterized the simple 
Green functors (see [T3]), and Thevenaz and Webb have characterized the simple Mackey
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2functors (see [TW1]). For more results in this direction see also [Tl] and [T2].
A different direction is entirely categorical and started with H. Lindner’s paper [Li]. 
Using Dress’s definition, Lindner points out that one can think of Mackey functors as 
classical additive functors from a small additive category C to the category of abelian groups. 
By analyzing the category C, Lewis [Lei] concluded that there exists a ” multiplicative” 
structure in the category of Mackey functors. In other words one can define the "product” 
of two Mackey functors, which is again a Mackey functor. Following Lewis, we refer to this 
product as the □ product. In many respects, this product behaves like a tensor product. 
Using this multiplicative structure, Lewis defines a Green functor as a Mackey functor with 
a multiplicative structure. Thus one can think of Green functors as analogs of rings. In 
this category, the Burnside ring Green functor is the analog of the ring Z  of integers. Lewis 
introduced analogs of almost every basic concept in ring theory. He characterized the Green 
fields and he found all the prime ideals of the Burnside ring Green functor.
The present work is a continuation of Lewis’s unpublished work [Lei].
Chapter 1 of this work is a basic introduction to the category of Mackey functors. We 
give all three definitions mentioned above and we give some examples. We use [Lei] to 
introduce the □ product. Using this product, the multiplication for a Green functor A can 
be described as a morphism
<f>: A  □ A  — ► A.
For a Green functor A  we also introduce the notion of a left-A-module.
In chapter 2 we survey the basic results from induction theory. We work with both 
Green’s approach to induction theory and with Dress’s approach. Here we give a version 
of the Dress Induction Theorem.
In chapter 3 we give a description of the □ product of two Mackey functors in terms of 
Green’s definition of a Mackey functor. Namely, for two Mackey functors M  and N , and a 
subgroup H  of G , we give a formula for ( M  □ N)(H).  We also give formulae for the transfer 
maps, the restriction maps and the conjugation maps for the functor M  □ N.  Lewis [Le2] 
costructed M  □ N  in terms of the definition of Mackey functors using finite G-sets. Our 
construction is an interpretation of the one from [Le2].
For a Green functor A  and a left-A-module M,  we give a formula which allows us to 
compute the value at H  of the product of a left ideal I  of A with a submodule N  of M.  
This formula is relevant for analyzing many concepts such as the prime ideals of a Green 
functor A, the annihilators of a left-A-module M  or the completion of A at a left ideal I.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3In chapter 4 we introduce the Brauer quotients and the primordial subgroups of a 
Mackey functor M . We investigate how these concepts behave under various algebraic 
and Mackey functor related constructions such as restrictions, inductions, direct sums, 
epimorphic images and □ products. For a subgroup H  of G let WqH  be the Weyl group of 
H  in G. For a WcfT-module M  we introduce Lewis’s functor Jg/h (M).  We refer to it as 
the J  functor of the Wc-H-module M.  It follows easily, by the results from [Le3], [Le4] and 
[T3], that if M  is a Mackey functor then Thevenaz’s twin functor T M  can be identified 
with the direct sum of the J  functors of the various Brauer quotients of M.  Here the sum 
is indexed over a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of primordial subgroups of 
M.  We state some properties of the J functor and of the twin functor.
In chapter 5 we introduce the external product a x  m of an element a of a Green functor 
A with an element of m a left-A-module M.  Here we think of elements a and m as pairs 
(a, X )  and (6, Y)  where X  and Y  sire finite G-sets, and a and m are elements in A (X ) 
and M{Y) ,  respectively. In this case a x m is an element of M ( X  x  Y ). This definition of 
the external product is due to Lewis [Lei]. Based on this definition we introduce several 
algebraic concepts such as, nilpotent elements, units and zero divisors. Here we underline 
the Mackey functor terminology in order to make the distinction between, for example, 
the condition on an element a being nilpotent in A(X)  (in the classical sense) and a being 
nilpotent in A  (with respect to the external multiplication).
In chapter 6 we begin a very technical study of an especially well-behaved class of 
Mackey functors namely the characteristic ones. It turns out that a characteristic Mackey 
functor M  has only one conjugacy class of minimal primordial subgroups. A subgroup H  
in this class is called characteristic for M.  If H  is a characteristic subgroup for M , we refer 
to M  as -ff-characteristic.These functors were first investigated by Lewis (see [Lei]). This 
class includes simple Mackey functors, prime Green functors and coprimary modules. We 
introduce the concept of a cocharacteristic subfunctor of a Mackey functor. Given a Mackey 
functor M  and a subfunctor N  of M , N  is cocharacteristic if the quotient functor M/N  is 
characteristic. A characteristic subgroup for M/N is called cocharacteristic for N.  In this 
case we refer to IV as being ff-cochaxacteristic. The notion of cocharacteristic subfunctor 
is extremely important since many of the interesting subfunctors of a given Mackey functor 
are cocharacteristic. For example, the prime and maximal ideals of a Green functor A , 
the annihilators of simple left-A-modules and the primary submodules of a left-A-module 
are all cocharacteristic. We show that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
cocharacteristic submodules of a left-A-module M  and pairs (H , N ) where H  is a primordial
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4subgroup for M  and N  is a proper Wc-H-invariant submodule of the Brauer quotient of 
M  at H.  This submodule is denoted by -j^ y This result is used in an essential way 
throughout the remainder of our work. We also prove a couple of induction theorems for 
characteristic Mackey functors.
In chapter 7 we define the Jacobson radical Jac(A)  of a Green functor A  as the inter­
section of the annihilators of all simple left-A-modules. For H  a primordial subgroup of A  
let Jacu be the Jacobson radical of the Brauer quotient of A  at H.  We show that Jac(A)  
is the intersection of all cocharacteristic ideals of the form A^H j aCH) with H  varying over 
the set of primordial subgroups of A. We show that Jac(A)  satisfies the Nakayama lemma. 
We show that Jac(A) consists precisely of all elements a of A such that, for every b element 
of A, 1 — a x b is invertible in the ring obtained by evaluating A at the appropriate finite 
G-set. We show that Jac(A)  is the largest ideal J  of A such that J(H)  C Jac(A(H))  for 
all subgroups H  of G. Unfortunately, Jac(A) does not coincide with the intersection of all 
maximal ideals of A. We conclude with a discussion of commutative Green functors, A, 
which are canonically isomorphic to their twin, TA.  We show that for such Green functors 
Jac(A) is the intersection of all maximal ideals of A  and that Jac(A)(H) =  Jac(A(H))  for 
all subgroups H  of G.
In chapter 8  we investigate chain conditions. It turns out that the obvious generaliza­
tions of the classical chain conditions to the Mackey functor setting are less well behaved 
than one would expect. For example finitely generated left-A-modules over noetherian 
Green functors need not be noetherian. However, some results do still hold. For example, 
we prove Cohen’s theorem. We show that artinian Green functors are very well behaved. 
In particular, they are noetherian, and their Jacobson radical is nilpotent. Moreover, there 
are only finitely many conjugacy classes of simple left modules over such Green functors. 
We also show that if A is commutative, artinian, and has trivial Jacobson radical, then 
A(H)  is semisimple artinian for all subgroups H  of G. As a corollary, we show that for 
such A, Jac(A)(H)  =  Jac(A(H))  for all subgroups H  of G. We also investigate a stronger 
analog of the chain conditions which is much better behaved than the straightforward ana­
logue. We say that a Mackey functor M  satisfies a chain condition in the strong (or total) 
sense if the Mackey functors M x  satisfy this condition for all finite G-sets, X .  We give 
characterization theorems for Green functors, A, and left-A-modules, M,  satisfying chain 
conditions in this strong sense.
In chapter 9 we describe all the prime and maximal ideals of a Green functor A. We 
also present an induction theorem for prime Green functors. When A is commutative, we
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5obtain that the nilradical o f A is the intersection of all prime ideals of A  (see [T4], corollary 
54.6, p. 511). For commutative Green functors A  we define the spectrum of A , Spec(-A), 
and we show that it is compact. We also show that Spec(A) is connected if and only if 
A{G)  has no nontrivial idempotents.
In chapter 10 we assume that A is a commutative Green functor. We investigate 
a certain localization procedure at multiplicative subsets U of A(G). This technique is 
due to Thevenaz (see [T3], p. 472). We show that this localization has the expected 
universality property. We investigate the relation between the defect o f A and the defect 
of the localization of A at various prime ideals of A(G). We also show that there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between the prime ideals of the localized Green functor U~lA 
and the prime ideals P  of A such that P(G ) is disjoint from U.
In chapter 11 we investigate the Krull dim ension of a commutative Green functor A. 
In the Mackey functor setting, we distinguish two types of containments of prime ideals 
P  C Q. The trivial type is when P  and Q have the same cocharacteristic subgroup. This is 
equivalent to investigating the Krull dimension of the Brauer quotient of A at this common 
cocharacteristic subgroup. Hence it is a problem which belongs in commutative algebra. 
The harder situation is when P  and Q don’t have the same cocharacteristic subgroup. 
Suppose that P  and Q are H-  and K-  cocharacteristic, respectively. From the induction 
theorem for prime Green functors from chapter 9, it follows easily that in this case A/Q 
has integer characteristic q >  1 , and that H  and K  are in the same 9 -tower (see [Dr2] or 
[Lei] for the definition of a 9-tower). We show that in this case there exists a sequence of 
intermediary prime ideals between P  and Q such that their cocharacteristic subgroups are 
in a refined 9-tower between H  and K.  We also investigate the Krull dimension of a Green 
functor satisfying certain integrality assumptions.
In chapter 12 we define the notion of a characteristic subgroup of an arbitrary Mackey 
functor M.  A subgroup H  is characteristic if M  has a non-zero submodule which is H- 
characteristic. We show that if M  is non-zero then M  has a characteristic submodule. We 
introduce the characteristic socle of M  and we show that it is essential in M.  We investigate 
the Mackey functors which have only one characteristic subgroup up to conjugation. If H  
is such a subgroup we refer to M  as .ff-cospecial. If N  is a submodule of M  such that 
M/N  is H-cospecial, we refer to AT as H-special in M . We show that every submodule 
N  o f a left-A-module M  is a finite intersection of special submodules in M.  Hence, we 
have a special decomposition theorem for Mackey functors. We conclude with an induction 
theorem for cospecial Mackey functors.
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6In chapter 13 we analyze the tertiary and primary submodules of a left-A-module M.  
Here A satisfies a noetherian-like assumption. We show that every cotertiary module is 
cospecial. From the results from chapter 12 we conclude that the tertiary decomposition 
theorem holds for left-noetherian A-modules. When A is commutative, we show that copri­
mary modules are characteristic. As a consequence, it follows that the cotertiary noetherian 
modules, are exactly the ones whose characteristic socle is coprimary. This explains why 
cotertiary objects are not coprimary in this category. We end with induction theorems for 
cotertiary and coprimary modules.
Chapter 14 deals with the completion, A, of a Green functor A at a left ideal I  of A. 
Our main result is that the defect o f A  is the defect of A/1.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
71. Definitions, Notations and Terminology.
In this first chapter we give three equivalent definitions of Mackey and Green func­
tors. We start with the most elementary point of view. The original idea behind the first 
definition is due to Green [G]. The following variant of this definition appears in [T2 ].
Fix a commutative ring R  and a finite group G and denote by S(G)  the set of all
subgroups of G. For H  G 5(G ) and g € G ,  let °H =  gHg~l . If H  G 5(G) andL, K  G S(H),  
let [L\H/K] be a set o f representatives of double cosets LhK  with h G H. Finally, if 
K  < H < G ,  let H/K  be a set of representatives of cosets hK  with h G H.
1.1 . THE FIRST DEFINITION.
A G-Mackey functor M  (over R)  is a family of R-modules ( M(H ) ) t o g e t h e r  
with three families of R-linear morphisms relating these modules. The families : 
M(H)  —> M { K )  of restrictions and tQ : M ( K )  —► M ( H )  of transfers (or induction 
maps) are indexed on the collection of H, K  G 5(G ), such that K  <  H. The family 
cg =  Cg,n : M (H)  —► M ( 9H)  of conjugation maps is indexed on H  G 5(G) and g G G. For 
all g, h G G and H, K , L G 5(G ), these maps must satisfy the following conditions:
(i) if L <  K  < H, r ^ r ^  =  rjf, t^t^ =  t%,
(ii) r % = t %  =  idM(H),
(Hi) Cgfi =  CgCh,
(iv) i£ h £ H,  : M ( H )  —* M(H)  is the identity,
(v) if K  < H, cgr% =  r $  cg and cgt% =  t'$  cg,
(vi) (Mackey axiom) if L, K  <  H,
-H+H _  V ^ fL *K _
r LtK — 2-r LnkK rLnkK ch-
h€lL\H/K]
Axioms (ii)-(iv) imply that the formula in the Mackey axiom does not depend on the 
choice of representatives of the double cosets. By axioms (Hi) and (iv), the group WgH  =  
Nq (H)/H acts on M(H) ,  via iMinear automorphisms. Hence M(H)  is an R[WqH]- 
module.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8A morphism  of Mackey functors /  : Af —► N  is a family of 72-module homomorphisms 
f ( H ) : M ( H ) —» N(H),  for H  G 5(G ), which commute with restriction, transfer and 
conjugation (in the obvious sense). In particular, since /  commutes with conjugation, 
f ( H )  is an R[WgH]-map. Denote by Mackn(G) the category of Mackey functors for G 
over R. The set of homomorphisms from M  to N  is written HornMackR{G)(M, N).  It is 
easy to see that Mackn(G) is an abelian category.
We next introduce the concept of pairing. Let M , N, L be G-Mackey functors over 
R. A pairing is a family of 72-linear maps
M(H)  x  N ( H ) —  L(H);  ( x , y ) » x - y
such that, for H, K  G 5(G) with K  < H ,
(vii) r g ( x  ■ y) =  rg (x ) • rg (y ), x G M(H) ,  y G N(H),
(viii) cg(x ■ y) =  cg{x) • cg{y), x G M(H) ,  y G N(H),  g e G ,
(ix) (Frobenius axiom)
• r%(y')) =  tf  (x) • y', x  G M(K) ,  y' G N(H).
*K(rK(x ') -y)  =  x'-  t%(y), x' G M{H),  y G iV(iir).
We denote this pairing by M  x IV — ► L.
A Green functor A  for G (over R) is a Mackey functor A  together with a pairing 
A x  A  — ► A  such that, for each H  G 5(G ), the R-linear map A(H)  x A(H)  — * A {H ) 
makes A(H)  an associative 72-algebra with unity 1a(H) such that
(x) if K  <  H,  then r $ { l A{H)) =  1A(K).
In other words, A is a Mackey functor such that, for all H  G 5(G ), A{H)  is an 72-algebra, the 
restriction maps are algebra homomorphisms (thanks to (vii) and (x)), and the Frobenius 
axiom holds. Moreover, (ix) implies that the image of is a two-sided ideal of A(H).  
Note that t% is not a ring homomorphism. If A(H)  is commutative for all H  G 5(G ), A is 
called a commutative Green functor.
A morphism /  of Green functors is a morphism of Mackey functors such that each 
f { H )  is an unitary 72-algebra homomorphism.
The following proposition is am easy consequence of Mackey and Frobenius axioms.
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9(1.1.1) PROPOSITION ([G]) Let A be a Green functor over R. If H, L, K  E S(G)  
■with K  < H ,  L <  H  and if a E A(K) ,  b E A(L),  then:
**(<*)<£ W  =  $ 3  * rKn^Lch(b))-
h&[K\H/L]
Given a Mackey functor M  and a Green functor A, M  is called a left-A-module if there 
exists a pairing Ax.  M  — ► M  such that M(H)  becomes a unitary left A(.ff)-module via 
the i?-linear map A(H)  x M ( H )  — ► M(H) .  One can define similarly the notion of right- 
A-module. For instance, A  is both a left and a right module over itself. A left-A-module 
M  is called an A-module if A  is a commutative Green functor.
A morphism /  of left-A-modules is a morphism of Mackey functors such that each 
f ( H )  is a homomorphism of left A(ff)-modules.
A morphism /  : M  — ► N  is injective (resp. surjective), if every map f g  : M (H)  — ► 
N(H)  is injective (resp. surjective).
There is also an obvious notion of a subfunctor (Mackey subfunctor or Green subfunctor 
in the respective categories) as well as a notion of a submodule of a left module over a Green 
functor. If A is a Green functor and I  is a left-submodule of A (where A is viewed as a 
left-module over itself), then I  is called a left-ideal of A. In other words, J is a left-module 
subfunctor of A such that, for H  E S(G), 1(H)  is a left-ideal o f A(H).  Moreover, there is 
an obvious notion of a quotient functor AjI .  If /  is a left (right) ideal of A, then A/1 is a 
left (right) A-module. If J is both a left and a right ideal o f A, then I  is called a two-sided 
ideal of A, or simply an ideal When I  is an ideal, the quotient functor A/1 is a Green 
functor.
Let A be a Green functor and let M  be a left-A-module. If (IV,),ep are submodules of 
M , then
£ j V f and p i Ni 
«er ;gr
are also left submodules of M .  Moreover, if Ni =  J; are left (two-sided) ideals o f A, then 
both 2 «g r  I' Digr ^  31-6 aJso left (two-sided) ideals of A.
(1 .1 .2 ) EXAMPLE. Let M  be a left R[G]-module. The fixed point functor FPm is 
defined by FPm (H) =  M H, where M a  denotes the set o f all H  fixed points in M.  The 
restriction map rjjf : M H — ► M K is the inclusion of fixed points. The transfer map 
t g  : M k  — ► M h is the relative trace map, defined by f$ (m ) =  Y^heH/K ^ ‘ f°r 
m E M K. The conjugation maps axe defined by cg(m) =  g • m for g E G and m E M.
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There is a forgetful functor F  : M  —► M (l)  from Mackn(G) to the category i?[G]- 
Mod and in turns out (see [TWl]) that M  — ► FPm  is the right adjoint of F. Moreover, 
this is a full and faithful functor iZ[G]-Mod— ► Mackn(G). Hence i?[G]-Mod embeds in 
Mackn{G). However, the category of Mackey functors is much larger. The Mackey functor 
FP m satisfies the additional condition
lKrK (m) =  \H:K\-m  for K  <  H  and m € M H.
A Mackey functor with this property is called cohomological (In [Lei] a Mackey functor with 
this property is called a Eecke functor). In [TW2] it is shown that every cohomological 
Mackey functor is a quotient of FP m for some i 2[G]-module M.  The above module M  can 
be chosen to be a permutation module.
(1.1.3) EXAMPLE. If M  is endowed with the structure of a G-algebra over R  (i.e. 
M  is an /2-algebra and G acts on M  by /2-linear automorphisms), then the fixed point 
functor FP m  from the previous example is in fact a cohomological Green functor for G. In
particular, when M  =  Endj*(W), where IT is an i?[G]-module, we get the Green functor
End R. (W) .
(1.1.4) EXAMPLE. Let M  be an J2[G]-module and n be a positive integer. For every 
subgroup H  of G, define H n (H, M)  to be the n-th cohomology group of H  with coefficients 
in M  (or more precisely in Res§(Af)). If K  <  H  and g € G, let
: H n(H, M)  — * H n(K,  M ),
t% : H n(K, M)  — + H n(H, M),
c9,h : H n(H, M)  — ► H n(9H, M ),
be the restriction map, the transfer (or corestriction) map and the conjugation map respec­
tively. Then H n(—, M)  is a Mackey functor. This is proved for instance in [B]. Moreover, 
this Mackey functor is cohomological (and this explains the terminology). When n =  0, 
we recover the Mackey functor FPm from example (1 .1 .2 ). Group homology and Tate 
cohomology also yield Mackey functors.
(1.1.5) EXAMPLE. For H  £ S(G), let R c ( H )  be the ring of ordinary characters of H  
(with values in C, the field of complex numbers). The restriction, induction and conjugation 
maps induce maps
r » : R c { H ) - + R c ( K ) ,
t“ : R c ( K ) - + R c ( H ) ,
Cg,H : Rc (H)  — + R c (9H ),
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making R c  into a Green functor over Z. One can also view Rc ( H )  as the Grothendieck 
group of finitely generated C[ff]-modules. A similar example is obtained if one works 
with the ring of Brauer characters. Details can be found in many standard references, for 
instance [CR].
The previous example can be generalized to many types of Grothendieck group con­
structions. One of these is the Burnside ring Green functor.
(1.1.6) EXAMPLE. The Burnside ring B(H)  of H  is the Grothendieck ring of finite 
H-sets, with addition given by the disjoint union, and multiplication given by the cartesian 
product. Restriction, induction and conjugation induce maps making B  into a Green 
functor for G over Z, called the Burnside functor. The Burnside functor B  is universal in 
the category of Mackey functors in the same way that the ring Z  is universal in the category 
of rings; that is, for every Mackey functor M , there exists a unique pairing B  x M  — ► M  
such that M  becomes a B-module. Moreover, if A is a Green functor, there exists a unique 
unitary homomorphism of Green functors u\ : B  — ► A. For more information see [tD].
For further examples and properties of Mackey functors defined using this elementary 
approach, see [G], [T4], [Yl], [Y2].
We now give the second definition of Mackey and Green functors.
1.2. THE SECOND DEFINITION.
Let G-Set be the category of finite G-sets. A Mackey functor M  for G is a pair 
(M*, M *), where M* :G-Set— ► R-Mod is a covariant functor and M* :G-Set— ► R-Mod 
is a contravariant functor, which satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) On objects, M ,( X)  =  M*(X) ,  for all X  £ G-Set We write M ( X )  for the com m on 
value of these functors on the G-set X.
(ii) (Additivity axiom) The two embeddings
X - ^ X U  Y ^ - Y
in G-Set define an isomorphism
M*(X11Y)  M *(x )  © M *(Y)
whose inverse is M»(ix)  ® M ,(*y).
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(Hi) (Mackey axiom) For every pull-back diagram
X 2
7
X 3 - i *  X A
in G-Set, we have M*(6)Mm(y) =
The equivalence between definitions 1.1. and 1.2. can be obtained as follows. Assume 
that M  is a Mackey functor in the second sense. For H  £  5 (G ) let M'(H)  =  M(G/H).  
For K  < H,  and g £  5 (G ), let us consider the following maps of G-sets:
tt£ : G/K  
Cg : G f  H  -
* G/H, 
G fgH ,
xK\ 
xH  i
xH ,
C* g - l)9H ,
Define
r K  = Cg   Mm(Cg).
It can be checked that the collection of i?-modules h£S(G) with the restrictions,
transfers and conjugations defined above satisfies the axioms of definition 1 .1 . For a detailed 
proof, see [T2], In later sections, when we use approaches 1 .1  and 1.2 simultaneously, we 
adopt the convention that M(H)  =  M(G/H).
A morphism of Mackey functors in this second sense is just a natural transformation of 
Mackey functors, i.e. /  : M  — ► N  consists of a family of i2-linear maps f { X )  : M ( X )  — ► 
N( X) ,  indexed by the objects of G-Set, such that this family is a natural transformation 
M» — * N, and M* — ► N \
If M, N, L are Mackey functors, then a pairing M x N  — ► L is a family of i?-bilinear 
maps
M ( X )  x N ( X )  — 4 L(X) ,  (x, y) t-+ x • j/,
indexed by the objects of G-Set, such that, for every morphism of G-sets <f>: X  
(Hi) (L*<t>){x • y) =  (M*<f>){x) • x £ M(Y) ,  y £ N(Y).
(iv) (Frobenius axioms)
* • =  ( I . 0 ) ( ( M » ( x )  • y% x £ M (Y ), y' £ N(X) ,
(M.<f>)(x0 • y =  (£ .* ) (* ' • ( iV » (y ) ) ,  x' £ M ( X ) ,  y £  N (Y).
Y,
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Using the equivalence between the first and the second definition, the remaining notions 
can be defined immediately. A Green functor A  will be a Mackey functor A : G-Set— ► R- 
Mod together with a pairing A  x A  — ► A  such that, with respect to this pairing, A{X)  
becomes an associative i?-algebra with unit and the maps A*4> =  <f>* preserve units. Finally, 
if A is a Green functor, then a left-A-module is a Mackey functor M  together with a pairing 
A  x  M  — *• M  such that, via this pairing, M ( X )  becomes a left-A(X)-module for all 
X  G G-Set.
One of the advantages of definition 1.2. is that some interesting Mackey functor con­
structions are easier to introduce.
(1.2.1) EXAMPLE. Let M  be a Mackey functor and X  G G-Set. The assignment
Mx  : Y  1— ► M (X  x y ) ,
M H /)  =  A f ( i d * x / )  , Mx  . ( / )  =  M .(idx x / )
defines a Mackey functor. If A is a Green functor then Ax  is both a Green functor and a 
two-sided-A-module. Moreover, if M  is a left-A-module, then so is M x .
For Y  G G-Set, the projection map 7r : X  x Y  — ► Y  defines two morphisms of Mackey 
functors
ex : M —+ M x , 6x (Y) =  M*{n)  =  it\
Ox : Mx  —  M, dx (Y)  =  M .(x ) =  tt..
If M  is a left-A-module, then two maps above are morphisms of left-A-modules. When A 
is a Green functor the map 9X is a morphism of Green functors.
The Mackey functors M x  and the two maps 9X and 9x  (for various finite G-sets X ) 
play a fundamental role in induction theory (see Chapter 2 ). We refer to [Dr2] and [tD] for 
more details.
We give now a third definition of Mackey functors which is due to Lindner [Li].
1.3. THE THIRD DEFINITION.
Let C+ be the category whose objects are finite G-sets and whose morphisms from 
X  to Y  are equivalence classes of pairs (a, /3), where a : V  —* X  and /3 : V —* Y  axe 
morphisms of G-sets. We represent a morphism by the diagram
V
a  /3 
/  \
X  Y
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Two such diagrams (a, /3) and (q i, 0i ) are equivalent if there exists a commutative diagram
V
a  0y \
a Y
b  &
Vi
for some isomorphism a  of G-sets.
The composition of the (equivalence classes) of morphisms (or, (3) from X  to Y  and 
(7 , S) from Y  to Z  is obtained by considering the pull-back of f3 and 7  as indicated in the 
following diagram.
U
y  \
V w
a  0  i  Sy \ y \
X  Y  z
The disjoint union of G-sets is both a product and a coproduct in C+. The set of 
morphisms from X  to Y  is a free abelian monoid (using disjoint union of the intermediate 
G-sets V). It is convenient to make C+ into an additive category by turning free abelian 
monoids into free abelian groups (by the usual construction). Denote by C the additive 
category obtained in this fashion. This category appears under the name Burnside category 
in [Lei].
We now give the third definition. A Mackey functor M  for G over R  is simply an 
additive functor F  : C ii-Mod. For a proof of the equivalence between this definition 
and the previous two see [T2].
Fix two G-sets X  and Y. Denote Home (X, Y) by [X, Y] for simplicity. The direct
product of X  and Y  is a product in the category G-Set, but not in C. Therefore it defines
an extra structure on C. This induces in turn a "multiplicative” structure in the category 
Mack[i(G).  This structure was first investigated in [Lei]. In order to define this structure, 
we need some properties of the category C.
There is an obvious functor from C to its opposite category Cop which is the identity 
on objects and sends a map /  =  (a, j3) to the map D f  =  (/3, a). Notice that, for any X,
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Y  and Z  in C, there is a natural isomorphism
[X x Y, Z\ *  [.X , D Y x Z ]
(note the use of D  to correct the variance). The above isomorphism implies that D Y  x — 
is right adjoint to — x  Y  so that C is a symmetric monoidal closed category. Occasionally, 
we will have a pair o f functors M  and IV, one covariant and one contravariant, from C into 
some other category and a family of maps
T]: M (X )  — * N ( X )
which we assert to be a natural transformation. In any such statement, an application 
of D  to either functor to correct the variance is implicit. In particular, the adjunction 
isomorphism can be written
[X x y, Z] *  [X, Y  x  Z\.
From the above isomorphism, it follows that taking cartesian products provides a natural 
pairing of C into itself which should be thought of as a tensor product. There is one obvious 
family of examples of Mackey functors, namely the representable functors of the form [—, Y] 
for Y  G C, which are denoted by B y  G MackR(G). The functor B q/g — B  is exactly the 
Burnside functor. The notation B is customary used in the literature for the Burnside ring 
functor over Z. However, for the purposes of this work, we use B to denote the Burnside 
functor over R.
Using [Da], the symmetric monoidal structure on C induces a symmetric monoidal 
closed structure on the functor category Mackn{G). That is, for any two Mackey functors 
M  and N , we have a tensor product-like construction M  □ N.  This construction is com­
mutative and associative (up to natural isomorphisms), and has B  as its unit. The functor 
-  □ N  has a right adjoint <  N, — >. For any two Mackey functors M  and N, < M, N  > 
is given on objects by
< Af, JV >  (X)  =  Nat (M, Nx ), for X  €  C.
That is, the value of <  M , N  >  at X  is the set of all the morphisms in M acku{G ) from 
M  to N x-
In [Lei] it is shown that M  □ N  is completely characterized by the following result:
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(1.3.1) THEOREM ([Lei])
If L, M, and N are Mackey functors, then there is a one to one correspondence between 
maps
0 : M n N — >L
and pairings
9 : (Af, IV) — ► L
(pairings in the sense mentioned in the second definition of Mackey functors).
For a more sophisticated characterization of M  □ N,  see [Lei].
(1.3.2) LEMMA ([Lei])
For a Mackey functor M and any X  and Y  in C, there are natural isomorphisms
B x  n M  — M  □ B x  — M x  —< B x , M  >,
B x  □  B y  ^  BxxY,
<  Bx,  B y  BxxY-
Notice that D  must be used repeatedly in order to make sense of the naturality of 
these isomorphisms. We will generally think of M x  as B x  □ M  and therefore adopt the 
convention that it is covariant in X.
A Green functor consists of a Mackey functor A  together with maps:
: B  — ► A
<j>: A  D A  — ► A
such that the following diagrams commute:
A n  A d A A n  A  B n  A  Ua- ^ 1a A n  A  1>V2-“ A A n B
16
l A D(f> <t> s \
A n A  A A
The unlabeled isomorphisms above are those expressing the fact that B  is the unit for □ 
The Green functor A  is said to be commutative if the diagram
A n  A -L +  A n  A
<f>\ S t
A
commutes, where r  is the commutativity isomorphism for □ .
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A left-A-module for a Green functor A consists of a Mackey functor M  together with 
an action map
C : A □ Af — ► M  
such that the following diagrams commute:
A □ A □ Af A u M  B u M  A □ Af
U  oC
A n  M  - U  M  M
A right-A-module is defined analogously. If A is commutative, then the two notions coin­
cide. A submodule N  of Af is just a subfunctor of Af closed under the action of A. Note 
that A is both a left and a right module over itself. One can define similarly the notions 
of a left, right or two-sided ideal. Homomorphisms of Green functors, and of modules over 
Green functors, are just maps of Mackey functors making the appropiate diagrams com­
mute. One can also define similarly the notion of an A-algebra. We denote the category of 
Green functors for G over R  by G reenr(G). For A € Greenji(G) let A-Mod and A-Alg be 
the categories of left-A-modules and A-algebras, respectively.
(1.3.3) EXAMPLE ([Lei]). Let M  be a right-A-module, and let N  be a left-A-module. 
We set
tpM : (Af □ A) □ N  — ► M  □ N, 0  a/ =  Ca/ □ l N,
rpN : M  □ (A □ N ) — ► M  □ N, =  W  a (_N.
Let us consider the map
0m -  07v : Af a A □ iV — * M  a N .
The Mackey functor Coker (il>M — 07v) is called the box product of M  and N  over A, and
it is denoted by M  Oa. N . If A is a commutative Green functor, then M  CU N  becomes an
A-module in a canonical way.
Notice that if X  G G-Set then, from lemma (1.3.2), it follows that
(Af nA N )x  ^  M x aA N  ^  M  nA N x- (1 .1)
In chapter 3 we give a description of M  0A N  using definition 1 .1 . For more information 
about M  N, see [Lei].
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(1.3.4) EXAMPLE ([Lei]). Let M  be a left-A-module. Suppose that J is a left ideal 
of A, and that N  is a left submodule of M . Let
i : I  — ► A, n : N  — ► M,
be the canonical inclusions of /  in A and N  in M , respectively. The product o f I  and N, 
denoted by I  ■ N , is the image of the map
I a N ^  A a N  - ^ N
I  • N  is a left submodule of N,  hence of M.  A description of I  ■ N  in terms of the definition
1.1. is given in chapter 3. If I  and J  are ideals of A, so is I  • J.
Other examples of Mackey and Green functors using this approach can be found in 
[Lei].
For a fourth approach to the theory of Mackey functors, see [T2] and [TW2].
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2. Induction Theory.
In this chapter we survey the basic results from induction theory. We work with both 
definition 1 .1  and 1.2. Therefore we describe both the elementary approach to induction 
theory (see [TW2]) and Dress’s approach (see [Dr2]). Here, we introduce the notation 
needed to cover all of the aspects of these approaches which are used in later chapters. One 
of the most important results of this chapter is theorem (2.9), which is a version of the 
Dress Induction Theorem (see [Y3]). We conclude with a few examples.
Let M  be a G-Mackey functor (over R) and H  E S(G).  There is an obvious restriction 
functor denoted
ig :  M ackR{G) -  MackR(H)
which is defined by keeping the values of M  only on the subgroups of H.  The induction of 
Mackey functors is the left adjoint of the restriction functor and is written fg - Yoshida (see 
[Sa]) proved that induction is also right adjoint to restriction. Using our second definition 
of Mackey functors, there is an easy description of induction (see [TW l]).
For any finite G-set X , one has
(M T g )(* )  =  M ( * i g )
where X  |g denotes the restriction to H  of the G-set X .  In the same way, it is straightfor­
ward to define induction on morphisms. One can see easily that the restriction of Mackey 
functors satisfies the similar property
(M lg)(X ) = M(XTg).
An explicit description of the value of an induced Mackey functor on a subgroup (in the 
framework of definition 1.1 ) is given by the formula
( M T % ) ( K ) =  ®  M ( H n gK) .  (2 .1)
ge[H\G/K]
In particular, if we denote the trivial subgroup of G by 1, then (M  t g ) ( l )  =  M (l) tg  where 
the latter denotes the ordinary induction of modules. It follows that the embedding of i?[G]- 
Mod in MackR(G) from example (1.1.2) behaves well: for an i?[i?]-module M , one has
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{FPm ) F P m g^ - When Af is a Green functor for H,  A ft/?  is a Green functor. In this 
case, for K  £ 5 (G ), (Af Ttf)(fQ is an f?-algebra with the product defined componentwise. 
However, induction is only right adjoint to restriction in the category of Green functors.
A Mackey functor M  for G is projective relative to a subgroup H  if Af is a direct 
summand of some induced Mackey functor iV f# . As usual, N  can be chosen to be Af J.#. 
More generally, M  is projective relative to a family of subgroups X  ox X  -projective if Af is 
a direct summand of some Mackey functor of the form ® N i  where Hi £ X . Again 
one can choose Ni =  M  for each Hi £ X.
For H  £  S(G) and X  C 5(G ), we set
[H]a =  { K £  S(G) | K  =  9H  for some g £  G },
[X)0 =  {[H)0 \ H £ X } ,
Clc (A') =  { H  £ 5(G ) | [H]a =  [K]a for some K  £ X} .
If if , AT € 5(G ), we use the notation [H\a < [K\a to express the fact that H  is subconjugate 
to Ki i.e. H  £  Clo (5 (ii0 ). If X  C 5(G), let
SClc (X ) =  { H £  5(G ) I [H]a < [K]a for some K  £ ClaX) } .
Finally, let Max(A”) (respectively Min(A')) be the set of maximal (respectively minimal) 
subgroups of X.  In the above notation, we omit the subscript G whenever the group G is 
understood.
Again let X  C 5(G ). If Af is projective relative to X ,  then Af is projective relative 
to SCl(A’). Conversely, if Af is projective relative to a subconjugacy closed set X , then 
Af is projective relative to a set X°,  where X°  is an arbitrary set of representatives of 
subgroups in [Max(A')]. Thus it suffices to assume that X  is closed under subconjugation. 
A minimal subconjugacy closed set X  such that Af is X  projective is called a defect set for 
Af. It is not clear that the defect set is unique. However, if Af is a Green functor which 
is projective relative to X  and y  (subconjugacy closed), then Af is projective relative to 
XC\y. Therefore the defect set of a Green functor is unique and is denoted by D(M) .
We now describe Dress's approach to relative projectivity using the second definition 
(see [Dr2], [tD]). First notice that, if Y  £ G-Set, then
Y l f o ^ Y x G / H
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so that, for a Mackey functor M , one gets
(M lgT g)O O  a  M ( Y  x  G/H) =  M g/h (Y).
It follows from the above formula that M  is projective relative to X  if and only if M  
is a direct summand of M x, where X  =  G/H.
At this point we introduce some more definitions. Let X  £ G-Set
(2 .1) DEFINITION. M  is called X-injective (X-projective) if the map 6X {Ox) of 
example (1.2.1) is split-injective (split-surjective) as a morphism of Mackey functors.
(2.2) PROPOSITION ([tD]).
The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) M is X-injective.
(2) M  is X-projective.
(3) M  is a direct summand of M x as a Mackey functor.
(2.3) PROPOSITION.
Let X  =  I it fg x  G/H and M  £ M ackn{G). Then M  is X-projective if and only if M  
is projective relative to X . In particular, if y  is a defect set for M , and M  is X  -projective, 
then y  CSC\{X).
Let A 0 =  G/G be a point, and let X k =  n fso  f°r k > \ .  Let 7r,- : X k+1 — ► X k
be the projection which omits the i-th factor, for 0 <  t <  k. If M  is a Mackey functor, we
have two chain complexes
0  — ► Mx » — * M x  — * Mx» ... (2 .2 )
0  <—  MXo Mx  Mx * ... (2.3)
defined by dk =  £ S = o ( -1)‘’7r*> dk =  E L o ( - 1) '7r<*-
(2.4) PROPOSITION ([tD]).
(1) M x  is always X-injective and X-projective.
(2) If M  is X-injective, then the complexes (2.2) and (2.3) are exact.
In general, for arbitrary Mackey functors M  and finite G-sets X ,  it is hard to determine 
if M  is X-injective. Based on (2) of proposition (2.4), Lewis introduced the following 
concept (see [Lei]).
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(2.5) DEFINITION ([Lei]). A  Mackey functor Af satisfies X-injective induction if the
JO "
sequence 0  — ► M  — ► M x  — ► Mx* is exact at M  and M x-
If X  =  I lf fe *  G/H and M  satisfies X-injective induction, then computing the entire 
Mackey functor M  reduces to computing M I# , for H  G Max(A’). From (2) o f proposition
(2.4), it follows that, if M  is X-projective (X-injective), then M  satisfies X-injective induc­
tion. In particular, M{G)  can be computed from the values of M  at K,  for K  G SC1(X). 
However, if M  satisfies X-injective induction, then M  is not necessarily X-injective. For 
example, the functor FPm  from example (1 .1 .2 ) satisfies G/l-injective induction, but it is 
not in general G [  1-projective.
The following results are due to Dress.
(2.6) THEOREM ([Dr2], [tD])
The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) A is X-projective.
(2) All left (right)-A-modules are X-projective.
(3) The map /* : A (X ) — ► A{G/G), induced by the unique map o f G-sets f  : X  — ► 
G/G is surjective.
If X  =  G/H, then (3) of the above theorem asserts that A  is X-projective if
and only if the map
E < » : ©  W )  —  M G) (2.4)
H ex x e x
is surjective.
(2.7) PROPOSITION ([Dr2], [tD]).
Let X  and Y  be finite G-sets and let A  be a Green functor. Then A (X ) — ► A(G/G) 
and A(Y)  — ► A(G/G) are surjective if and only if A {X  x Y ) — ► A{GfG)  is surjective.
We can now rephrase the definition of a defect set as follows.
(2 .8 ) DEFINITION. A defect set for a Mackey functor M  is a m inim al set X  of sub­
groups of G closed under subconjugation such that if D =  \1hzx G/H, then M  is D- 
projective.
From (2.6) and (2.7) it follows that every Green functor A  has a unique defect set 
.D(A). Moreover, if M  is a left-A-module, then M  is £)(A)-projective.
An induction theorem for a Mackey functor M  is a theorem which computes, or gives 
some restrictions on, the defect set for M .
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One of the celebrated induction theorems for Green functors is the Dress Induction 
Theorem. Although Dress formulated it in terms of the definition 1 .2 ., we find it more 
convenient to work with its variant in terms of definition 1 .1  (see [Y3]).
Let p be a prime number and let H  £ 5(G ). There exists a unique m in im al subgroup 
Hp of H, such that Hp < H, and H/Hp is a p-group. Moreover, Hp is invariant under 
Aut(.ff), hence Hp < Ng(H) .  Notice also that, since Hp is invariant under Aut(fT), it 
follows that (.Hp)p =  Hp. Let Hq < Ng(Hp) such that H q(H p is a p-Sylow subgroup 
of WgHp. Notice that Hq  is defined up to conjugation by elements in Na(Hp). We can
assume that H  C Hq . When p =  0, we set Hp =  Hq =  H.  The subgroup H q has the
following properties (see [Dr2]):
( i ) Hp < H < H pG,
(ii) If there is a g £ G such that 9H < K  and K f9H  is a p-group, then [H\ <  [.K ] <  [Hp],
If II be a set of prime numbers, let II' be the set of primes q ^ H .  For every natural 
number n, we denote the II part of n by n„ and the II' part of n by =  n[na. When 
II =  {p }, we let np =  n„ and np =  be the p-part (respectively (p}'-part) of n.
For X  C 5(G ), let
H ° X  =  { K  £  5(G ) | [Kp] £  SCIg(A’) for some p 6  II}. (2.5)
(2.9) DRESS INDUCTION THEOREM.
Let A be a Green functor. Then
£  taKA (K ) +  f )  Ker rg =  |G|^(G). (2.6)
K € H °X  H ex
Assume that A. is a Green functor and II is a set o f primes such that p • 1.4(G) is 
invertible in A(G)  whenever p | |G| and p £ II. The above theorem suggests that, in order 
to bound the defect set of such a Green functor A, it suffices to find a set X  of subgroups 
of G such that the map
®  rg  : A(G) —  ®  A(H)
H e x  Hex
is injective. If A  is such a set, then, from theorems (2.8) and (2.5), we conclude that D{A)  
consists of subgroups from H^X.
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(2.10) EXAMPLES. In each of the following examples, M  denotes a Mackey functor 
and X  denotes a family of subgroups such that M  is projective relative to X.  In fact, in 
each case (except example 4), SC10 A' is D(M) .
(1) M  is the character ring functor over Z  of example (1.1.5), and X  is the set of 
elementary subgroups (Brauer’s induction theorem).
(2) M  is the character ring functor over Q of example (1.1.5), and X  is the set of cyclic 
groups (Artin’s induction theorem).
(3) M  is the Burnside ring functor over any ring R  of example (1.1.6), and X  is the 
set of all subgroups of G (an uninteresting example from the point of view of induction 
theorems).
(4) M  =  H n(—, V ) P is the p-part of the n-th cohomology functor (example (1.1.4)), 
and X  =  { (? } ,  where Q is a p-Sylow subgroup o f G.  When V  is the trivial module, the 
defect set of M  is the set of all p-subgroups of G.  Otherwise it depends on V.
(5) M  =  B,  where B  is the Burnside ring functor over any ring R  of example (1 .1 .6 ), 
I  is the augmentation ideal, and M  is the completion of B  in I. Then X  is the set of all 
Sylow subgroups of G. For more details, see [MM] and example (14.7).
For a treatement of induction theory using definition 1.3, see [Lei].
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3. The Box Product o f Two Mackey Functors.
Let M  and N  be two Mackey functors for G over R. The sole purpose of this chapter 
is to describe M  □ N  in terms of definition 1.1. A description o f Af □ N  using definition
1.3 was given in chapter 1 . In [Le2], Lewis has described M  □ N  in terms of definition
1 .2 . Our description is an interpretation of the construction from [Le2] in the framework 
of definition 1.1.
This chapter has two parts. In 3.1 we describe M u N .  Assu m in g  that the object that 
we construct here is a Mackey functor, we show that it satisfies the universality property
(1.3.1). We describe the correspondence between maps 9 : M  □ N  — ► L and pairings 9 : 
(M, N) — ► L (in the sense mentioned in definition 1.1.). In the end of this part, we outline 
the construction of M Ua N  of example (1.3.3). As a corollary, we describe the product 
between a left ideal J of A and a left submodule N of M  (see example (1.3.4)) in terms
of definition 1.1. In 3.2 we prove that the object constructed at 3.1 is a Mackey functor.
The reader who is not interested in the actual proof can skip 3.2 since the arguments used 
there are not needed in the subsequent chapters.
3.1. THE CONSTRUCTION OF M □ N.
For H E S(G), let
T(H)=  ®  M(K)®N(K) ,  (3.1)
ffes(ff)
Let 1(H) be the i?-submodule of T(H) generated by the following elements:
rL (x) ®y '  (y '), for x  6  M(K), y' E N(L), L C K  C H,
x' ® r f  (y) ~  (* ') ® Ih for x' E M(L), y E N(K ), L C K C H, (3.2)
(cfc(x)) ® y -  x ® ( c^ iy ) ) ,  for x  E M(K), y E N(hK), hEH.
(3.1.1) THEOREM.
(M □ N)(H) =  T(H)(I(H).  (3.3)
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We set
x □ „ y =  z  ® y (mod 1(H)),  for z  G M(K) ,  y E N(K) ,  K  C H . (3.4)
It is clear that the elements z  y, for K  C H, x  E M (K ) ,  y G N(K) ,  generate
(M  □ N)(H)  as an i2-module. Using relations (3.2), we conclude that the above generators
satisfy the following relations
(xi +  x2) aH y =  xi a „  y +  z 2 □ „  y,
*  (Vi +  Ife) =  x  aH yi +  z  □ „ y2, (3.5)
(rz) □ „ y =  z  (ry),
for z, z i, x2 G M ( K ) ,  y, yi,  y2 G N(K) ,  K  C H,  and r E R, and the relations
r£ (z )  uH y' =  x  nH t%(y%  for z  G M (K ) ,  y' G N(L),  L C K C . H ,
*  (y) =  V, for z ; G M(L) ,  y G iV(AT), L C K C H ,  (3.6)
(cfc(z)) y =  z  UH ( c f i y ) ) ,  for z  G M (K ) ,  y G iV(fcii:), hE H.
These are the only relations among the generators z  UHy of (M  □ N)(H) .
The conjugation maps for M  □ N  are defined as follows. For g EG,  let Cg : T(H)  — > 
T(9H)  be the map given on the generators by
Cff(x<g) y) =  cg(x) ® cg(y), for z  G M (K) ,  y E N ( K ), K  C H  (3.7)
It is clear that the Cg s are R- linear isomorphisms and that Cgh =  Cg -Ch for all g, h G G. 
Moreover, using axioms (ii), (in) and (v) of 1 .1 ., it follows that Cg(I(H))  =  I (9H).  In 
particular, Cg induces an f2-linear isomorphism,
(.M  □ N)(H)  =  T(H)/I(H) T(9H)/I(9H)  =  (M  □ N)(9H),
such that
z  O „ y A  Cff(z) cff(y). (3.8)
The last relation (3.2) guarantees that the action of c/, on T(H)/I(H)  is trivial if h E H. 
Hence T(H)/I(H)  is an i2[Wcfl]-module.
The transfer maps for M  □ N  are obtained as follows. Let J C H.  Let i j  : T(J)  —► 
T(H)  be the canonical inclusion of T(J)  in T(H)  as a direct summand. Viewing T(J)  as
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an f?-submodule of T(H)  it is easy to see that i j  (I(J))  C 1(H).  Hence, i j  induces the 
map
t j  : T (J ) /I ( J ) — >T(H)/I(H),
such that
tH
x □ j y x  Ow y, for x  G M(L),  y G N(L) ,  L C J. (3.9)
Finally, the restriction maps for M  □ IV are obtained as follows. First consider the 
f?-linear map:
R 1  : T ( B ) — T(J) / I (J)
given on the generators by
x ® y £ ± +  Y  rJn»Kich(x )) ° j  rJn»K-(cft(y))> for x  6  M ( K ) ,  y G N(K) ,  K  C H. 
he[J\H/K]
(3.10)
It is easy to show that R j  is a well defined f?-linear map. It can be shown that 1(H)  C 
Ker R j  , hence Rj  induces a map t j  making the diagram
T ( H ) 2 L t (J)/I(J)
S r f
T(H)/I(H)
commute where n is the canonical projection; that is,
r j  (x □ Hy) =  R j  ( x  ® y), for L C H, x  G M(L) ,  y G N(L),  (3.11)
Assume that T/I is a Mackey functor. In order to show that T/I  is M  □ N  we use 
theorem (1.3.1). Hence it is enough to show that there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between maps 6 : M  a N  — ► L and pairings 9 : (Af, N)  — ► L. Indeed, if 0 is a morphism 
M  □ N  — ► L, define the pairing:
M(H)  x N(H)  — » L(H)  (x, y ) ► 9H(x □ „ y). (3.18)
The fact that this is a pairing follows from the fact that 9 is a morphism of Mackey functors. 
Conversely, for any pairing
M ( H )  x N(H)  — * L(H) (x, y ) ^ ( x -  y)
27
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define
9h : ( M  □ N)(H)  — + L(H)
by
x a H y i— ► (x • y), for x G M (L ), y G N(L),  L C H. (3.19)
The fact that this map is well defined and is indeed a morphism of Mackey functors can be 
checked easily. Moreover, it is clear that these two assignments are inverse to one another.
Now let A be a Green functor. Let M  be a right-A-module and N  be a left-A-module. 
We give an elementary description of M  Da N  of example (1.3.3). Let H  G 5(G ). Let
Ta ( H ) =  ©  M { K ) ® A m N( K) ,  (3.12)
K eS(H )
and let IA(H)  be the i?-submodule of TA(H)  generated by the following elements:
r £  (x) y' -  x  ® AlK) f jf (y1), for x G M ( K ) ,  y' G N(L),  L C K C H ,
x> ®AW  rL(v) ~  (x>) ®a(*) for * ' € M(L) ,  y G N(K) ,  L C K C H , (3.13)
M x ) )  ®MhK) y - x  ®A(K) ( c^ (y )) ,  for x G M ( K ), y G N( hK) ,  h G H.
(3.1.2) THEOREM.
(M  nA N)(H)  =  TA(H)/IA(H).  (3.14)
The conjugation, transfer and restriction maps for M  uA N  are defined using formulas 
similar to (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) above.
(3.1.4) COROLLARY.
(1) Let A be a Green functor and let M  be a left-A-module. Suppose that I  is a left 
ideal of A and that N  is a left submodule of M . Then:
(I  • N)(H)  =  1(H) ■ N( H)  +  ^  • X ( K ) ) ,  for all H  G 5(G). (3.15)
K < H
In particular, I  • N  is the smallest submodule N 1 of M  such that N' (H ) D 1(H) • N(H)  for 
a l l H £ S ( G ) .
(2) Let (/, )”_ ! be a set o f left (two-sided)  functorial ideals o f A. Then 
( n * ) w - n  Ii(H)  +  £  <£(E[ w ) ,  for all H  G 5(G). (3.16)
i=l i=l K < H  i=l
28
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In particular, f l L i  £  ** smallest left (two-sided) ideal I 1 o f A  such that I ' (H) D 
a l l H e S ( G ) .
(3) Let I  be a functorial ideal such that 1(H) is nilpotent for every H  £ S(G).  Assume, 
for example, that, for some n > 0, ( I (H) )n =  0. Then I n =  0.
PROOF. (1) We use the notation from example (1.3.4). The i?-module (I  a N)(H)  of 
(A □ M)(H)  is generated by the elements x a H y for K  £ S(H),  x  £  I (K) ,  and y £ N(K) .  
It follows that the image of the map (C o (i a  n))(H)  =  ( I  • N) (H)  is generated by the 
elements
(C °  (*' a n)) (H)(x  □ „ y) =  C(H)(x aH y) =  t%(x • y).
Formula (3.14) follows immediately.
(2)-(3) Immediate consequences of (1). A
3.2. THE PROOF.
We prove only theorem (3.1.1). We show that T/I, with the conjugation, transfer and 
restriction maps defined at 3.1. is a Mackey functor. We check that T/I satisfies axioms
(i)-(v) from 1.1. Notice that (ii) and (Hi) are immediate, and (iv) follows due to the last 
line in formula (3.2). Notice also that the second part of (i) is immediate. The only hard 
axioms to prove are the first part of (i) and (v). At this point we find it more convenient 
to think in terms of G-sets. We use the following lemma:
(3.2.1) LEMMA ([ML]).
Let C a category with pullbacks. Consider the following diagram:
• — ► • — ► •I 1 1 • —* • —* •.
(a) I f both squares are pullbacks, then the outside rectangle is a pullback.
(b) I f the outside rectangle and the right-hand square are pullbacks, so is the left square.
For the proof o f the first part of (i), assume L C K C H ,  and let x  y £ T(H)/I(H)
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for some x  6  M(J) ,  y £ N(J),  and J C H .  Consider the following diagram
X  =  JJ  G/Li G/L
Urn,- 7Ti
Y  =  U  G/Jj ^  G/K (3.17)
Uk{
G/J G/H
where ir, Xi, tt? axe the canonical morphisms of G-sets. Notice that
( *  □„ y) =  5 ^  r b k j (ch(x) ) aL r ^ j (ch(j/)),
he[L\H/J\
(3.18)
and that X  =  #■/,/] G/Lf\ kJ , is the G-set from the top left comer of the diagram
(3.17).
Similarly, we have:
r £ r g (x  □ „ y) =  rL ( f t f n v M * ) )  r* n \ /M y ) ) )
h&[K\H/J] \ /
=  E  E  rrn .(Jfn v )(C“ ( l » D‘ rrn .(Jr n v )(C'‘ (!' ))- (319)ke[K\H/J] ke[L\K/Kni‘J] v ' K ’
Notice that Y  =  LLeitfX/z/j] G/(K  fl hJ) is the G-set from the diagram (3.17), and
U  I J  G / ( l n * ( f f n V ) )
ke[K\H/J] lce[L\KnKnkJ)]
is exactly the pullback of Y  and G/L along G/K which, according to lemma (3.2.1) coincides 
with X.  This shows that (3.18) and (3.19) jure equal; hence the first part of (i) follows.
Similar reasoning can be employed to obtain (v). Finally, the assertion that 1(H)  C 
Ker can be proved using a similar argument.
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4. Primordial Subgroups.
In this chapter we introduce the Brauer homomorphisms for a Mackey functor M . This 
notion is a generalization to the Mackey functor setting of the Brauer homomorphism for a 
G-algebra (see [T4], p. 91). Associated with the Brauer homomorphism there is a natural 
notion of a Brauer quotient and of a primordial subgroup. The primordial subgroups of a 
Mackey functor M  and the corresponding Brauer quotients sure fundamental for the analysis 
of the lattice of subfunctors of M.  In later chapters we show that these two sets of data 
encrypt sdl the information that is needed in order to characterize some of the interesting 
subfunctors of a Mackey functor (such as prime and maximal ideals of a Green functor A, 
simple left-A-modules and the Jacobson radical of A).
This chapter has two parts. Throughout most of 4.1 we will adopt the approach from 
[Tl]. Hence, we work with definition 1.1. In this section, we introduce the notions of 
primordial subgroup and Brauer homomorphism, and we prove most of their properties 
which sure needed in later sections. In particular, we investigate how these concepts behave 
under various Mackey functor related constructions such as restrictions, inductions, direct 
stuns, epimorphic images and box products. We show that there is a strong relationship 
between D(A)  and the primordial subgroups of a Green functor A. We conclude this section 
with a characterization of the primordial subgroups in terms of definition 1.2. In part 4.2 
we construct the twin functor T M  of a Mackey functor M  using the values of the Brauer 
quotients for the various primordial subgroups of M.  We give two alternative descriptions 
of T M.  We also construct a canonical morphism (3M from M  to T M  using the various 
Brauer homomorphisms. We investigate various properties of /3W and T M  which will be 
relevant in later chapters. The results from 4.2 can be found in [Tl], [T3], [Le3] and [Le4 ].
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4.1. PRIMORDIAL SUBGROUPS AND BRAUER QUOTIENTS.
(4.1.1) DEFINITION. Let M  be a G-Mackey functor over R. For all H  £  5(G), let
m m = J ? r £ r v  <4 .1)
K < H  j
If i?  =  1 we adopt the convention that TrM(l) =  0 and A f(l) =  M ( 1). The R-module 
M{H)  is called the Brauer quotient (of M  at H ). The canonical epimorphism br^f : 
M(H)  — ► M ( H )  is called the Brauer homomorphism (of Af at H ). A subgroup H  £  5(G) 
such that M  (H ) ^  0 is called a primordial subgroup of M . The set of primordial subgroups 
of M  is denoted by V(M) .
The f?-submodule TrM (H)  is invariant under conjugation by N g (H ) because
9( t^ ( M( K) ) )  =  t?K (M(9K) )  if g G Nq (H) (by axiom (v) of definition 1 .1 .). Thus br% 
is a homomorphism of R\[VgH] modules. When the context is clear, we often write brn 
instead of br$ .
If A is a Green functor for G over R, then t^ [A{K) )  is an ideal of A(H)  (by the 
Frobenius axiom), and therefore TrA(H)  is an ideal. It follows that A(H)  is an R-algebra 
and that the Brauer homomorphism br^ : A(H)  — ► A(H)  is a homomorphism of R\WqH] 
algebras.
We begin our analysis with the following lemma.
(4.1.2.) LEMMA.
Let M  be a Mackey functor. Then V{M)  is closed under conjugation. Moreover, M  is 
non-zero if and only i fV ( M)  ±  0. In this case, if H  6  Min(7?(M )), then M{H)  =  M{H) .
PROOF. It is clear that V(M)  is closed under conjugation. If M  ^  0 then let H  £  5(G) 
such that M ( H )  ^ 0 .  If we choose H  minimal with this property it follows easily that 
H  £  M in('P(M )). It is obvious that M(H)  =  M(H)  for such subgroups H.  Conversely, it 
is obvious that 0 if V( M)  ^ 0 .  A
(4.1.3) PROPOSITION.
Let M  be a Mackey functor and A  be a Green functor. Then:
(1) { M l % ) { K )  =  M (K )  for all K  £ S(H).  In particular, V (M l % )  =  V(M)  D S(H).
(2) If M  is a left-A-module, then V{M)  C V(A).  Moreover, M(H)  is a left-A(H)- 
module for all H  £ V(M) .
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(3) If  0 — ► N  — ► M  — *■ L — ► 0 is an exact sequence of Mackey functors, then
V(L)  C V{ M)  C V{L)  U V(N) .  (4.2)
Moreover, the epimorphism M  — ► L  — ► 0 induces an epimorphism M (H )  — ► N(H)  — ► 
0 for all H  £  5(G ).
(4) If (M ,)ig / are Mackey functors, then P ( ® t-g/Af,) =  \Ji erV(Mi).  Moreover,
(® M ,) ( fT )  =  ®  W H )  fo r  all H  £  5 (G ). (4.3)
»€/ «€/
PROOF. (1) Obvious (see [Tl]).
(2) Assume that V(A)  5 (G ), otherwise there is nothing to prove. If H  & V(A),  
then:
l A(H) =  5 3  ** (a* ) ’ for some G M K ) -
K Q H
Hence, for m £ M(H)  one has
™ ™ =  5 3  £ T r M(H).
K C H
Thus M(H)  =  0.
Let now H  £ V(M) .  In order to show that M(H)  is a left-A(H)-module, it suffices to 
prove that TrA(H)  C Aiw.a(H)M(H).  Let a £ TrA{H)  and m £ M(H) .  Then
a =  5 3  f°r 80me aK G M K ) .
K C H
Hence
a - m =  5 3  *£(<**) • "* =  5 3  • r g  (m)) 6  TrM(H),
K C H  K C H
or brfl (a • m)  =  0 .
(3) Let 0 — ► IV Af -^+ L — ► 0 be a short exact sequence. We first show that
P(L ) C V(M) .  Assume H 0  V{M) ,  and I £ L(H).  Then
I =  <f>H(m) =  (  5 3  =  1 3  G T rL{H).
K C H  K C H
Hence L(H)  =  0.
33
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We now show that V(M)  C V(N)  l)V(L).  Assume H  £  V(N)  U V(L).  We show that 
H g  V{M) .  Let m G M(H) .  Then, since H  £ V(L),  we have
factors through Tru (H).  Hence the sequence M{ H)  — ► L(H)  — ► 0 is exact at L(H).
(4) Let M  =  If I  is finite, (4) is a immediate consequence of (3). Otherwise,
since M,- are epimorphic images of JVf, it follows immediately from (3) that V(Mi) C V{M).  
Hence U,e/7?(M,) C P(M).
Conversely, assume that H  ^ U,g/P(M,), and let x  G M( H)  be arbitrary. Since this 
element x  is actually in 0 ,-€/  M ,-, for some finite set I\ C / ,  it follows immediately that
K C H KC H K C H
m -  53
KC H
for some n G AT(ff). However, since H £ V(N) ,  we can write
and
It follows that
m “  1 3  tK(mK ) =  1 3  tK^Ki nK) ) -
K C H K C H
Therefore m G TrM(H).  In conclusion M(H)  =  0; hence H  £  V(M) .  
Finally, due to the naturality of the surjection
M{ H)
We conclude that M(H)  =  0. Hence H £ V(M) .
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Formula (4.3) follows immediately from the previous arguments. A
If N  C M,  there is no general containment relation between V(N)  and V{M)  as is 
shown by the following example.
(4.1.4) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number and let G =  Zp. Let M(G)  =  M(l )  =  Zp, 
and define the restriction map rp  to be the zero map and the transfer map fp  : Zp — ► Zp 
to be the identity map of Z p. One can easily check that M  is a Mackey functor. Notice 
that V{M)  — {1 }. Now M  has a subfunctor N  such that N(G) =  Z p and N(  1) =  0. It is 
clear that V(N)  =  {G }. Hence there is no containment relation between V( M)  and V(N).
(4.1.5) COROLLARY.
Let A be a Green functor and f  : M  — ► L be a morphism of left-A-modules. Then
(1) f  is injective if and only if f (H)  is injective for all H £ "P(A).
(2) f  is surjective if and only if f (H)  is surjective for all H  € V(N) .
PROOF. (1) If f { H )  is injective whenever H  £ V(A) ,  it follows that V(A)C\V (Ker / )  =  
0. However, according to (4.1.3) (2), V(Ker f )  C V(A).  We conclude that P(Ker / )  =  0; 
hence Ker /  =  0.
(2) If f ( H )  is surjective whenever H  6  L), it follows that V{L)  fl P(Coker / )  =  0.
However, according to (4.1.3) (3), V  (Coker / )  C V(L).  We conclude that V  (Coker / )  =  0; 
hence Coker /  =  0. A
(4.1.6) PROPOSITION.
Let A be a Green functor, and let M  be a left-A-module. Then:
(1)
T r „ ( H ) =  X )  *k (M(K) )  for all H G S(G). (4.4)
K<H
In particular
M ( H )  =  5 3  for all H G 5(G ).
Kev(A)nS(.H)
(2) The map
® r  § : M ( U ) — > ®  M(.K)
K  K£V(.A)nS(,H)
is one-to-one.
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(3) Let N  be a submodule o f M . Then
N ( H ) =  H  (’i r ' W * ) ) -  W-5)
KGV(A)nS(H)
PROOF. (I )  See [Tl].
(2) If H  G V{A) ,  there is nothing to prove. Assume H  g  V(A) .  Let m G M(H)  be 
such that r$(m ) =  0 for all K  G V(A)  fl S(H).  We show that m =  0. Since H  £ V(A),  we 
use (1) to conclude that
1 A(H) =  Y I  fK(aK), for some aK 6  A(K) .
K£P(A)C\S{H)
Then
m =  l A( H ) - m =  Y 2  t%(aK) - m =  ^ 2  (m)) =  0 .
K£V{A)nS(H) KGV(A)nS(H)
(3) Follows from (2) applied to the left-A-module M/N. A
(4.1.7) PROPOSITION.
Let A be a Green functor. Then V(A)  =  SC10 (7:7(A)).
PROOF. See [Tl]. A
(4.1.8) PROPOSITION ([Tl]).
Let M  be a cohomological G-Mackey functor over R. ThenV(M)  consists ofp-groups 
for primes p which are not invertible in R. In particular, */II is the set o f primes p which are 
not invertible in R then every cohomological Green functor A  for G over R is U P€n G /S p- 
projective, where Sp is ap-Sylow subgroup ofG.
PROOF. See [Tl]. A
We now investigate the primordial subgroups and the Brauer quotients of induced 
Mackey functors. Let H, K  G S(G).  Let
D(H,  K )  =  { g e  [H\G/K\ \ °K  C H }.  (4.7)
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(4.1.9) PROPOSITION.
(1) If M  € Mackfi(H), then
P (M T g) =  Clc (P (M )).
(2) If K  then
(M\G) (K)  =  ©  M W ) -
{geD (H ,K ) | 'K Z V (M )}
PROOF. (1) Let B  be the Burnside Green functor for H  over R. We first show that
D(BTg)=SClo(*0.
Indeed, from formula (2 .1), it follows easily that B(H)  is a direct summand in 
and that (BT§)(G ) =  B(H).  This shows that the map
(BTg)(ff) —  (BTgXG)
is surjective. From proposition (2.3) and theorem (2.6), it follows that 7?(5|§) C SClG(iT). 
Since M  T# is an R f#  module, it follows that
V {M \gh ) c  C V(B1%)  C SCIa(H).
Since V ( M  T#) is closed under conjugation, it is enough to show that if K  G S(H),  then 
K  is primordial for M  if and only if K  is primordial for M  We first show that
V ( M ) C V ( M  Tg).
Let K  6  V(M) .  From formula (2.1), we know that
(MT?)(AT)= 0  M ( H n ‘K).
gC[H\G/K]
Since K  <  H,  it follows that M { K ) is the direct summand in (M |h ) (K)  corresponding to 
the double coset H e K , where e is the identity element of the group G. Moreover, if L < K  
and g € G, then H  ft 9L is either incomparable to K  or strictly contained in K.  Now if 
K  £ V ( M f / / ) ,  then the map
0 (A fT g )(£ ) — . (MTg)(/r)
L < K
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must be surjective. However, this would imply that the map
©  ©  M ( H n aL) — >M(K)
g£G  {L < K  | Hr\'L<K} 
is surjective, contradicting the fact that K  G V(M) .
We now show that
V ( M rg ) n S(H)  C SC1G (V(M) )  n S(H).
Let K  G V { M |§), and suppose that K  <  H.  Prom formula (2.1), it follows that
©  M{HC\9K).
g&[H\GIK)
We show that 9K  G V ( M)  for some g G D(H,K) .  First assume that g G [H\G/K] — 
D(H, K ). In this case H  C\9K  <  9K . Let
Jg =  9~\H  D 9K ) =  a~'H n K < K .
Since
( M T g ) « , ) =  ©  M(HC\ hJg)
he[H\G/j,]
we conclude that M (H  fl 9K ) =  M (H  f l 9 1Jg) is the direct summand in M(Jg) obtained 
for the double coset H g ~lJg of [H\G[Jg\). In particular, the map
E  ( M t S ) W  — ( M T g ) m  (4.8)
ge[H \GIK\-D{H,K)
is onto on the components M (H  fl 9K )  for g G [H\G/K\ — D(H,K) .  Suppose now that 
g G D(H, K)  and that 9K  < H  is not primordial for M.  Let L <  9K.  Prom formula (2.1) 
applied to 9 L , it follows that M(L)  is the direct summand in (M  Tjj)(ff *L) obtained for 
the double coset Hg 9 L. Since 9K  is not primordial for Af, it follows that the map
E  w  tg )('"£) — * (m  rg)(*o (4.9)
L<*K
must be surjective on the M ( 9K )  component of (Af t§ )( fO - Now if 9K  is not primordial 
for Af, for any g G D( H, K) ,  it follows from the surjectivity of maps (4.8) and (4.9) that 
the map
E  (Af Tg)(£) —* (M rg)(AQ
L < K
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is surjective as well, contradicting the fact that K  is primordial for M  f# .
(2) Follows by analyzing the transfer maps (4.8) and (4.9) above. A  
The above proposition has the following corollary.
(4.1.10) COROLLARY.
( 1 ) V { M g i h )  =  'P{M)C\C\g {H).
(2) I f K e  V {MG/h ) then
m g/h (K)  =  0  M {?K) (4.10)
g&D(H,K)
(3) If A is a Green functor then V(A q/h ) — SCl0 (if) C\V(A).
PROOF. (1) From proposition (4.1.3) (1), it follows that V (M  |§) =  V( M)  fl S(H).  
Now (1) follows from (1) o f proposition (4.1.9) and from the fact that
M c/h =  ( M i g ) t g .  (4.11)
(2). From (4.1.3) (1) it follows that (Ml %) ( K)  =  M { K ), for K  e  S(H).  Since 
V( M)  is closed imder conjugation, it follows that if K  £ V(M) ,  and [K\ <  [if], then 
9K  G V { M  J.§) for all g G D(H, K) .  Now (2) follows from formula (4.11) and (2) of 
proposition (4.1.9).
(3) Follows from (1) above, and from (4.1.7). A
Let M  and N  be two Mackey functors. The following proposition gives a description 
of the Brauer quotients of M  □ N.
(4.1.11) PROPOSITION.
f l )  Let M  and N  be two Mackey functors. Then
( M o N ) ( H )  =  M(H)  <g> N(H) ,  for all H  G 5 (G ). (4.12)
In particular, V {M  □ N) C V( M)  fl V(N).
(2) Let A be a Green functor, M  be a right A module, and N  be a left A module. Then
CM ua N) (H)  =  M ( H ) ® ____ M H ) ,  for all H  G 5(G ).
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PROOF (1) Let H  £ S(G ), and let m aH n £  (Af □ N)(H) .  If m £ M ( K ) and 
n £ N ( K ), for some K  < H,  then m n =  t^ (m  Ok n). Now assume that m £ M(H) ,  
and n £ N(H) .  If m £ TrM(K),  then let
m =  ^  t^ r n x ) ,  for some tur £ M ( K ) .
K < H
We conclude that
m n H n =  {t%(mK)) □ „ n =  ^  □ „ (r£ (n )) =
K < H  K < H
^ 2  t %( mK (rg (n )))  £ TrM a „ (H) .
K < H
In conclusion, (M  □ N)(H)  is generated by the elements brjjf (m) frr^(n), for m £ M ( H )
and n € N(H).  Now (1) follows easily from relations (3.4)-(3.6).
(2) Follows from similar arguments. A
Proposition (4.1.11) has the following immediate corollaries.
(4.1.12) COROLLARY.
(1) If V( M)  n P(N)  =  0, then M a N  =  0.
(2) If Ai and Az are two Green functors, then D(A\ □ Az) C D{A{)  fl D(Az).
(4.1.13) COROLLARY.
(1) Let M  be a left-A-module, I  be a left ideal o f A and N  be a left submodule of M . 
If H  £ S(G),  there exists a canonical epimorphism
W )  ®MH) N{ H)  — » (J . N)(H)  —  0
In particular, V(I • N) C V{I) fl V(N).
(2) If {Ii)%i are left (two-sided) ideals o f A, then V I ij  C
(4.1.14) REMARK. In general V(I  • N) is not equal to V{I) nV(N).  To see this let 
G =  Zz, and let A  be the following Green functor:
Z4, if H  =  G,
A(H)  =
f Z  
~ l 0  , i f £T=l ,
and both rp, t f  are zero. Let I  be the ideal of A  with /(G ) =  2A(G). Then V(I)  =  {G }, 
but I 2 =  0 .
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(4.1.15) PROPOSITION.
Let X  C S(G).  Suppose that (Ij)i<j<n ore ideals o f A  such that V(A/Ij)  C X,  for  
j  =  1, 2, ..., n. Then:
(1)
V\
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In particular, if X  is a finite G-set andA/Ij is X -projective, f o r j  =  1 , 2 ,..., n, then 
both A/ nr=i A an  ^A !  n ;= x  h  are X-projective as well.
PROOF.(1) Let n =  2. Consider the exact sequence
« h A 4 - oA n A A n  A  A
Since
A „ A + A
A n A  A
we conclude, from (4.1.3) (2), that
p ( / r £ x ) £ p ( f ) £ *- ^A  o  A /  V. A •
From the above exact sequence and (4.1.3) (3), it follows that
A  A  \i \ ~ f A '
p f e ) £ p ( / r? h g )U p f e ) £ * -
The general case follows by induction over n.
(2) Again let n =  2 . Consider the exact sequence
0  — ► — -------- ► — -------- Y — — ► 0
A - A  A - A  A
It is clear that A /(A  • A ) is a left-A/A-module. From (4.1.3) (2), we conclude that
v ( i h ) QP( i ) QX-
From the above exact sequence it follows that
A \ hp(/n;)£p(inr) U*(*)=*-
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The general case follows by induction over n.
Now assume that X  =  Iltfe*  G/H. From (4.3.7) (1), it follows that a Green functor 
A' is X-projective if and only if V(A')  C SCl(A'). From (1) and (2), it follows immediately 
that both A/D™s l Ij and Af  n?=i £  316 X-projective if the A/Ij are X-projective for
j  =  1, 2, ..., n. A
Proposition (4.1.15) has the following immediate corollary.
(4.1.16) COROLLARY.
Suppose that A is a Green functor, I  is an ideal o f A, and X  is a finite G-set. If A/1 
is X-projective, then A/In is X-projective for all n >  1 .
We conclude with a functorial characterization of the primordial subgroups of a Mackey 
functor.
Let H  £  S(G), and let X h =  \1k <h G/K. The coproduct of the G-maps
: G/K — + G/H, for K  <  H,
is the G-map
* n =  II * k - - X h — >G/H.
K < H
This G-map induces a morphism
*H M x h — *■ M G/h - (4.12)
We have the following result.
(4.1.17) PROPOSITION.
H £ V( M) ,  if and only if the map ir*H given by the formula (4.12) is not surjective.
PROOF. Assume that H £ V{M) .  Since H  is primordial, and M { H ) =  M g/h {G[G)  
we conclude that the map
tt%(G) : 0  M ( K )  =  M x „ (G /G ) =  M { X h x G /G ) — » Mg/h (G/G) =  M(H) ,
K < H
cannot be surjective.
Conversely, assume that H  £  V{ M) .  In particular, H £ V ( M G/h ). Notice that, if 
K  < H , then every orbit of the G-set G/H x  G/K  is also an orbit of the G-set X u  x  G/K. 
In particular, this shows that the map
7t* b(K)  : M x h(G/K)  =  M { X h X G/K)  —  M(G/H x  G/K)  =  M g/h (G/K)
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is onto at K,  for all K  <  H.  Since, in this case, V (M g/h ) consists of subgroups [K\ <  [H\ 
(thanks to (4.1.10)) it follows, from (4.1.5), that Kg is surjective. A
4.2. THE TWIN FUNCTOR AND THE J FUNCTOR.
Let M  be a G-Mackey functor over R and let H  g S(G ). If K  <  H,  we let
&r£ =  brK • r£  : M(H)  — ► M ( K ) .  (4.13)
The map br$  is called the Brauer homomorphism from H  to K . Consider the sum of all
Brauer homomorphisms
M H )  =  ®  b r % : M ( H ) — . ®  ~M{K). (4.14)
K £V (M )n S (H ) K€P{M)C\S(H)
We write 0(H) =  Pm (H)  when the context is clear. Notice that H  acts on
©
K£P{M)r\S{H)
by acting simultaneously on the inedxing set and on the summands (see [Tl]). Since H  
acts trivially on M(H) ,  it is easy to see that the image of (3m (H)  is contained in the fixed 
points
T M ( H ) = (  0  ; W )  ■ (4.15)
\ K e v (M )n s ( f f )  )
When M  is a Green functor for G  over R, TM(H)  is an R-algebra with the product defined 
componentwise. In this case, /3(H) is a ring homomorphism because r$  and brg are both 
ring homomorphisms.
In [Tl] it is shown that the family of 12-modules TM(H) ,  where H  € S(G), inherits 
a natural G-Mackey functor structure. This is called the twin functor T M  of M . When 
M  is a Green functor T M  is a Green functor as well. Moreover, if M  is a Mackey (Green) 
functor then (3m  is a map of Mackey (Green) functors.
The following two results appear in [Tl].
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(4.2.1) PROPOSITION ([Tl]).
(1) I f  A is a Green functor, then V{A)  =  V(TA).
(2) I f  A is a Green functor, then Ker (3a  is a nilpotent ideal o f A.
( 3 ) I f M  is a Mackey functor and H  £ S(G),  then both Ker (3m (H ) and Coker (3m {H ) 
are annihilated by n • I r, where n is the integer
n =  n  \WaK\- (4-10)
f c e P (M )n s (H )
(4.2.2) COROLLARY ([Tl]).
(1) Let M  be a left-A-module. If  |G| is invertible in R (or A(G)), then /3 a/ is an 
isomorphism.
(2) I f  the rings A(H)  are commutative and reduced (i.e. Nil(H)  =  0, for all H  £ 
S(G)), then (3a is injective.
(4.2.3) DEFINITION. A Mackey functor M  such that /3a/  is an isomorphism is called 
totally decomposable.
The totally decomposable Green functors are investigated in chapter 7. We conclude 
this chapter with an alternative description of the twin functor TM . We first need to 
introduce some notation and terminology.
(4.2.4) DEFINITION ([T3]) If N  < G and M ‘' £ MackR(G/N),  we let Infg/N( M’) 
denote the G-Mackey functor defined by
0 _ ^
with obvious restriction, transfer and conjugation maps. We call In fg /^ A /7) the inflation 
of M '.
It is easy to see that Infg/n (M')  is right adjoint to the deflation functor D e fg ^  
mapping a G-Mackey functor M  to the G/iV-Mackey functor Defc /n (M)  defined by
D e f =  = f o r  all H/N € S(G/N).  (4.17)
L'K'ZN, K < H
If M  is a G-Mackey functor, let [GYP(M)] denote a set of representatives of \P(M)]a . The 
following result appears in [T3].
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(4.2.5) PROPOSITION ([T3]).
Let M  be a G-Mackey functor over R. For each K  €  P(M) ,  let FP mJJq  be the 
fixed point WqK -M ackey functor associated with the R\WaK]-module M( K)  (see example
(1 .1 .2)/ Then
T M *  0  (4.18)
KG[G\P(M)] a
We now introduce the J-functor (see [Lei], [Le3], [Le4]).
(4.2.6) DEFINITION. Let H  6  5(G ). There exists an obvious functor
MackR(G) — ► R[WgH] -  Mod M  i—  M{H) .  (4.19)
The functor
Jg/h ■ R[Wa H] -  Mod — + M ackR{G) 
is the right adjoint of the functor given by (4.19). Let
Jgi h  : M  —  Jg i h {M{H))
be the unit of this adjunction. When the context is clear we write jc/H instead of jcJ/H- 
The following description of Jg/h is due to Lewis (see [Le3], [Le4]).
(4.2.7) PROPOSITION ([Le3], [Le4]).
(1) Let K  G 5(G) and let M  be an R[WcK]-module. Then
Jc/Km  =  ( w  Pit)  (4.20)
It follows easily, by formula (4.20), that if M  is an R[WGR’]-module then
{Jg , k (M) ) (K)  =  M.  (4.21)
As a consequence of (4.2.5) and (4.2.7) we have the following result.
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(4.2.8) THEOREM ([Le3], [Le4]).
Let M  be a G-Mackey functor (over R). Then
T M *  ©  JGIk { W K ) ) -  (4-22)
K£[G\V(M)\
Moreover
P — ®  Jg/h - (4.23)
K£[G\V{M)\
The main properties of the functor J are given in chapter 6 . For additional information 
see [Lei], [Le3], [Le4].
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5. Products o f Elements in Green Functors.
Let A be a Green functor and M  be a left-A-module. In this chapter we use approach
1.3 to define the external product of an element of A  with an element of M . We use 
the external product to define concepts such as: submodules generated by one element, 
annihilators of submodules, units of Green functors, externally nilpotent elements of Green 
functors and zero divisors. We then give a description of these notions in terms of definition
1.1 . As a corollary, we show that, if ( N(K) )  K£-p(A) is a collection of i?-modules such that 
each N ( K ) is a submodule of M( K) ,  and the family x -^p(_A) is invariant under
restrictions, transfers and conjugations, then this family can be uniquely extended to a 
submodule of M . We conclude with a few remarks about indecomposable units of classical 
Green functors. Throughout most o f this chapter, we work with definition 1.3.
Let X , Y  be finite G-sets. Using Yoneda lemma, one can think of elements a £ A(X)  
and m E M (Y ) as maps
B x  A, B y M .
Moreover, the composite
Bx *y  — B x  □ B y  A u M  M,  (5.1)
tells us that C(a □ m) can be regarded as an element of M ( X  x Y). Denote this element 
by
a x b =  C(aam)  6  M ( X  x  Y) .  (5.2)
The operation x is called the external product For an alternative description of a x m, let
wt' .X x Y  — ► X  7r2 : X x Y  — ► Y
be the canonical projections. Then
a x m =  7Ti(a) • ff2(m) £ M ( X  x Y ). (5.3)
For a £ A{ X)  and n >  0, we denote by [a]” the n-th fold external product a x ... x a £ 
A (X ").
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The following definition is due to Lewis:
(5.1) DEFINITION ([Lei]). (1) If H  G 5(G ), then the elements a G A(H ) =  A(G/H) 
axe called indecomposable.
(2) The submodule generated by m G A f(X ) is the image of the map
A  a B x  U-^ m A a M - ^ M ,
and is denoted A (m ).
(3) The two-sided ideal generated by a & A (X )  is the image of the map
A  □ B x  u A 1a d-2 -? U A  □ A  □ A  A,
and is denoted A(a)A. The right ideal generated by a is denoted (a) A.
(4) An element m G M (X ) is a generator of Af if A(m) =  Af.
(5) An element u G A (X )  is a right (left) unit if it is a generator for A as a left (right) 
module over itself. An element u G A{X)  is a unit (or a two-sided unit) if u is both a right 
and a left unit.
(6)  An element a G A {X )  annihilates Af if a x m =  0, for all m G Af. The set of all 
these elements is a two-sided ideal of A  called the annihilator o f M  and denoted A n n ^ M ).
(7) An element a G A (X )  is a zero divisor if there exits Y  G G-Set and a nonzero 
b G A(Y), such that a x fe  =  0 o r & x a  =  0. The element a is sometimes be called a 
Y -zero divisor.
(8)  An element a G A (X )  is externally nilpotent if [a]n =  0 for some n >  0.
The following result is due to Lewis.
(5.2) PROPOSITION ([Lei]).
Let A be a Green functor. Then :
(1) A product o f two right (left or two-sided) units is a right (left or two-sided) unit.
(2) If u G A {X )  and u x v G A (X  x Y ) are right units with v G A(Y), then v is a 
right unit.
(3) A unit is not a zero divisor.
(4) A (X ) contains a one-sided unit if and only if the map Ox '• A x  — ► A is onto.
(5) Let a G A (X )  and let f  : X  —* Y  be a map in C. If f (a)  is a right (left or 
two-sided) unit, then a is a right (left or two-sided) unit.
48
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(6)  An element a E A (X ) is an X  -zero divisor if and only if it is a zero divisor in 
the ring A ( X ) .
(7) Suppose A  is a commutative Green functor. Then, an element a E A (X ) is 
externally nilpotent if and only if it is internally nilpotent; that is nilpotent as an ele­
ment o f the ring A (X ).
Prom (4) of proposition (5.2) and theorem (2.5), we conclude:
(5.3) COROLLARY ([Lei]).
Let X  be a G-set. Then A is X-projective if and only if A x  contains a one-sided unit.
Concerning nilpotency, we have the following theorem:
(5.4) THEOREM ([T4]).
Let A  be a commutative Green functor. For H  E S(G), let Nil(H) be the nilradical of 
A(H).  Then the family Nil(H), for H  E 5 (G ), is a Mackey functor which is an ideal of 
A.
Prom now on, the nilradical of a commutative Green functor A  is denoted Nil (A).
Again let A be a commutative Green functor, I  be an ideal of A, and A  be a finite 
G-set. Let
V I ( X )  =  { a £  A (X )  | [a]n E I ( X n) for some n > 0}. (5.4)
(5.5) THEOREM.
y/T is an ideal o f A. Moreover, if H  E 5(G ) then y/l(H) is the radical o f the ideal 
T(H).
PROOF. We apply (5.2) (7) to the Green functor A/1 to conclude that, for H  E 5(G), 
\fi(H) is the radical of 1(H). The functorialy of \/I follows from theorem (5.4). A
Let now X, Y  be finite G-sets and a E A (A ), m E M(Y) .  We describe a x m, A(m) 
and A(a)A  in terms of definition 1.1. Assume that Y  =  Ll/fgy G/H. Since
m G M(Y)  =  M ( JJ  G/H) =  0  M(H)
H e y  H e y
it follows that the element m E M(Y)  can be regarded as a set of elements (m u) H e y  with 
mn  G M (H ) .  Since
a x m =  ^  a x mn  
H e y
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and
A(m) =  5 3  A(mg),  
Hey
it follows that it is enough to describe a x m, A(m) and A(a)A  when both a and m are 
indecomposable. Hence assume that X  =  G/H and Y  — G/K.
(5.6) PROPOSITION.
Let a £ A(H) and m £  M ( K ) .  Then
a x  m =  ^  r% n ' M - rHn.KCg( r n ) Z M ( G / H x G / K ) =  ©  M ( H n 9K).
gelH\G/K] ge[H\G/K]
(5.5)
PROOF. Since
G/H  x G/K  =  JJ  G/H  n  9K
ge [H\G/K]
formula (5.5) follows immediately from formula (5.3). A
(5.7) PROPOSITION.
Let H  £ S(G), a £ A{H),  m £  M(H),  and K  £ S(G). Then
50
( A ( m ) ) ( K ) =  5 3  4 niH( A ( K n 9H )rZ .H C g (m ) ) ,  (5.6)
ge[K\G!H\
(A(a)A)(K)  =  5 3  ( a (K D 9H) (r%n,Hcg(m )) A ( X n * f f ) j .  (5.7)
ge[K\G/H] \ )
PROOF. We check only formula (5.6). Denote the left-A(X)-submodule of M {K )  
which appears in the right side of (5.6) by N{K).  The trick is to show that { N ( K ) ) K£S^  
is functorial because it is obvious that N (K)  C A(m )(K ), and m £ N(H).
It is immediate that cg(N (K ) )  C N ( 9K).  We now show that, if L C K,  then N(L)  C 
N (K ) .  Fix
*  =  <Ln»/r(arLn«(cffm)) € N{L),  
with a £ A(L  fl 9H),  and g 6  G. Notice that L fl 9H  C K  H 9H, hence
*£ (*) =  (*£n.£r(«rLn*ff(«w»»))) =  *£n»H (^ L $ H  ( a r L $ H  (r/&»ff(csm )))^ =
=  I kcwH {^L n ’ H (a ) r  Kr\»H(c gm ) )  € N ( K ) ,
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because t ^ f g  (a) ^ A (K flaH).  In the above argument, we have used (i) and the Frobenius 
axiom
(ix) from 1 .1 .
Finally let J C L. Then
r; ( i )  =  ^ ( t ^ n,H(ar’^ nilH(cgm))^ =  ] T  iJJnU^H)r) ^ 7^H)ci{ar’L^H{cgm ))
i6 [j\£/£n»ff]
=  5 Z  (ci(a))rjn*»ff(cjs (m )) CN (J) ,
le[J\L/Ln»H]
because rjfil'jj (c/(a)) £ A (J  fl ,ffiJ). In the above argument, we have used the fact that 
J n ‘( L n 9H) =  J n lL n l9H  =  J n L n l9H  =  j  n lm , 
and the Mackey axiom (vi) from 1 .1. A
Proposition (5.7) has the following corollaries.
(5.8) COROLLARY.
(1) If m £ M (H ) ,  then A(m)(G) =  i§ (A (ff )m ).
(2) If Ng is a. left-A(G) submodule o fM (G ) ,  then the value of the submodule
A(Na)  =  £  A(n)
n€ No
at G is exactly Ng -
(3) If m £  M (H ) ,  and P  £ V(A(m}), then [P] <  [# ].
Similar results hold for the principal two-sided ideals o f A.
PROOF.
(1)  Follows immediately from formula (5.6).
(2) Immediate consequence of (1).
(3) One can obviously prove (3) using formula (5.6). For a simpler proof, notice that 
definition (5.1) (2) gives us an epimorphism
AG/h - A a Bg/h A  □ M  A(m).
Using proposition (4.1.3) and corollary (4.1.10), we conclude that
P(A(m))  C V(Ag/h) Q V(A)  O SCIG(H)  C SC1G(P ). A
51
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(5.9) COROLLARY (Submodules of a left-A-module).
Let M  be a left-A-module. Suppose that for every K  £ V(A),  we are given an left- 
A(K)-submodule N k  o f M (K )  such that:
( 1)  9N k Q N,k , for g £ G .
(2) r i<(NiJ) C N (K ) ,  whenever K  C L in V(A).
(3) *k (Nk ) Q N(L), whenever K  C L in V{A).
Then there exists a unique an left-A-submodule N  of M  such that N (K )  =  Nk  for all 
K e V ( A ) .
PROOF. Let
w -  £  Y ,  X <"). (5-8)
KeV(A) n€NK
Using formula (5.6), it follows easily that N ( K )  =  Nk  for all K  £ V{A).  If N\ is another 
submodule of M  with the asserted property, then, from formula (5.8), we conclude that
N  C JVi. On the other hand, V(Ni/N)  C V(A),  and (N\/N)(K) =  N k /Nk  =  0 for all
K  £ V{A).  In conclusion, N\/N =  0 . Hence N  =  N\. A
(5.10) COROLLARY.
(1) Let N  and N f be submodules of M . I f  N (K )  C N'(K)  for all K  £ V{A), then 
N  C N '. If N (K )  =  N'(K) for all K  £ V(A) ,  then N  =  N'.
(2) Suppose that A  is a commutative Green functor. Let I  be an ideal of A such that 
I (K ) is radical for all K  £ V(A).  Then I  =  y/l.
(5.11) COROLLARY (Morphisms of left-A-modules).
Let M i, be two left A  modules. Suppose that for every K  £ 'P(A), we are given a 
morphism Ok  ’• M\(K)  — ► M2 (AT) of left-A(K)-modules such that:
(1) cg0k  =  0,Kcg, for g £ G.
(2) r ft(3i)  =  0K(r ic)i whenever K  C L in V(A).
(3) <k’(^A') =  3i(t^) ,  whenever K  C L in V(A).
Then there exists a unique morphism 0 of A modules such that 6 {K ) — Ok for all 
K  £ V{A).
PROOF. Assume that H  V(A),  and let m £ M(H).  From formula (4.4), we conclude
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that
m =  f°r some rrifc G M (K ) .
K£V(A)r\S(H)
Define
0n(™)  =  *&(**(” »*))• (5-9) 
R'€'P(A)n5(ff)
Using proposition (4.1.6) (3), the axioms of definition 1 .1 , and induction on the subgroups 
H  £ V(A),  one can check that 0 =  (9g) is well defined, and that it is a morphism
of left A  modules. The fact that 9 is unique follows from formula (5.9). A
(5.12) THEOREM.
Let X  and Y  be G-sets, and let a G A(X),  and m G A(Y) .  Then:
A(a) • A(m) =  A{a x m). (5.10)
PROOF. Let xj) be the composite:
{A □ Bx ) □ (A a By )  ^  (A  □ A) □ (Bx  □ By)  ^  (A □ A) a Bx x y  A □ Bx x y ,
where the unlabeled isomorphisms above are the ones given by lemma (1.3.2). Let 4>a, Cm 
be the maps from definition (5.1), i.e.
A u B x l±^*a A n A - ^ A ( a ) ,  <f>a =  <f>o(lA aa) ,
A  □ Bx  14-5yn A a M  A(m), Cm =  C °  Ua □ m)-
Let ia, im be the inclusions
A(a) - X  A, A(m) M,
of A(a) in A  and A(m)  in M ,  respectively.
Formula (5.10) now follows from the commutativity o f  the diagram
(A □ B x ) □ (A □ B y ) A(a) a A(m) A a M  M
\ i p  / 2L A
. _  l/t □ (aXm) . , ,A  □ Bx x y  — ► A a M
We conclude with a discussion about units. Notice that, if D(A)  is the defect set of A 
and D =  J jhq£>(A)G/H,  then, according to proposition (5.2) and theorem (2.5), the ring
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A(D) contains units. We investigate the conditions under which A  has indecomposable 
units. Using corollary (5.8), one concludes immediately that u G A(G) is a left (two-sided) 
unit if and only if u is a left (two-sided) unit in the ring A(G). These indecomposable units 
will be called trivial
The following proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of non-trivial indecomposable units.
(5.13) PROPOSITION.
A(H) contains a unit if and only if [.K] <  [if], for all K  G V(A).
PROOF. If A(H)  contains a unit, then, from corollary (5.8), it follows that [K] <  [if] 
for all K  G V(A).  Conversely, assume that [K] <  [if] for all i f  € 'P(A). From proposition
(4.1.6) it follows that
1^(G) =  Y I  for some aK e  A (K )- (5.11)
fCev(A )
Let K  £  “P(A). Choose g G G such that BK  C i f .  Then t^(a^) =  tfK(cg{ak ) )■ This 
argument combined with equation (5.11) shows that there exists a relation
l A{G) =  Y I  *£(&*)> some € A{K)
K€'P(A)nS{H)
Let Cfc =  t$(bic). Then
U(G) =  Y I  */f(c* )  =  * j /(  Y I  CK) '
K£V(.A)nS(H) K€V(A)nS(H)
If we let
c =  Y I  CK’
K&>(A)nS(H)  
then c £ A(H),  and c is a unit. A
We use (5.13) to conclude that some familiar Green functors have only trivial inde­
composable units.
(5.14) EXAMPLE. Since G is primordial for the Burnside ring functor B  (over any 
ring R), it follows that B  has only trivial indecomposable units.
(5.15) EXAMPLE. Let R c  the character ring functor over Z of example (1.1.5). As­
sume that H  < G, and that u £ R c ( f f )  is a unit. Then there exists <f) G R c ( H )  such 
that
iflcCG) =  tu  OM-
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By evaluating the above relation at e, the identity of G, we obtain
1 =  \G/H\<f>{e)u(e) =  0 (mod \G/H\),
because <f>(e)u(e) =  dim(0u) G Z. This relation shows that G =  H, therefore this functor 
has no nontrivial indecomposable units.
(5.16) EXAMPLE. Let A  =  R c  ® Q be the character ring functor over Q of example
(1.1.5). Then (see [T4]), every cyclic subgroup of this Green functor is primordial. If 
u G A(H)  is a nontrivial unit for this functor, we conclude that
U  9H  =  G. (5.12)
g&G
Indeed this relation follows because, for every element x  G G, the cyclic subgroup generated 
by x  is primordial, hence it is contained in 9H  for some g G G. However, notice that in equa­
tion (5.12), there are only |G/A^g(H)| distinct sets 9H,  which have nonempty intersection 
(because e £ 9H  for all p G G). Moreover, all these sets have the same number of elements, 
namely \H\. Equation (5.12) implies that \G/Ng(H) \ • |lf| >  |G|, or \H\ >  |iYc(H)|. This 
shows that R c  ® Q has no nontrivial indecomposable units.
(5.17) EXAMPLE. In this example, we construct a group G and a Green functor A  
for G, such that A  has nontrivial indecomposable units. Let p be a prime number, and 
let G =  Z* be the cyclic group of the units inside the field Zp. Let £ =  exp(27ri/p) be a 
root of unity of order p. Denote by O the ring of integers inside Q(C)- It is known that, 
as a Z-module, O =  Ya =i ZC‘ - Since G acts on O by automorphisms (as the Galois group 
of the extension Q C Q(C))» we can consider the Green functor given by A =  FPq (see 
example (1.1.2)). Then £ G O =  A (l) is a unit for A. Indeed notice that
*?(c ) =  J 2 c  =  - h
t=i
hence A(Q(G) =  A(G).  It follows that A(Q =  A. Similarly, let a and b be integers such 
that —a +  (p — 1)6 =  ±1. Then a£ +  6 G O =  A (l) is a unit for A.
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6. Characteristic Mackey Functors.
Let H  6  5(G ). In this chapter of we introduce the notion of an H -characteristic 
Mackey functor Af. If M  is if-characteristic for some H  6  5(G ), we refer to M  as being 
characteristic. The reason for investigating this concept is that some of the interesting 
Mackey functors such as simple Mackey functors, simple left-A-modules, prime and simple 
Green functors (see chapters 7 and 9 for definitions), turn out to be characteristic. The 
notion of a characteristic Mackey functor is due to Lewis (see [Lei]). From the results 
from [Lei] it follows easily that if Af is H -characteristic then Min 'P(Af) =  [ff]. As it was 
pointed out in [Lei], the natural way of studying an H -characteristic Mackey functor Af 
is via the natural map j'g/h  '• M  — ► Jg/b (M(H)),  where Jg/h is the functor defined at
(4.2.6). This is the approach that we adopt in our present work. If Af is a Mackey functor 
and N  is a submodule of Af, then N  is called cocharacteristic if M/N  is characteristic. It 
turns out that some of the interesting subfunctors of a Mackey functor such as annihilators 
of characteristic left-A-modules, prime and maximal ideals, primary submodules of a left- 
A-module are cocharacteristic. We give a characterization theorem for the cocharacteristic 
submodules of a left-A-module. We show that every Mackey functor Af has a canonical 
filtration
M  =  M0 D Mi D .... D Afn =  0
where is cocharacteristic in Af,- for i =  1, ..., n. If M  is a left-A-module, then the 
above Af,- are submodules o f Af. As a corollary of this result it follows that, if C\ and 
C2 are two Serre subclasses of the category of left-A-modules, then C\ C C2 if and only 
if every characteristic object in C\ belongs to C2 . Due to this result, one can think of 
characteristic left-A-modules as analogs of cyclic modules from classical algebra. We also 
prove an induction theorem for Mackey functors satisfying a slightly weaker property than 
being characteristic. This form of our induction theorem is needed in chapters 12 and 13. 
As a corollary of this theorem we obtain some induction theorems for characteristic Mackey 
functors. The results of this chapter are crucial for most o f the remainder of this work. The 
structure theorem for cocharacteristic subfunctors is used in an essential way throughout
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chapters 7, 8 , 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.
This chapter has two parts. In 6.1 we investigate the characteristic Mackey functors 
and the cocharacteristic subfunctors of a given Mackey functor Af. In 6.2 we investigate 
the primordial subgroups of the ff-characteristic G-Mackey functors (over R) in terms of 
H  and of the prime numbers p dividing the order of G which are not invertible in R.
6 .1. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTORS AND COCHARACTERISTIC SUBMODULES.
(6.1.1) DEFINITION ([Lei]). Let H  be a subgroup of G.
(1) A Mackey functor Af is called H-boundedif M (K )  =  0 for all [A] <  [H\.
(2) A Mackey functor Af is called H-characteristic if it is H-bounded, M (H )  ±  0 , and 
the map
qG/H . m  _► M G/h (6 .1)
is injective. We refer to H  as the characteristic subgroup of Af. In what follows, we refer to 
the map (6 .1) as 9m  or simply Af — ► M q/h • If Af is A-characteristic for some H  £ 5(G), 
we refer to Af as being characteristic.
Notice that M  is A-bounded if and only if A  does not properly contain a primordial 
subgroup. The following proposition gives equivalent conditions for a Mackey functor to 
be characteristic.
(6 .1 .2 ) PROPOSITION.
Let H  £ 5 (G ) and M  £ MackpfG). The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) M  is H-characteristic.
(2) Min (V(M))  =  [A] and 9m is injective.
(3) Min ('P (M )) =  [H] and for all K  £  5 (G ) we have C\>HCK^eT[r>H) =  6 -
PROOF. (1) =$■ (2). We show that if A  £ V(M ) ,  then [A] < [A]. Assume that this is 
not the case. Let A  £ P (M )  be such that [A] [A]. Then all stabilizers of orbits of the
G-set G/H x G /A  are strictly subconjugate to H.  Since M  is ff-bounded it follows that 
M (G/H  x G /A )  =  0. From the injectivity of map
9m (G/K) : A f(G /A ) —  M (G/H  x  G /A )
it follows that A f(A ) =  M(G/K)  =  0. This contradicts the fact that A  £ V{M ).
(2 ) =>• (1 ) Obvious.
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(2) (3). Let K  € 5(G). Since Min (V(M))  =  [if] it follows that, for g £ G,
M (K  fl 9H) =  0 unless 9H  C K.  Hence
M (G / H x G / K )  =  A f(  JJ  G /(F T nff.ff)) =  0  M(G/9H).
g€[K\G/H] g€D(K,H)
The map 9m (K)  is the map
« « T O =  ©  r & :A f (J O —  ©  M (V ).
g&D(K,H) g£D(K,H)
It is clear that 9m (K)  is injective if and only if f]iHCK K er(r^ ) = 0 . A
(6.1.3) PROPOSITION.
( 1)  Let M  be an H-characteristic Mackey functor and let N  be a non-zero subfunctor
of M . Then N  is H-characteristic as well.
(2)  I f (M i ) i& are H-characteristic Mackey functors, then so is ® , er M,-.
(3) If M  is an H-characteristic Mackey functor and X  € G-Set, then M x is either 
H-characteristic or zero.
PROOF. (1) It is clear that N  is .ff-bounded. Moreover, since the natural diagram
N ^ N gih
Jn JnG/H
M  MG/h
commutes, it follows that On is injective.
(2) Let M  =  It follows immediately that M  is if-bounded and M(H)  0.
Moreover, since the maps
Mi — ► (Mi)c/H ,
are injective, so is their direct sum
M  — > ©  (Mi)c/n =  ( =  m g/h ■ 
ier ier /G/H
(3) By (2), it is enough to assume that X  =  G fK .  If [fT] [AT], it follows immediately 
that M g/k  =  0- Assume now that H  <  K . Since V(M g/k ) Q V{M)  (by corollary
(4.1.10)), and M  is H-bounded, we conclude that M g/k  i8 -H-bounded. Since H  < K ,
58
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it follows that M (H )  appears as a direct summand in M g/k (H); hence M g/k (H)  ^  0. 
Finally from the injectivity of the map
M  — ► M q/h
we conclude that the map
Mc , k  — * {M o/b ) o i k  “  (M a m :)a/H
is injective as well. A
Let H  6  S(G).  Let H-Mackn(G) be the full subcategory of MackR(G) consisting of 
the ff-bounded Mackey functors. Notice that if M  G H-M ackji(G), then M (H)  =  M(H).  
In [Lei] it is shown that if M  G H-Mackp,(G), then the map d° =  9m  of the standard 
complex (2.2) for X  =  G/H ,
0  — ► M  - ^ 4  Mq/h M g i h xG/h -
has a factorization
M  J L  M g, h 
Jg/h \  S i
Jg/h (M (H ))
where Jg/h is the functor defined at (4.2.6). Here the map i is the canonical inclusion 
Ker dl M g/h • The following three results are due to Lewis.
(6.1.4) PROPOSITION ([Lei]).
Let M  6  H-Mackfi(G). Then:
(1) M  is H-characteristic if and only if Jg/h 15 injective.
(2) M  satisfies G / H-injective induction if and only if Jg/h 15 an isomorphism.
A Mackey functor M  € H-Mackji(G) satisfying condition (2) above is called H- 
determined. Proposition (6.1.4) (2) can be rephrased as follows.
(6.1.5) PROPOSITION ([Lei]).
The correspondence
Af i— ► JG/h(M)
is a natural equivalence between the category of R[WcH]-modules and the category of H - 
determined Mackey functors.
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(6 .1 .6 ) PROPOSITION ([Lei]).
Let M, N  £ H-Mackfi(G), and let X  be an R\WaH]-module. Then there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between maps
M u N — > JG, H(X)
and R\WGH]-maps
M (H ) ® N(H)  — X
where WqH  acts diagonally on M (H )  <g) N(H).
We introduce the following definition.
(6.1.7) DEFINTION. A subfunctor N  of a Mackey functor M  is H-cocharacteristic if 
M/N is H-characteristic. We sometimes refer to M  as an E-cocharacteristic extension of 
M . We refer to H  as the cocharacteristic subgroup of N. If N  is .ff-cocharacteristic for 
some H  £ 5 (G ) we refer to iV as being cocharacteristic.
Our next important result is theorem (6.1.14) which describes all the cocharacteristic 
subfunctors of a given Mackey functor M . We begin by introducing the following notion.
(6.1.8) DEFINITION. Let 5  be a ring with a finite group G acting on it. A left S- 
module N  is called G-equivariant if G acts on N  in such a way that the actions of G on 
5 and N  are compatible. By the compatibility condition we mean that if g £ G, s £ S, 
m £ N, and if we let cff(s) and cg(m) be the actions of g on s and m respectively, then 
cg(s ■ m) =  cg(s) • Cg[m). Notice that if N  is G-equivariant, then a submodule of N  is G- 
equivariant if and only if it is G-invariant. Let G-5-Modbe the category of all G-equivariant 
left-5-modules. For more information on G-S-Mod  see Appendix A l.
(6.1.9) EXAMPLE. Let A be a Green functor and let M  be a left-A-module. If 
H  £ S(G), then, by axiom (viii) of definition (1.1), we conclude that M (H )  is an Wq H- 
equivariant left-A(fT)-module. If H  £ V (M ) ,  then M (H ) is an WaH-equivariant left- 
A(i/)-module.
Let A be a Green functor. We give a property of the annihilator o f an i7-bounded 
left-A-module M  (for the definition of the annihilator of M  see (5.1) (6)).
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(6.1.10) LEMMA.
Let A be a Green functor and let M  bean H •bounded left-A-module. Then A f  Ann^ (M ) 
is H-bounded. In particular, the ideal Anna (M)  contains the ideal
^ = 5 3  (6-2)
K<H
PROOF. Let K  < H. We show that 1a(jt) G (Ann>i(M ))(A '). Let X  G G-Set and 
let m 6  M (X ) .  Notice that all stabilizers of orbits of the G-set (G/K ) x X  are strictly 
subconjugate to H.  Since M  is H -bounded it follows that M((G/K)  x X )  =  0. Since 
1a(K) x m G M((G/K)  x X )  it follows that Ia(K) x m =  0.
The fact that Annx(M) contains I  follows by noticing that I  is the smallest ideal J 
of A  such that A/J is H-bounded. A
We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
(6.1.11) THEOREM.
(1) Let X  be an R[WcH\-algebra. Then Jg / h (X) is a Green functor.
(2) Let A be a Green functor and let H  G V(A) .  Suppose that X  is an WqH-  
equivariant left-A{H)-module. Then Jg / h (X) has a natural left-A-module structure.
(3) Let A  be a Green functor and let H  G V(A).  If X  is a ring which is an WgH- 
equivariant A{H)-algebra then Jg/h (X )  w a Green functor and has a natural A-algebra 
structure.
PROOF. (1) See [Lei] proposition (5.10).
(2) Let I  be the ideal given by formula (6.2). Then A f I  is ff-bounded. Moreover, by 
formula (5.6),
E  4 ( A ( K ) ) = T r A(H);
K < H
hence (A/I) (H ) =  A(H).  By proposition (6.1.6) and formula (4.21), the natural R[Wg H]- 
map
A ( H ) ® X — > X
corresponds to a map
(A/I) □ Jg / h {X)  — ► Jg / h (X).
Hence Jg / h (X )  is a left-A/J-module, therefore a left-A-module.
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(3) Immediate consequence of (1)  and (2). A  
Theorem (6.1.11) can be rephrased as follows.
(6.1.12) THEOREM.
f l )  Let H  G S{G). The functor Jg/h w right adjoint to the evaluation functor
Green r (G) — ► R[Wa H\-Alg A  — ► ~MH). (6.3)
(2) Let A be a Green functor and let H  G V(A).  The functor Jg/h ™ right adjoint to 
the evaluation functor
A  -  M od  — v Wg H-A{H) -Mod M  — ► W {H ) .  (6.4)
Let A be a Green functor and M  be a left-A-module. For H  G ~P(A) the maps 
j  G/H '• A  — *• Jg /h (A (H ) ,  j G / H i M )  — ► JG/ h ( M { H ) )
axe the units of the adjunctions given by formulae (6.3) and (6.4), respectively. By theorem
(6 .1 .1 2 ), we obtain the following result.
(6.1.13) COROLLARY.
Let A be a Green functor, M  G A-Mod and H  G V (M ) .  Then the maps
Jg /h  • A  — ► J g /h ( A ( H )), j G/H ■ M  — > Jg /h ( M ( H ) )
are maps of Green functors and left-A-modules, respectively.
It follows, by theorem (4.2.8) and corollary (6.1.3), that if Af is a left-A-module, then 
T M  is a. left-A-module. In this case, the canonical map (3m  : M  — ► TM  is a map of 
left-A-modules.
Now we axe ready to describe the cocharacteristic submodules of a left-A-module M . 
Notice that if N  is ff-characteristic then, by propositions (6.1.2) and (4.1.3), it follows that 
H  G V(M/N)  C P (M ).
(6.1.14) THE CONSTRUCTION OF M^H fjjjy  Let A be a Green functor and let M  
be a left-A-module. Let H  G V (M )  and let Nh be a proper Wcif-invariant submodule of 
M(H).  Let nn  be the composite
M  “ a  J a , „ m S ) )  Jam  , (6.5)
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where ng  is the projection M(H)  — ► M(H)/Ng.  It is clear that ng  is a map of 
left-A-modules. Since M /(Ker(njy)) can be regarded as a non-zero submodule of the H- 
characteristic left-A-module
(  M (H )\
it follows, by proposition (6.1.3) (1), that M/(Ker(ng))  is FT-characteristic. Hence Ker(n^) 
is H -cocharacteristic. Denote Ker(n^) by jy^y The next theorem shows that all the 
FT-cocharacteristic submodules of M  are of the form for some proper WqH-
invariant submodule N g  of M (H ) .
(6.1.15) THEOREM (The Structure of Cocharacteristic Submodules of M).
Let A be a Green functor, M  be a left-A-module and H  € V(M).  There exists a one- 
to-one correspondence between the proper WgH -invariant submodules o f M (H )  and the 
H-cocharacteristic submodules of M . This correspondence is obtained as follows. If N  is 
H-cocharacteristic, thenN(H) is a proper WgH -invariant submodule of M (H )  containing 
Tr\{(H). If we set
w ; = J M L
TrM(H)
then
N  =  Af(# t Jf^y (6 .6 )
PROOF. Assume that N  is Ff-cocharacteristic. Since (M/N)(H) ^  0, it follows that 
N(H)  is a proper WgH -invariant submodule of M (Ff). Since M/N is FT-bounded, it 
follows that (M/N)(K) =  0 whenever K  < H. Hence N (K )  =  M (K )  for K  <  H.  From 
the functoriality of N  it follows that
N(H)  D Y  « S ( W O ) =  Y  4 < . M { K ) ) = T r u (H).
K < H  K<H
Let
N(H)
NH = TrM(H ) ‘
It follows, by a fundamental isomorphism theorem, that
It follows, by proposition (6.1.4) and formula (6.7), that the natural map
. M  r ,
Jg / h  ’ — ► Jg / h  \
( M (H )\
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is injective. Let tcn : M  — ► M/N  be the canonical projection. Prom the commutative 
diagram
M  ia/H j  ( W H ) \
N  Ja/H{ - W )
* n \  S  Tiff
M
we conclude that N  =  Ker (riff) =  M^H -j^-y A
We now interpret the correspondence given by formula (6 .6 ) in terms of definition (1.1). 
Let Nff be a proper WcfT-invariant submodule of M(H)  containing T tm (H). Then there 
exists a unique H-co char act eristic submodule N  of M  such that N(H)  =  Nff (compare to 
corollary (5.9)). If K  € 5(G) then
' M (K ) ,  for [H\ <£ [K\,
N (K )  =  < for K  =  9H, ^
f l  for [ff] <  [A],
. •HCK
Formula (6 .8 ) clearly shows that N  is uniquely determined by its value at H. If we set 
iVF =  N(H)/TrM(H), then N  =  M(ff>
(6.1.16) OBSERVATION. Let A be a Green functor and let H  6  'P(A). If Iff is a 
proper left (two-sided) W^ff-invariant ideal of A(H), then A^H 7^  is a left (respectively 
two-sided) if-cocharacteristic ideal of A.
(6.1.17) EXAMPLE. Let B  be the Burnside ring Green functor for G (over any ring 
R) of example (1.1.6). Then (see [T4]) B{H)  =  R, for all i f  £ 5(G ). Moreover, WqH  acts 
trivially on B(H).  Theorem (6.1.15) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the proper 
ideals I  of R  and the if-cocharacteristic ideals /) of B. When R =  Z, we obtain that 
every if-cocharacteristic ideal of B  is of the form B( fjt „ z ) for some n >  1 or n =  0 .
(6.1.18) REMARK. The operator M (^t _) preserves and reflects containments. In 
other words, if N\ and N2 are two proper Waff-invariant submodules of A f(if), then
M {H, n x) £  M (H, Nt)
if and only if /Vi C N2.
Let A be a Green functor and let X  be a finite G-set. Lewis (see [Lei]) asked if one 
can determine all prime ideals of the Green functor A x  provided that the prime ideals of
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A  are known. In chapter 9 we show that the prime ideals o f any Green functor A  are of the 
form A^H for some proper WqH -invariant ideal o f A(H)  satisfying a certain technical 
condition. Due to this result it follows that it is enough to characterize the cocharacteristic 
ideals of the Green functor A\. The next theorem gives an explicit description of the left 
(two-sided) ideals of A q/k - Let H £ V(Ag/k )- Prom corollary (4.1.10), we know that 
H  £ V(A)  D SCla (K).  Hence we may assume H C K .  Notice that WgH  acts on the right 
on D(K,  H)  by
(KgH, wH) — ► KgwH.
It is straight-forward group theoretical calculation to show that
StabWaH(KgH)  =  * K n N GH  =  ^ ^  (g Q)
Let m be the number of orbits in D(K,H)/W gH,  and let K giW cH , ..., K gmWGH be 
the orbits of D(K,H )/W gH.  With these notations we have:
(6.1.19) THEOREM.
There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the H-cocharacteristic left (two­
sided) ideals o f A q/k  an^ the proper left (two-sided) ideals (Ji, Ii, ..., Im) of A (H )m 
such that I{ is Wti- iKH-invariant for i =  1, ..., m.
PROOF. According to theorem (6.1.15), the left (two-sided) if-cochar act eristic ideals 
° f  A q/k  are in one-to-one correspondence with the proper left (two-sided) Wcif-invariant
ideals of A g/k (-H)- Prom corollary (4.1.10), we know that
a g/k (h ) =  n *  (6-iq )
geD(K,H )
Every left (two-sided) ideal of the ring on the right side of equation (6 .1 0 ) is of the formn
g€D(K,H)
for some h u  left (two-sided) ideal of A{?H). Moreover, W qH  acts on the right of the ring 
on the right side of formula (6 .10 ) by
( i a »H)g£D(K,H) j wH^j I * ( c gwg-\ {a »mH ) gw£ D ( K j i ) -
Hence the left (two-sided) ideals I,fj satisfy 9wg lI>H =  h »n  for all w £ StabwGH(KgH).
The assertion of the theorem follows easily from formula (6.9). A
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(6 .1 .2 0 ) COROLLARY.
Let A be  a Green functor andH £ P(A) .  There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the left (two-sided) H-cocharacteristic ideals o f A g/h omd the proper left (two-sided) ideals 
ofA(H).
PROOF. Follows immediately from theorem (6.1.19) because D(H, H )/W cH  has only 
one element, namely HeH,  and its stabilizer is W g H  =  {e }  (e being the identity element 
of the group G). A
Next we prove some miscellaneous properties of the cocharacteristic submodules. We 
show that the operator M( _) commutes with the intersections in the following sense:
(6 .1 .2 1 ) PROPOSITION.
Let (2vj) be a family of proper W gH  equivariant left-A(H)-submodules o fM(H),  
and let N  be their intersection. Then
M(H, at) — Pi M(H. W
«er
PROOF. For simplicity, let Mi =  jj-y  for i £ I\ and let M  =  M^H jjy  Notice 
that there exists a canonical injection
,-6r ^
From proposition (6.1.3) ( 1)  and (2), we conclude that H,gr H -cocharacteristic. Since
( f W v Q w  n j r  v  am
t m (H) y iV ," 7V ~ r M(ff),
it follows that
( r \m ) ( H ) = w h ).
«€ r
From formula (6 .8 ) we conclude that M  =  D ig r^ '- A
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(6.1.22) THEOREM (The Cochaxacteristic Decomposition Theorem).
Let N  be a proper submodule o f M . Then N  is an intersection of cocharacteristic 
submodules of M  if and only if
Pm /n : M/N — > T(M/N)
is injective.
PROOF. By replacing M  with M/N  we can assume that N  =  0. Notice that if H  G 
V(M ) ,  then Af(#t o) is the unique minimal H -cocharacteristic submodule of M.  Moreover
o) =  Ker n^, where ng : M  — ► Jg/h (M(H)).
Notice also that if [H] =  [K] then M(jyt 0) =  ^(K,  o)- Hence,
P) 0) =  P) M(H, o) =  P i Ker nH =  0
H eV (M ) HelG\V(M)] H£lG\V(M) l
if and only if the map
£  n H : M —  ©  Jg i h (m U T ) ) = T M
ff€[G\-P(M)] ff€[G\P(M)]
is injective. But this map is obviously the map (5m - A
We give an example of a Mackey functor M  and a subfunctor N  of M  such that N  is
not an intersection of cocharacteristic subfunctors in M .
(6.1.23) EXAMPLE. Let G be a finite group, and let p  be a prime number such that 
p | |G|. Let B be the Burnside ring Green functor for G over Z. Let J =  pB. We show 
that J is not an intersection of cochaxacteristic ideals in B. Notice first that B/J can be 
identified with Bp, the Burnside ring functor for G over Zp. Since BP(H) =  Zp, one can 
use the formula (4.15) to conclude that the Green functor TBP has no nilpotent elements. 
However, Bp has nilpotent elements. It follows that the map
0BP ■ Bp — ► TBP
cannot be injective. From theorem (6.1.21), we conclude that J  cannot be an intersection 
of cochaxacteristic ideals.
There is one case in which every submodule of a module M  is an intersection of 
cocharacteristic submodules.
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(6.1.24) EXAMPLE. Let M  be a non-zero left-A-module, and assume that |G| is in­
vertible in R  (or in A(G)). Then every submodule of M  is an intersection of cocharacteristic 
submodules in M.  Indeed, let N  be a submodule of M.  Prom corollary (4.2.2), we conclude 
that the map
0M/N : M/N  —  T(M/N)  
is an isomorphism. Now the claim about N  follows from theorem (6.1.22).
(6.1.25) THEOREM (The Transitivity of Cocharacteristic Extensions).
Let Ni C N% C N3. If Ni is H-cocharacteristic in iV,+i, for i =  1, 2, then Ni is 
H-cocharacteristic in N3.
PROOF. Since N ^ K )  =  N2(K)  =  N3 (K),  for [K] <  [H], we conclude that N3/N1 € 
H-MackR(G). Moreover, since Ni(H) ±  N2(H) ±  N3(H),  it follows that (N3/Ni)(H) /  0. 
Now the result follows from the fact that, in the diagram
0 —  N2/N1 — 4 N3/Ni — » N3/N2 — 4 0
#12 023013
0  —  ( % / j v , ) ^  — . (JV3 / j v , ) c /a  —  (JVJV2) G/H —  0 ,
the maps #12 and 023 are both injective. Hence #13 is injective as well. A
(6.1.26) PROPOSITION.
Let M  be a Mackey functor and let N  be H-cocharacteristic in M .
(1)  Let X  be a finite G-set. If N x  ^  M x  then N x is H-cocharacteristic in M .
(2) I f  N  C Ni C M  then N  is H-cocharacteristic in Ni.
PROOF. Follows by proposition (6.1.3) applied to the characteristic functor M/N. A  
The following notions are used in chapters 7 and 8 .
(6.1.27) DEFINITION. Let M  be a Mackey functor. Let
V\ (M ) =  Min (V(M)),
Vi(M)  =  Min (V (M )  -  (|J P y)), for i >  1. (6 .1 1 )
}<i
Let H  6  V(M).  The integer i such that H  6  Vi{M)  is called the height o f H in M , and is
denoted by i =  htjvt(H).  Since G is finite we conclude that Vm(M)  =  0 for some m > 1 .
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The smallest integer m with this property is denoted pl\f, and is called the primordial 
length of M. Notice that pl\f =  max (htjv/(ff) | H  6  V(M)) .  If Af is a left-A-module, then 
pl\t <  pla , and htjvf (H) <  htaCff) for all H  6  V{M).
(6.1.28) THEOREM.
Let M  be a Mackey functor. Then M  has a finite filtration
M  =  Mo D M\ D ... D Mn =  0 (6.12)
such that Mi+i is cocharacteristic in Mi for i =  1 , ..., n — 1. If A  is a Green functor and 
M  is a left-A-module, then the subfunctors Mi can be chosen to be submodules of M .
PROOF. Let
I =  max {\H\ | H  £ V(A))
and
kM -  min (|if| | ht^f (iiT) =  l ) .
Notice that M (if)  =  0  if \K\ <  k\f. Moreover, notice that if I f  6  5(G) is such that 
A f(if) ^  0 but [if] 7^  [if,] for i =  1, ..., s, then [if| >  k\j. We proceed by induction 
on / — fcjVf. Let K\, ..., i f ,  be representants for the conjugacy classes of subgroups in 
Min ('P {M )). For 1 <  i <  s let
Ni =  M(Ki% o)
and
Mi — f| Nj. (6.13)
l<i<*
Notice that iVt( i f t) =  0 for i =  1, ..., s. Let i £  {1, ..., s — 1 }. We show that M,-+i C Mi. 
Indeed, otherwise Af,+i =  Af,-; hence
n  N jC N u . , .
l<j<i
It follows, by evaluating the above subfunctors at if,+ i, that
fl iVi ( i f i+1)C iV i+1( i f l+1). (6.14)
l<i<«
However, since Kj  are representants for some conjugacy classes of minimal primordial sub­
groups of Af, it follows that [if,] jC [ifi+i] for j  =  1 , ..., i. Since Nj  is ifj-cocharacteristic,
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it follows that Nj(K{+1) =  M (K i+ 1) ^  0 for 1 <  j  <  i. Since N i+i(Ki+i) =  0, the 
containment (6.14) becomes
M { K i+l) =  0.
This contradiction shows that Af,+i C Af,-. We now show that M,+i is cocharacteristic in 
Af,-. It follows, by a fundamental theorem of isomorphism, that
Mi _  M{ ^  Mi +  Nj+i . .
M{+i MiHNi+i Ni+l • 1 ' ’
Since iV,-+i is cocharacteristic in Af it follows, by proposition (6.1.26) (2) and formula
(6.15), that M,+x is cocharacteristic in Af,-. Hence
M  =  Mo D Mi D ... D M a (6.16)
is a descending chain of subfunctors of M  such that Af,-+i is cocharacteristic in Af,- for 
i =  1, ..., 3 — 1 . Now let N  =  Ms- If N  =  0 we are done. If not let K  G Min (V(N)).  
Since N  C Ni and N (K i )  =  0, it follows that [K] /  [Af,] for i =  1, ..., s. Since M (K )  D 
N (K )  7^  0, it follows that \K\ >  k\j. From this argument it follows that
k f t  =  min (Iffl | htjv^) =  l) > k M \
hence m — kpt <  m — k\{. By the induction hypothesis, N  has a filtration
M s =  N  =  Nq D Ni D ... D Nt =  0 (6.17)
such that Ni+i is cocharacteristic in iV,- for t =  1 , ..., /  — 1. The assertion o f the theorem 
follows from formulae (6.16) and (6.17). If Af is a left-/l-module, then the subfunctors Af,- 
given by formula (6.13) are submodules of Af. A .
(6.1.29) OBSERVATION. The length n of the filtration in formula (6 .1 2 ) is bounded 
by a constant which depends only on the group G.
(6.1.30) DEFINITION.
Let A be a Green functor and let Ci be a subcategory of A-Mod.
(WSC) Ci is called a W SC  (weak Serre class) if Ci satisfies the following properties: 
(WSC-1) Ci is a full subcategory of A-Mod.
(WSC-2 ) Ci is closed under finite direct sums.
(WSC-3) If 0 — ► N  — ► Af — ► L — ► 0 is a short exact sequence in A-M od , with 
Af G Ci, then N  G Ci and L G C i.
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(SC) Ci is called a SC  (Serre class) if Ci satisfies the following properties:
(SC-1) Same as (WSC-1).
(SC-2) If 0 — ► N  — ► M  — ► L — ► 0 is a short exact sequence in A-M od , then 
M  G Ci if and only if both N  G Ci and L G Ci.
Notice that every SC is a WSC.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of theorem (6.1.28).
(6.1.31) COROLLARY.
Let Ci and Ci be two subcategories o f A-M od such that C\ is a W SC and Ci is a SC. 
Then Ci C Ci if  and only if every characteristic left-A-module in Ci is contained in C i.
6.2. INDUCTION THEOREMS.
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Let A be a Green functor and let Af be a left-A-module. We begin with some properties
of AnnA(M ). Notice that if H  G V{M),  then A n n ^ # )(Af(Af)) D TrA(H). It follows easily
that ______
AnnA m {M{H))  A__ /7777FTx ,aioX
TrA{H) ~   ^ (6.18)
(6 .2 .1 ) PROPOSITION.
Let A be a Green functor, M  be a left-A-module and H  G S(G).
(1) Min V (M )  =  Min P(A/AnnA(M)) .
(2) If the natural map
M  — ► M g/h
is injective, then the natural map
A
(Ann4 (Af})<Am u(Af) \An A M)/ GfH
is injective.
PROOF. Set Ai =  A/AnnA(M ). It is clear that M  is a left-Ai-module. Moreover, 
one can easily show that Ann ^ (Af) =  0.
(I )  It is immediate that Min V{M )  C V (M )  C 'P(Ai). We show that Min V(Ai)  C 
V(M).  Suppose that this is not the case, and let H  G Min V (A i )—V(M).  Since Af (AT) =  0, 
for all [AT] < [Af], we conclude that M g/h =  0. Now the external multiplication with 1a,(/f) 
induces the map
M  — ► MG/h , m i— ► 1a, (h) x m-
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Since M q/h =  0> we conclude that l Al(ff) 6  AnnA l =  0 . Hence Ai(H)  =  0 . But 
this contradicts the fact that H  G V(A\).
(2) Let 9' be the composite
A  — ► Ai  — ► (A i )g/h •
It is enough to show that a G Ker 9' implies that a G Ann ^(M). It is easy to see that 
#a(o) =  1 A(H) * a and 9m {tti) =  1A(H)xm, where 9a and 9u  are the maps given by formula
(6.1). Notice that 1a(#) commutes with the external multiplication up to isomorphisms. 
Thus,
a G Ker 9' •*=>• ^A{H) x a G AnnA(M ) 44 Vm G M, Ia(H) x  a x m — 0 
44 Vm G M, a x 1a(H) x m =  0 44 Vm G M, 0 =  a x  9m(tti) =  9 m {cl x m)
44 Vm G M , a x  m =  0.
Here, the last step follows because 9m  is an injective A-module homomorphism. A
(6.2.2) COROLLARY.
Let A  be a Green functor and let M  be an left-A-module.
(1) I f  M  is H-characteristic and N  is a non-zero submodule of M , then Anna { N )  is 
H-cocharacteristic.
(2) If  AnnA(iV) is H-cocharacteristic whenever N is a nonzero submodule of M , then 
M  is H-characteristic.
(3) If M  is an H-characteristic left-A-module, then
A m u ( M )  =  A( h , A nn- - 'Af(H))• (6.19)
PROOF. (1) From (6.1.3) (1), it follows that it is enough to assume that M  =  N. We 
apply proposition (6.2.1) to conclude that [iJ] =  Min V (M )  =  Min V[A/AxmA{M )) , and 
that
— A  , (  d  )
A m u (M ) \Adiia(M)/ g/h 
is injective. From proposition (6 .1 .2 ), we conclude that AnnA(M ) is if-cocharacteristic.
(2). Let N  be a non-zero submodule of M . Let K  G Min (V(N)).  Choose a nonzero 
m G N(H),  and let Ni =  A{m). Then [K] =  Min V{Ni)  =  Min P (A /A n nA(Ar0 ) =  [H\. 
In particular, [H] =  Min V(M).  Let 0m  be the map
9m • M  — ► M q/H'
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Notice that Ker 9m { K ) =  0, for all \K\ <  [fl]. It follows that if 9m were not injective, 
then f l  would not be a primordial subgroup of the non-zero submodule Ker 9m - But this 
would contradict the previous argument. Hence M  is f l  -characteristic.
(3) We show that Ann ^ # )(M (f l ) ) =  Ann1 (ltf)(ff). It is enough to show that 
Ann,A(j?)M(fl) C Anna (A f)(fl). Indeed, if this is not the case, let
I  =  A(AnnMH)(M(H)) )  =  £  A(a)
ogAnnA(«)(Af(ff))
Since I  £  Ann^(M ), we conclude that I • M  ^  0. Since I  • M  is fl-characteristic it follows 
that ( /  ■ M ) (H )  0. Since [fl] =  Min V (M )  and AnnA(H)(M (fl))  D TrA(H), we use
corollary (3.1.4) (I)  to conclude that (J • M )(f l)  =  / ( f l )  • A f(fl)  =  0. This contradicts the 
fact that I  - M  is fl-characteristic.
Now formula (6.19) follows from (1) and formula (6.18). A
Notice that if M  is a left-A-module, then AnnA(M )(fl)  C AnnA(# )(M (fl)). However, 
they are not equal in general, as is shown by the following example.
(6.2.3) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, and let G  be a nontrivial p-group. Let 
5  be the trivial Z[G]-algebra Zp. Let A =  FPs- Now let
fO , if f l  ^  1,
M (fl)  =  I
[  Zp, if f l  =  1 .
It is clear that Af is an A-module. Since M  is 1-characteristic and AnnA(1)M (l) =  0 , 
it follows, by formula (6.19), that AnnA(M ) =  A (it 0)- Since A  is 1-characteristic and 
AnnA(M )(l)  =  0, we conclude that AnnA(M ) =  0. On the other hand, for f l  ^  1, 
Ann MH)(M (H ))  =  Zp.
We now prove the following induction theorem.
(6.2.4) THEOREM.
Let p be a prime number and let f l  G S(G). Let A be a Green functor such thatq-lA(c ) 
is invertible in A(G) whenever q is a prime number not equal to p which divides |G|.
(1) Assume that M  is a left-A-module which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) The map M  — ► M g/h ** injective.
(ii) [flp] <  [K], for all K  G V(M).
Then all the primordial subgroups of M  satisfy [flp] <  [K] <  [Hp\. Moreover, M  is 
G f H p-projective.
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(2) If M  is an H-characteristic left-A-module, thenM  is G/Hp-projective. Moreover, 
if K g V (M),  then [ H ] < [ K ] <  [Hp].
PROOF. (1) Let A\ =  A / F r o m  proposition (6.2.1) it follows that A\ 
satisfies (i) and (ii). Moreover, since M  is a left-Ai-module, it follows, by proposition
(4.1.3), that V (M )  C V(Ai).  From theorem (2.6), it follows that if X  is a finite G-set such 
that Ai  is X-projective, then M  is X-projective as well. Hence, it is enough to prove the 
theorem when M  is replaced with A\. Replace also A  with A\.
Let K  G V(A).  Let
74
X  =  { K  D 9H  I g G G such that [Hp] < [ K n sH] }. (6.20)
Notice that X  is closed under conjugation with elements from K.  From the injectivity of 
the map
A (K )  —♦ AG/H(K) =  ©  A (K  n 9H),
g€[K\G/H]
we conclude that
P) Ker r^ngH =  0 . (6 .2 1 )
ge[K\G/H]
Since A (K  fl 9H ) =  0 if K  Cl 9H  £ X , we conclude that
p| Ker =  0. (6.22)L e x
Apply theorem (2.9) to the Green functor to conclude that
Y ,  i f A ( I ) +  f|  K e r r f  =  \K$A(K).  (6.23)
L e H f x  L e x
We use formula (6.22), and the fact that \K\^  • 1~a(K) is invertible in A(K),  to conclude 
that
£  4 A ( L )  =  A(K).  (6.24)
L e H * x
Since K  is primordial it follows that K  G H ^ X ;  hence [Kp\ G SClft'(X). It follows that
K p < L for some L G X . From formula (6.20), it follows that L =  K n 9H  for some g G G
such that 9HP <  L. Since 9HP is normal in 9H,  it follows that 9HP is normal in L. Since 
K p < L , it follows that K p fl 9HP is normal in K p. Then
(6.25,
Kp  D 9HP 9HP
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Since 9HP <  L <  9H,  it follows that L/9HP is a p-group. From the isomorphism (6.25) it 
follows that
K P 
K p n 9HP
is a p-group as well. Since (Kp)p =  K p, it follows that K p fl 9HP =  K p; hence 9HP < K p. 
However, since
9HP <  K p <  L < 9H,
and since 3HP is normal in 9H,  it follows that 9HP is normal in K p. Now K P/3HP is a 
subgroup of the p-group 9H/9Hp. Since (Kp)p =  K p, it follows that 9HP =  K p. Since [Hp] =  
[■fifp] it follows that [K\ <  [Hp\. In particular, Ax satisfies G /f f  p-projective induction.
(2) Obvious consequence of (1). A
We now investigate induction theory for arbitrary fT-characteristic Mackey functors. 
Let II be a set of prime numbers dividing |G|. We set
Z(0 ) =  G Q I all the prime divisors of b are in II
^ (0 ) =  i? ® Z(n).
Let S(n) =  B<S>H(n) be the Burnside ring functor for G over i?(n)» and let A(n) =  A □ B(n).
(6.2.5) THEOREM (Induction Theorem for Characteristic Mackey Functors).
Let M  be an H-characteristic left-A-module. Assume that n  is a set of prime numbers 
dividing |G| (which may be empty), such th a tq -l^ c) i* invertible in A(G), whenever q | |G| 
and q 6  n '. Then, for every K  € V{M ) ,  there exists p €  II, such that
[H] <  [K\ <  [Hp\. (6.26)
If K  €  'P(Af) is not conjugate to H, then M (K )  is annihilated by the integer
n =  max (\WK9H\ \ 9H  C K ), (6.27)
which is a power of p. Moreover, M  is U Pen G[ H ?-projective.
PROOF. Let Ax =  A/Ahha(M). From proposition (6.2.2), it follows that A/Arma {M) 
is iJ-chciracteristic. Since Af is a left->li-module, it follows that V (M )  C V(Ax). Moreover,
it follows, by theorem (2.6), that if X  is a finite G-set such that A\ is X-projective, then
M  is X-projective as well. Hence, it is enough to prove the theorem when M  is replaced 
by Ax- Replace also A  with A\.
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According to theorem (6.2.4) (2), we need only consider the case where II has at least 
two elements. For each p £  II, let lip/ =  II — {p }. One can easily check that A(np/) is also 
H -characteristic, and that it satisfies the hypothesis of theorem (6.2.4) (2). It follows that
[H\ <  [K] <  [JP], for all K  £ V  (A (IIp,)). (6.28)
In particular, if K  £  S(G)  is such that [if] < [.K] £  [Hp\, then there exists an integer n(p), 
whose prime divisors are in II — {p }, such that A(K)  is annihilated by n(p). Assume now 
that K  £ S(G),  is such that [H] < [K] ^ [Hp] for all p £  II. Since the numbers (n(p))pgn 
have no common divisor, and n(p) annihilates A(K),  for all p £  II, it follows that A(K)  =  0. 
Hence K  is not primordial.
Suppose now that K  £ V(A)  is such that for some p £ II, [H] <  [.K] < [Hp]. For 
g £ D {K ,H ) ,  let
ag =  \ogp \WK3H\. (6.29)
Notice that a g are integers. Denote by a  =  max (ag | g £ D (K ,H )) ,  and notice that 
n =  p“ , where n is given by formula (6.26). Consider the element of A(K)  given by
x  =  pa - 1a(K) ~  ^ 2  Pa~a’  ' (6-30)
g&D{K,H)
One can use the Mackey axiom and the fact that [.H] =  Min ~P(A) to conclude that r?H{x) =  
0 for all 9H  C K . From proposition (6.1.2) (3) it follows that x =  0. From formula (6.30), 
it follows that n • Ia(^) =  Pa ‘ -^A(K) € Tta{K).  Hence n annihilates A(K).  A
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7. The Jacobson Radical.
Throughout this chapter, A is a Green functor and M i s  a left-A-module. This chapter 
has four parts.
In 7.1 we define the simple left-A-modules. We give a characterization theorem for 
these modules and we investigate their annihilators. We also give an induction theorem for 
such modules. The proof of this induction theorem is based on some results from chapter 
9.
In 7.2 we define the Jacobson radical Jac(A) of A  as the intersection of the annihilators 
of all simple left-A-modules. Unlike in classical algebra, this ideal does not coincide with 
the intersection of all maximal ideals of A. We give various descriptions o f Jac(A). From 
our results it follows that Jac(A) coincides with the intersection of annihilators  of all simple 
right-A-modules. This answers a question from [Lei].
In 7.3 we investigate the properties of Jac(A). We show that finitely generated left-A- 
modules satisfy the Nakayama lemma. We also show that Jac(A) contains any nilpotent 
ideal of A. If A is commutative, we show that Jac(A) contains Nil (A) (for the ideal Nil(A),  
see theorem (5.4)). Let X  be a finite G-set. We show that Jac(Ax)  — (Jac(A))x■ We 
also show that Jac(A){X)  consists of all elements a £ A {X )  such that — a x b is
a unit in A ( X  x  Y)  for all Y  £ G-Set and all 6 € A (Y ). For H £  5 (G ), let Jac(A(H))  be 
the Jacobson radical of A{H). We show that (Jac(A))(H)  C Jac(A(H)).  We also show 
that Jac(A) is the largest ideal J  of A such that J(H) C Jac(A(H))  for all H  £ 5(G ).
In 7.4 we assume that A is commutative. We investigate the totally decomposable 
Green functors A. We show that A is totally decomposable if and only if every simple 
A-module M  is projective relative to its primordial subgroup. We show that if A is totally 
decomposable then Jac(A) is the intersection of all maximal ideals of A.
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(7.1.1) DEFINITION. Let A be a Green functor. A left-A-module M  is simple if 
M / 0  and the only submodules o f M  are 0 and M .
(7.1.2) DEFINITION. Let S be a ring with a finite group G acting on it. Let M ' be a 
G-equivariant left-S-module (see definitions (6.1.8) and (A l.3)). The module M ' is simple 
G-equivariant if M ' ^  0 and the only G-invariant submodules of M ' are 0 and M ' (see also 
definition (A1.7)).
(7.1.3) THEOREM (Characterization Theorem for Simple Left-A-Modules).
A left-A-module M  is simple if and only if M  satisfies the following three conditions:
(1) V {M )  =  [H\, for some H  G V(M ) .
(2) M  is H-characteristic.
(3) M (H )  is a simple WGH-equivariant left-A(H) -module.
PROOF. Suppose that M  is simple, and let H  £ Min V(M ).  Both maps
9G/h • MG/h — ► M  (7.1)
and
0G/H . M  _  Mg/h (7  2)
are non-zero at H. From the simplicity of M  we conclude that &G/h is surjective (hence 
M  satisfies (1)) and d°fH is injective (hence M  satisfies (2)). Finally, notice that M ( H ) =  
M(H).  Using theorem (6.1.15) and the simplicity of M , we conclude that M  satisfies (3).
Conversely, assume that M  satisfies the conditions (l)-(3 )  above. Let N  be a non-zero 
submodule of M . Using proposition (6.1.3) (1) it follows that N(H)  ^  0. Since N(H)  is 
an Wg-H-invariant submodule of M (H ) ,  we conclude that N (H )  =  M{H).  Finally, since 
V(M/N)  C V (M )  =  [fj], and (M /N )(H ) =  0, we conclude that V(M/N)  =  0. Hence 
N  =  M.  A
(7.1.4) LEMMA.
Let A  be a Green functor and let M  be a simple left-A-module. Suppose that V (M )  =
[H]. Then
AnnA{M)  =  A(ffi Ann— AM(H))y (7.3)
7.1. SIMPLE LEFT-A-MODULES.
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PROOF. Since M  is H -characteristic, it follows, by corollary (6.2.2), that Ann^(M) 
is H -cocharacteristic. Formula (7.3) follows from formula (6.19). A
Let 5  be a ring with a finite group G acting on it. If J is an ideal of S let
eq(J) =  f|  *1- (7-4)
g€G
(7.1.5) PROPOSITION (Annihilators of Simple Left-A-Modules).
Let A be a Green functor and let H  G V(A).  Let Jacg be the Jacobson radical of the 
ring A(H).
(1) Let rnjj be a maximal ideal of A(H). Then there exists a simple left-A-module M  
such that
AmI a ( M )  =  A(ff, eq(m7T))- (7-5)
(2) Let M  be a simple left-A-module. Assume that M  is H-characteristic. Then
Tacjf) £  A m u (M ). (7.6)
(3) Suppose that A  is commutative and let M  be a simple A-module. Then
Anna {M)  =  A (fft eq(m^)
for some maximal ideal W h o fA(H).
PROOF. (1 )  We use theorem (A l.ll)  to conclude that there exists a WG-ET-equi variant 
simple left-A(ff)-module M'H such that
AiW!a[5 ^ m b )  =  e<i(™)- (7-7)
Let
M '  =  Jg i h {M'h ).
Consider the following submodule of M
M  =  A (n)-
From formula (4.21) and proposition (5.6), we conclude that M(H)  =  M'(H)  =  M'H. Since 
M ' is /^-characteristic, it follows that M  is H-characteristic as well. We use corollary (5 .8 )
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(3) to conclude that 'P(Af) =  [H]. Prom theorem (7.1.3), we conclude that Af is simple. 
Finally from formulae (7.3) and (7.7) it follows that
AnnA(M ) =  A ^  =  A * .  «q(m)).
(2) Let Af be a simple left-A-module which is if-characteristic. Since A f(if) is 
simple W<2 .ff-equivariant, it follows, by theorems (7.1.3) and (A l.l l )  (3), that Jacn C 
Ann^(g )(A f(if)). Formula (7.6) follows from formula (7.3) and from the fact that the 
operator A (#t _) preserves containments.
(3) Immediate consequence of theorem (A l.l l )  (4). A
(7.1.6) DEFINITION. Let A be a Green functor and let P  be am ideal of A. Then P  
is called a prime ideal if, whenever I  and J  are ideals of A such that I  • J C P, then I  C P  
or J C P  (see also definition (8.14)).
(7.1.7) EXAMPLE. Let A be a Green functor and let Af be a simple left-A-module. 
Then Ann a (Af) is prime. Indeed, let I  and J be two ideals of A such that I  g  Ann^ (Af) 
and J % Ann,* (Af). From the simplicity of Af it follows that I  • Af =  Af and J ■ M  =  Af. 
It follows that (J • J) • Af =  I  • (J  • Af) =  I  • Af =  Af; hence I  • J £  AnnA(Af). It follows 
easily, from the results from chapter 9, that the ring (A/Ann>i(Af))(G:) has characteristic 
zero or a prime number p. We refer to the characteristic of the ring (A/AnnA(Af))(G ) as 
the integral characteristic of Af.
(7.1.8) THEOREM (Induction Theorem for Simple Left-A-Modules).
Let A be a Green functor and let Af be a simple left-A-module which is H-characteristic.
(1) If the integral characteristic o f M  is p >  0, then Af is G/Hp-projective.
(2) If A  is commutative and the integral characteristic of Af is zero, then M  is G/H- 
projective.
PROOF. (I )  Follows immediately from theorem (6.2.4) (2).
(2) Since A is commutative, it follows, by proposition (7.1.5) (3), that
Ann*(Af) =  A(# t e,(m«))
for some maximal ideal mg of A(H ). Since A{H)/rnH is a field of characteristic zero, it 
follows, by proposition (9.1.12), that the Green functor A/AnnA(Af) is G/if-projective. 
Since Af is an A/AnnA(Af)-module, it follows, by theorem (2.6), that Af is G/if-projective 
as well. A
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(7.2.1) DEFINITION. Let A  be a Green functor. The left Jacobson radical Jac(A) of 
A is the ideal
Jac(A) =  f|  Amia (M),  (7.8)
M
where the intersection is taken over all the simple left-A-modules M.
If H  £ 'P(A), let Jacjj be the Jacobson radical of the ring A(H).  The following result 
gives an explicit formula for Jac(A).
(7.2.2) PROPOSITION.
Let A be a Green functor. Then
Jac(A) =  f|  A(J?t jZZZy (7-9)
H£V(A)
PROOF. From proposition (7.1.5) (2), we conclude that
Jac(A) D f|  A(tf) (7.10)
H£P{A)
From proposition (7.1.5) (1), we conclude that
Jac(A) C n n_ eq(m))- (7-11)
H£V(A)mm*x(A(H))
For H  £ V(A),  it is clear that
Jacu =  f|  m. (7.12)
m€Mnx(A(7f))
We use formula (7.12) and proposition (6.1.21) to conclude that, for H  £ V(A),
\ h, TJZf) =  f l  A # .  «q(HT))- (7-13)
m €M »x(/l(?))
Using formula (7.13), the containment (7.11) becomes
Jac(A) C f|  A(H jz^ fy  (7.14)
HZV(A)
7.2. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS FOR Jac(A).
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Now the theorem follows from formuale (7.10) and (7.14). A
Using formula (7.9), we conclude that, if we define the right Jacbson radical of A as 
the intersection of the annihilators of ail the simple right-A-modules, then the left and the 
right Jacobson radicals coincide. From now on, we refer to Jac(A) as the Jacobson radical 
of A.
Let M  be a left-A-module. Recall that [G\^(M )] is a set of representatives for the 
conjugacy classes of subgroups in V(M).  Assume that, for every H  G [G\73(M )], we are 
given a W 'cii’-invariant submodule Ng  of M(H).  From definition (6.1.14) we know that
nZ) =  Ker n»> where ng  : M  — ► JG/g ( •  (7.15)
N g ) '
Here the map n g  is the one given by formula (6.5). By adding all the morphisms ng, for 
H  G [GYP(M)], we obtain a morphism
p : M — ► ©  J g ih (^ = Q -  Y  (7.16)
H e [G\HM)I V H /6 -P( 1
and
K e r^ =  f l  Mw , - n r  <7-17)
h e [g\p(M)1
We now give a second description of Jac(A).
(7.2.3) PROPOSITION.
Jac(A) =  Ker j ,  where j  is the natural map
j : A — + ©  Jg , b  ( = = = ) -  (7-18)
H € [G\-P(A)1 \ ja c n J 
PROOF. From formulae (7.17) and (7.9) it follows that
Ker j =  p| A(fft 7 ^ ) =  P| 4(h , =  Jac(A).  A
£TG[G\?>(A)1 HGV(A)
When A is a commutative Green functor, there is a similar description of the nilradical 
of A. Let A  be a commutative Green functor. For H  G 5(G ) let Nil(A(H))  be the nilradical 
of the ring A{H).  For H  G P(A) let Nilg  be the nilradical of the ring A(H).
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(7.2.4) PROPOSITION.
If A  is a commutative Green functor, then Nil (A) =  Ker n, where n is the natural
map
n : A
6  [G\7>(A)]
PROOF. For simplicity, let Ai be the commutative Green functor appearing in the 
right side of the formula (7.19) (with the multiplication done component-wise). Since the 
rings
M H )
N ilH
are reduced (i.e. they have trivial nilradical), one can use formula (4.15), to conclude that 
the nilradical of Ai(H)  is trivial for all i f  € 5(G ). We conclude that Nil (A) C Ker n.
We now prove the reverse containement. For H  G 5(G ), and a G (Ker n )(if), we have
brx • r%(a) G NUr , for ail K  G V{.A) fl S(H).  (7.20)
It follows that, for every K  G V(A)  fl 5 ( ff ) ,  there exists mK >  1 such that
brK .r%(amK ) = 0 .  (7.21)
Let m =  max {mK \ K  G V{A)  fl S{H)).  Then
brK-r%(am) =  0 , f o r a l lK G P (> l)n 5 ( i f ) .
Hence am G (Ker (3a ) (H ), where /3a ’ A  — ► TA  is the morphism given by the formula
(4.14). Since Ker 5a is a nilpotent ideal of A  (thanks to proposition (4.2.1) (2)), we 
conclude that a is a nilpotent element of A(H).  A
(7.2.5) PROPOSITION.
If A  is a commutative Green functor, then
Nil (A) =  5 a 1 [Nil{TA)).  (7.22)
PROOF. It is clear that 5 a (N il{A)) C Nil(TA). The reverse containment follows 
from the fact that Ker 5a Q Nil (A) (according to proposition (4.2.1) (2)). A
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(7.3.1) PROPOSITION.
Let A be a Green functor, and let I  be a two-sided ideal in A. If I  is nilpotent then 
I  C Jac(A).
PROOF. If not, there exists a simple left-A-module Af such that I  g  Ann>t(M). From 
the simplicity of Af we conclude that I  • M  =  M.  Hence Af =  I  • M  =  ... =  / ” • Af for all 
n > 0. Since I  is nilpotent, we conclude that M  =  0, which is a contradiction.
(7.3.2) PROPOSITION.
If A is a commutative Green functor, then Nil {A) C Jac(A).
PROOF. Let H  6  S(G),  and let a 6  Nil(A(H)). Consider the ideal I  =  A(a). Using 
theorem (5.12) and proposition (5.2) (7), we conclude that I  is a nilpotent ideal. From 
proposition (7.3.1), it follows that I C  Jac{A), hence a 6  Jac(A)(H).  A
(7.3.3) DEFINITION.
A left-A-module is called finitely generated if there exists a surjection of A modules 
A x  — ► M  for some X  6  G  — Sets. (7.23)
Equivalently, M  is finitely generated if Af =  A(m) for some m 6  M (X) .
(7.3.4) LEMMA.
Let A be a Green functor. Suppose that M  is a non-zero finitely generated left-A- 
module. If N  is a proper submodule of M , then M  has a proper maximal submodule 
containing N.
PROOF. Denote by S  the set of all proper submodules of M  containing N. We use 
the fact that M  is finitely generated to conclude that S  is inductively ordered. Since S ^  0, 
(because AT 6  5 ), the result follows from Zorn’s lemma. A
(7.3.5) NAKAYAMA LEMMA.
Let A be a Green functor. Suppose that M  is a finitely generated left-A-module. If 
Jac(A) • M  =  M, then M  =  0.
PROOF. Assume Af ^  0. From lemma (7.3.4), it follows that there exists N  C Af, 
such that N  is maximal. Since M/N  is simple, we conclude that Jac(A) C Ann^ (M/N ) , 
hence M  =  Jac(A) • Af C N.  A
7.3. PROPERTIES OF Jac(A ).
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Let A  be a Green functor and let H  G 5(G ). We investigate the relation between 
Jac(A)(H) and Jac(A(H)).  We need some preliminary results about the units o f the rings 
A(H).  Let U(A)(H)  be the group of units of A(H).  For H  G V(A),  let Ug be the group 
of units of the ring A(H).  The following theorem describes the relation between U(A)(H)  
and U(TA)(H).
(7.3.6) PROPOSITION.
Let A  be a Green functor. Then
U(A)(H)  =  r l (U(TA)(H )). (7.24)
PROOF. Notice that f3(U(A)(H)) C U(TA)(H).  We prove the reverse containment. 
From proposition (4.2.1) (1), we know that V(A)  =  V(TA).  Hence, if H  does not contain 
a primordial subgroup then A(H)  =  (T A )(H ) =  0. If H  G Min V(A),  then the morphism 
/3(H) is the identity of A(H).  Inductively, we assume that H  G 5(G ), and
U(A)(K) D /3- 1  (U(TA)(H)),  whenever K  <  H. (7.25)
Let u G A(H)  such that /3(H)(u) is a unit in (TA)(H).  We show that u has a right inverse
in A(H).  First, notice that there exists a relation of the form
1 A( H )  — uv =  ^  t g  ag,  for some v G A(H)  and ag  G A(K).  (7.26)
K < H
Indeed if H  £  V(A),  then 1a(H) £ Tr^/H). Hence there exists a relation (7.26) with v =  0. 
If H  G V(A),  we use the fact that
brg(u) G Ug,
to conclude that 1 — uv G T ta(H),  for some v G A(H).  This leads again to a relation of 
the form (7.26).
We use formula (7.25) to conclude that, for each K  <  H, there exists a v g  G A(K)  
such that rg(u )  • vg  =  1a(K> Write a g  =  rg(u) • (v g a g ). Using the Frobenius axiom, 
equation (7.26) becomes
1 A(H) - u v =  (u) • (v k o k ) )  = u - w ,
K<H
where w =  ^Z g <H k^ (vk o k )- Hence 1a(#) =  u(u +  w). The fact that u has a left inverse 
follows similarly. A
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As a corollary to (7.3.6), we prove the following relation between Jac(A) and the 
Jacobson radicals Jac(A(H))  o f A(H),  for H  £ S(G).
(7.3.7) THEOREM.
Let A be a Green functor. Then, for all H  £ S(G),
(Jac(A))(H)  C Jac(A(H)).
Moreover, if I  is an ideal o f A  such that 1(H) C Jac(A(H)), for all H  £ V(A), then 
I  C Jac(A). Thus, Jac(A) is the largest ideal I  with the property that 1(H) C Jac(A(H)) 
for a l l H e S ( G ) .
PROOF. We show that (Jac(A))(H)  C Jac(A(H)) for all H  £ S(G). Assume that 
V(A)  fl S(H)  0 (otherwise A(H)  is trivial). Let a £ (Jac(A))(H),  and let x  £ A(H).  
We use proposition (7.2.3) to conclude that
I - b r K . r%(ax) =  brK. r $ ( l MH)- a x )  £ U k , for all AT £ V(A)  0  S(H).  (7.28)
But the above containment shows that /3g( 1a(w) — ax) £ U(TA)(H).  From proposition
(7.3.6), we conclude that 1a(//) — ax £ U(A)(H).  Since x  was arbitrary in A(H),  we 
conclude that a £ Jac(A(H)).
We now prove that, if I  is an ideal such that 1(H) C Jac(A(H)),  for all H  £ V(A),  
then I  C Jac(A). For H  £ V(A),  let J(H)  be the ideal of A(H)  containing Tr^(H),  such 
that
Notice that Jac(A(H)) C J(H)  for all H  G V(A)  (because J(H)  is the intersection of some
1(B) Q f l  ( r g ) - l (J a c(/t (if)))  C f|  ( r g ) - ‘ (J (S )) .  (7.30)
brx • rjif(ax) £ Jock, for all A- € V(A)  n  S(H). (7.27)
We conclude that
(7.29)
of the maximal ideals of A(H),  namely the ones containing Tr^(H),  whereas Jac(A(H)) is 
the intersection of all the maximal ideals of A(H)).  Since I  is functorial, we conclude that
KeV(A)nS(H) KeV(A)ns(H)
Using formula (6 .8 ), we conclude that, for K  £ V(A)  fl S(H),
(7.31)
*KCH
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Since A^k  j acK)(H)  =  when K  is not subcojugate to H  (because A^K j acK) *s
■ftT-cocharacteristic), from the containment (7.30), we conclude that
1(H) C f l  ^ t 7 ^ )(H) =  (Jac(A ))(F ), for all £T gP (A ). (7.32)
K ZP(A )
The last equality above is formula (7.9). The containment I  C Jac(A) follows now from 
corollary (5.10) (i). A
(7.3.8) COROLLARY.
Let X  be a finite G-set. Then
(1) An elementa o f A (X )  is in Jac(A)(X) if and only iflA(YxX) —b x a  G U(A)(Y x  
X),  for all Y  € G-Set and all b G A(Y).
(2) An elementa o fA (X )  is inJac(A)(X)  if and only »/1a(XxZ)~a* c G U (A ) (X x Z ) ,  
for all Z  G G-Set and all c  G A(Z).
(3) An element a o f A (X )  is in Jac(A)(X) if and only if 1 A(VxXxZ) — b x  a x  c G 
U{A)(Y x  X  x  Z), for all Y, Z  G G-Set and all b G A (Y) and c  G A (Z).
PROOF. (1)  For X  G G-Set, let J'(X)  be the subset of A(X )  consisting of ail elements 
a such that Ia(VxX) ~  b x a G U(A)(Y x  X ) ,  for all Y  G G-Set and all 6 G A(Y). We show 
that (Jac(A)) (X ) C J'(X).  Indeed, if not, let Y  be a finite G-set, and let a G (Jac(A))  (A ) 
and b G A(Y),  such that c  =  — b x a  is not a unit in A (Y  x X) .  Let us regard
c as an element in A y * x (G ). From corollary (5.8) (2), we conclude that A(c) is a proper 
left submodule of A y x X • Since A y x X  is a finitely generated A  module, we use lemma
(7.3.4) to conclude that there exists a maximal left submodule N  of AyxX  containing c. 
Let M  be the simple left-A-module A y xx/N.  Since c =  l/i(yxX) —b x a E  Ann/l(M ), and 
a G (Jac(A))(X) G (A nn^(M ))(A ), it follows that M  =  0, contradicting the simplicity of 
M.
Now let H  G V(A).  We show that J '( ff )  C (Jac(A))(H ). Let a G K  G
V(A)  D S (t f ), and b G A (K ) .  Since
1 a{g/Kxg/h) — b x  a € U(A)(G/K  x  G/H),
we use formula (5.5) to conclude that (1a(/0 ~b-r^(a))  G U(A)(K).  Since b was arbitrary 
in A(K),  we conclude that r$(a)  G Jac(A(K)).  It follows that
j ' m  s f |  « « ) ■
K eV(A)nS(H )
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From the formulae (7.30). (7.31) and (7.32), we know that this last ideal is contained in 
(Jac(A ))(H ).
Now assume H  0  V(A).  It is easy to see that the family (J '(K))kzs(G), is closed 
under restrictions. Hence
J ' (H )C  f l  ( r f r V d O )  C f|  (r * ) - 1 (Jac(A)(K)) =  (Jac(A))(H ),
KeV(A)nS(H) KeV(A)nS(H)
where the last equality follows from proposition (4.1.6) (3).
(2) Follows from a similar argument as (I )  using the fact that the left Jacobson radical 
of A  coincides with the right Jacobson radical of A.
(3) Immediate consequence of (1)  and (2). A
(7.3.9) COROLLARY.
Let X  be a finite G-Set. Then the submodules Jac(Ax ) and Jac(A)x o f A x  are equal.
PROOF. We first show that Jac(A)x C Jac(Ax)-  Let Y  be a finite G-set, and let 
a £ (Ja c (A )x ) (Y ) =  (7ac(A ))(X xY ) C A ( X x Y ) .  From corollary (7.3.8)(2), we conclude 
that, for ail G-sets Z, and all b £ A(Z),  1 a ( X x Y x Z) —a x b  is a unit in A ( X  x Y  x Z). In 
particular, this holds for all G-sets of the form X  x  Z, and for all & € A ( X  x  Z) =  Ax(Z ) .  
From corollary (7.3.8) (2), we conclude that a G (Jac(A ^))(Y ).
Conversely, let a G (Jac(A x))(Y ). Let Z £ G-Set, and let b £ A(Z).  Let us consider 
the element c =  1^(X) X b £ A {X  x Z) =  A x(Z ) .  Notice that
1 A(XxYxXxZ) -  a x  c £  U (A ) (X  x Y  x X x  Z).
From theorem (2.4), it follows easily that A ( X x Y x Z )  can be regarded as a direct summand 
in A (X  x  Y  x  X  x  Z). We conclude that
Ia(XxKxZ) -  a x b £  U(A) (X  x Y  x Z).
Therefore, from corollary (7.3.8) (2), we conclude that a £ Jac(A)x(Y).  A
We compute the Jacobson radicals o f some classical Green functors. We need the 
following lemma.
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(7.3.10) LEMMA.
Suppose that A  is a commutative Green functor
(1) If Jacii =  Nilfj, for all H  € 'P(A), then Jac(A) =  Nil(A).
(2) If  Jacfj =  0 (or N ils  = 0 )  for all H  6  V(A), then Jac(A) =  Ker Pa (respectively 
Nil (A) =  Ker Pa), where Pa is the canonical morphism from A  to TA. The statement 
about Jac^A) remains true if A  is an arbitrary Green functor (not necessarily commutative).
PROOF. (1) Follows immediately from formulae (7.18) and (7.19).
(2) Follows from formulae (7.18) (respectively (7.19)), (4.22) and (4.23). A
(7.3.11) EXAMPLE. Let i f  be a ring such that Jac(R) =  0. Let B  be the Burnside 
ring functor for G over R. Since B(H)  =  if, for all i f  6  5 (G ), we use lemma (7.3.10) (2) 
to conclude that Jac(B) =  Ker Pb• By proposition (4.2.1) (2), we know that Ker Pb  is 
nilpotent. Hence Jac(B) =  Nil(B).  It follows that, if R  =  Z, then Jac(B) =  0, because 
the rings B(H)  have trivial nilradical. If i f  is a field of characteristic p  /|G|, then, from 
corollary (4.2.2) (1), we know that Ker Pb =  0. Hence Jac(B) =  0 in this case. Finally, if 
if is a field of characteristic p | |G|, then B  has nilpotent elements, hence Jac(B) ^  0.
(7.3.12) EXAMPLE. Let i f c  be the character ring Green functor. We check that
for all H e  V (R c) .
If H  is cyclic, then, i f c  =  Z[C/f], where Qb  is a primitive root of order |if| of unity 
(see [T4], exercise 54.3, p.513). Since Z[C/r] is a ring of algebraic integers, it follows that 
it has Krull dimension 1. Since Z[C/f] is a domain, we conclude that every non-zero prime 
ideal in Z[Oy] is maximal. Hence Jac(Z[Oy]) =  Wi7(Z[Cff]) =  0 .
If i f  G V{A)  is non-cyclic, then we use the Artin Induction Theorem (see example
(2 .1 0 ) (2)), to conclude that i f c ( i f )  is a ring in which every element has finite torsion. 
Since i f c  (if)  is a finitely generated Z-module, we conclude that i f c  ( i f )  is a finite ring. In 
particular, i f c  ( if)  is artinian, hence Jacji =  Nilfj.
From lemma (7.3.10) (1 ), it follows that Jac(Rc) =  Nil(Rc).  Since the rings i f c  (if)  
have trivial nilradicals for H  6  5 (G ), we conclude that Jac(Rc)  =  0 .
Similar considerations apply to i f c  ® Q.
We give an example which shows that the Jacobson radical of a Green functor A  need 
not be the intersection of all the maximal ideals of A.
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(7.3.13) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, and let G be a non-trivial p-group. Let 
5  be the trivial Z[G]-algebra Zp. Let A =  FP$. One can check easily that V(A) =  5(G), 
and that every proper ideal of A  is contained in A(<sto). Hence, the only maximal ideal of 
A is A(gjo)- On the other hand, let M  be the A-module constructed at example (6.2.3). 
It is clear that M  is simple. Prom example (6.2.3), we know that AnnA(M ) =  0. Hence 
0 =  Jac(A) /  A(Giq).
7.4. TOTALLY DECOMPOSABLE GREEN FUNCTORS.
(7.4.1) DEFINITION. A Mackey functor M  such that the map 0  m  given by for­
mula (4.14) (or (4.23)) is an isomorphism is called totally decomposable (see also definition
(4.2.3)).
(7.4.2) EXAMPLE. Assume that A is a Green functor for G over R  such that |G| is 
invertible in R  (or A(G )). From corollary (4.2.1), it follows that A is totally decomposable. 
Hence the results of this section apply to these Green functors.
It this section we show that if A is a totally decomposable commutative Green functor 
then Jac(A)(H) =  Jac(A(H)),  for all H  € 5(G ). Moreover, we show that in this case 
Jac(A) is the intersection of all maximal ideals of A. We begin with some preliminary 
results.
Let A be a Green functor and let M  be a left-A-module. For each H  6  V{M),  
A m ^ y (M (H))  is a proper W'c-H'-invariant ideal of A(H). Let
a „ : A - . J a/J - ------)  (7.33)
be the canonical map given by formula (6.5). Let
a =  ©  a t H . A — ► 0  JG / h ( ~  (7-34)
be the direct sum of the maps an-  In the next result, we bound the ideal A n n ^ M ) in 
terms of the ideals Aim A^ (M(H))  o f A(H).
(7.4.3) PROPOSITION.
Let A be a Green functor and let M  be a left-A~module. Let a  be the map given by
formula (7.34). Denote pIm by m (for the definition ofplM, see (6.1.27),). Then
(Ker a )m C AnnA(M ) C Ker a. (7.35)
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PROOF. It is clear that Anna (M)  C Ker a. We prove the other containment. Let 
H  £  Vi(M ), for some i >  1 (see definition (6.1.27)). We use induction over i, the height of 
H,  to show that
((Ker a ) (t f  ))* C AnnA(* )(M (i? )) . (7.36)
It is clear that formula (7.36) is, in fact, an equality when i =  1. Assume i > 1. Let
H  £  and let a £ (Ker a)(H).  Since
brH(a) £ Ann
it follows that
a - m  £ T t m (H),  for all m £ M{H).  (7.37)
Fix m £ M(H),  and use proposition (4.1.6) (1) to conclude that
a - m — ^ 2  for some m jj-£ M (K ). (7.38)
K < H
Let ai, ..., a,-, be i elements in (Ker a)(H)  such that a,- =  a. We use the induction
assumption and the Frobenius axiom to conclude that
( f l a y ) - m =  * ( ( & * ( * ) ) . « . , ) - 0 . (7-39)
j= l «<H j=lK£-P (M) '
Hence containment (7.36) holds. From (7.36), it follows that
((Kera)(£T)^ C for all H  € V(M),  Jind m =  pl^ . (7.40)
One can use proposition (4.1.6) ( 1), the fact that Ker a  is functorial, and the Frobenius
axiom, to conclude that containment (7.40) holds for all H  £ 5(G ), i.e.
((Ker a ) { H ) ) m C AnnA(H)(M(H)), for all i f  £ 5(G ). (7.41)
One can use the Frobenius axiom to conclude that the family (Ann^j. j )(M(H) ) ) i s  
closed under transfers. Finally, one can use formula (3.16) to conclude that
(Ker a )mCff) =  t f  ( ((Ker a )(it f))m ) C Anna(H)(M(H)) ,  for all H  £ 5(G). 
K<H \ J
(7.42)
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One can easily check that Ann>i(Af) is the largest ideal J  such that
J(H)  C AnnA(ff)(M (fO ) for all H  E 5(G).
Now the containment
(Ker a)m C A n n ^ M ),
follows from formula (7.42). A
Proposition (7.4.3) has the following im m ediate corollary.
(7.4.4) COROLLARY.
Suppose that A  is a commutative Green functor. If M  is an A-module such that 
A nn^M ) is radical then Anna (M) =  Ker a.
we use proposition (4.1.15) (1), to conclude that A f  (Ker o;) is X-projective. From propo­
sition (4 .1 .15 )^ , we conclude that, for m =  pl\t, A f  (Ker a )m is also X-projective. From 
proposition (7.4.3), we conclude that A/AnnA(M ) is a left-A/(Ker a )m-module. From 
theorem (2.6), we conclude that A/Annx(Af) is X-projective. Finally, since M  is a Ieft- 
A/Ann^ (M)-module, we use theorem (2.6) to conclude that M  is X-projective. A
We also need the following two lemmas.
From proposition (7.4.3), it also follows that one can derive an induction theorem for
M  from the structure of the left-A(i?)-modules M (H ) ,  for H  E V(M).
(7.4.5) PROPOSITION.
Let A be a Green functor, M  be a left-A-module and X  be a G-set. Assume that the 
Green functors
A
are X-projective for all H  E V(M).  Then M  is X-projective.
PROOF. Let a  be the morphism given by formula (7.34). Since
A
H eV (M )
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(7.4.6) LEMMA.
(1)  Let H  6  S(G) and let Wi be a subgroup o f W c H .  Let Ni be the subgroup of NqH  
such that Wi =  N\/H. Let M  G MackR(Wi). Then
V  ((In f%  M ) Tft )  =  Cla ( { ^  6  S(Ni) | H  < K  and K/H  G V ( M ) } ) .  (7.43)
(2) If M  is an R[WcH]-module, then
V {J g/h (M )) =  Cla [ { K  G S(G) \ H < K  and K / H e  V i F P j j ) } ) .  (7.44)
PROOF. Formula (7.43) follows immediately from definition (4.2.4) and proposition
(4.1.9) (1). Formula (7.44) is an immediate consequence of (7.43). A
(7.4.7) LEMMA.
Let H  G S(G), and assume that A is an R[WcH]-algebra. The following assertions 
are equivalent:
(1) The functor Jg/h (A) G Greenr(G) is G/H-projective.
(2) The trivial subgroup 1 is the only primordial subgroup of the functor F P j  for W g H.
(3) The R[WaH]-algebra A is projective; i.e. there exists a G A, such that
134= Y  9<x• (7-45)
g£Wa H
PROOF. Notice that the functor Jg/h (A) is G/lf-projective, if and only if
p p c / f f ® ) = m -
Now (1) (2) follows from lemma (7.4.6) (2).
(2) (3) follows from theorem (2.6) and the fact that the transfer map of the
_ _ _  < <  j y j  j y
functor FP ^  is exactly the trace map from A to A  °  (see example (1.1.2)). A
(7.4.8) PROPOSITION (Totally Decomposable Commutative Green Functors).
Let A be a commutative Green functor. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) If H e  V(A) ,  then JG/h (M H )) is G/H -projective.
(2) If H  G 'P(A), then every H-characteristic A-module is G/H-projective.
(3) If M  is an A-module, then M  is projective relative to V(M).
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(4) Every simple A-module M  is G/H-projective, where [H\ =  V (M ).
(5) For H  G 'P(A), the R\Wq H\-algebra A(H ) is projective.
(6) If M  is an A-module, then 0  m  • M  — ► Tm  is Injective.
(7) If M  is an A-module, then 0 m  : M  — ► T m  is surjective.
(8) The map 0 a  ’• A  — ► T A  is surjective.
(9) The map 0 a  : A  — ► T A  is bijective.
( 1 0 )  The map 0a/Joc(A) '■ A /Ja c(A ) — ► T(A /Jac(A)) is surjective.
( 1 1 )  The map 0 A / J a c ( A )  : A /Jac(A ) — ► T {A f Jac{Aj) is surjective.
PROOF. First we show that (1) =>• (2) =>• (3) ^  (4) =*• (5) =*• (1).
(1) =>■ (2) Let H  E V{A) ,  and suppose that M  is an If-characteristic A  module. Since 
M ( H )  is an W'ciT-equivariant A(ff)-module, it follows, from proposition (6.1.6), that the 
pairing
A ( H ) ® M ( H )  — + M ( H )  
corresponds to a natural pairing
Jg i h ( M H )) □ Jg , h {M{H))  —  Jg i h (M(H)) .
Since Jg/ h(M(H))  is an (A(i?))-module, from theorem (2.6), we conclude that 
Jg / h (M(H ))  is G/77-projective. In particular V(Jg / h (M (H )))  =  [H]. We end the proof 
by showing that the injective map
j c /H  = M  —  Jg / h (M(H))
is, in fact, an isomorphism. Indeed, notice that this map is surjective at H. Since the 
only primordial subgroups o f Jg / h (M (H ))  are conjugate to H,  it follows, from corollary
(4.1.5) (2), that j c /H  »8 surjective.
(2) =>• (3). Let M  be an .A-module, and let H  6 V ( M) .  Since
____________ A ________________________________
A {H, Ann -^iW S )))
is If-characteristic, we conclude from (2), that it is G/H-projective. In particular, the 
above Green functor is also X  =  WneP{M) G/if-projective. From proposition (7.4.5), we 
conclude that M  is projective relative to V(M). .
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(3) =>■ (4). Prom theorem (7.1.3), we know that, if M  is simple, then V (M )  =  [if] for 
some H  £ V(A).  Now (4) follows immediately from (3).
(4) =*► (5). Let H  £ V(A),  and let m £  Max (A(H)).  Notice that A(H)/eq(rn) is an 
IPc^f-equivariant simple A(fT)-module (see also theorem (A1.17)). Let
and let
M  =  A(M'(H))  =  J 3  M x )- 
*6 Af'(H)
From the argument used in the proof of proposition (7.1.5) (1), we know that M  is simple. 
Since M  is G j i?-projective, we conclude that M  is Pf-determined. In particular, M  =  M'. 
Notice that M ' is, in fact, a Green functor. Prom lemma (7.4.7), it follows that the 
f2[IPG-ff]-algebra A(H)feq(rn) is projective. In particular
1------— V '  g - a £  eq(m), for some a £ A{H).  (7.46)A (H ) (
geWaff
Let
TrwaH = ( g b | for & 6  A(H)\.  (7.47)
g€WaH
1 1 7  r j
Notice that T t w° h  is an ideal of A(H)  °  . Prom equation (7.46) we conclude that
A (H )WaH = T r WaH +  m (1 A{H )WaH, for all m G Max (A (H )). (7.48)
The ring A(H)  is integral over A(H) °  . From theorems (A2.6) and (A2.7), it follows that 
for every n £ Max (A(H) aH) , there exists m £ Max (A(H))  such that n =  ninA(H )WafI. 
Prom equation (7.48), we conclude that
A (H )WoH =  T rw° a  +  n, for all n G Max { a { H )W° H^. (7.49)
Prom (7.49) it follows that A(H) ° H =  T r WaH. In particular, the f2[Wc-ff]-algebra A(H)
is projective.
(5) =>• (1). Follows from lemma (7.4.7).
So far we know that (l)-(5) are equivalent. Now we show that (4) =>• (6 ) =*• (7) =>■ 
(8 ) =► (1 ).
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(4) =$■ (6 ). Induction over [GVT^M)]. Suppose that [G\P(M)] =  1 , and let H  £ V(M).  
Since M  is G/ff-projective, it follows that M  is G/ff-injective as well. Since M  is obviously 
ff-bounded, we conclude that M  is .ff-characteristic. Since M  is also G/ff-projective, we 
conclude that M  is ff-determined. Hence
M  ~  JG/ h (M(H)) =  TM.
Assume that [GXT^Af)] > 1, and let K  £  Min V(M).  Let
n =  A<m>-
It is clear that [K\ =  V(N).  Prom the induction hypothesis it follows that
N * T N  =  J g i k ( M ( K ) ) .
Moreover, notice that V(M/N)  =  V (M )  -  [K], hence [G\P(M/N)] =  [G\P(M)\ -  1 < 
P(M ).  If f f  £ V (M )  -  [K] then
iV (ff) =  £  t*KM CK)
•K<H
Prom the above formula for N(H),  it follows easily that
(.M/N)(H) =  M (ff) , for all f f  6  V (M )  -  [K].
We conclude that the sequence
0 — ► T N  — ► T M  — ► T(M/N) — > 0 (7.50)
is exactly the sequence
o - ^ J gIK( M ( K ) ) - +  £  Jg , h (M (H ) ) —  0 .
Hence the sequence (7.50) is exact (and split).
Finally, in the diagram
0 — > N  — ► M  — ► M/N — ► 0
P n [  0  m j  P m / n [
0 — ► T N  — ► T M  — ► T(M/N) — ► 0
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both Pn and Pm/N are bijective, from the induction hypothesis. It follows that Pm  is 
bijective as well.
(6 ) => (7) => (8 ). Obvious.
(8 ) => (1). Let K  G “P (A ). Since Jq/k {A{K )) is an K -characteristic A-module, we 
conclude that if H  € V(J g/k (M K ) ) ) ,  then f f  g P (A ), and [K] <  [ff]. If [K] <  [ff], the 
epimorphism Pa will induce an epimorphism
A ( S ) ^ T l ( H ) = (  ©  JalL ( A ( m H ) )  © 3 ( 5 ) .
We conclude that
J g i l ( M L ) K H )  =  0 for all L € V(M ) ,  L <  H.
In particular
JG/k (A(K))(H)  =  0.
Hence V(JG/k (A(K)))  =  [K\. Since Jg/k (A{K))  is a Green functor, it follows that 
Jg/k {A{K))  is G [ K -projective.
So far we know that ( l ) - ( 8 ) are equivalent. Notice that (9) => (8 ). Moreover, since
(8 ) =» (6 ), it follows that (8 ) =£• (9) (because (9) is just (6 ) with M  =  A). Hence, (l)-(9) 
are equivalent.
Finally we prove that (10), (1 1 ) and (4) are equivalent. Indeed, this follows imme­
diately from the fact that (8 ), (9) and (4) are equivalent, and that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the simple A-modules and the simple A/Jac(A)-modules which 
preserves primordial subgroups and relative projectivity. A
We give an example which shows that a simple A-module which is if-characteristic 
might not be G/ff-projective.
(7.4.9) EXAMPLE. Let p  be a prime number and let G =  Z p. Consider A =  FPzp, 
where G  acts trivially on the ring Z p. Let M(G)  =  0 and M (l)  =  Z p, be the A-module with 
the maps rp and tp both zero. It is clear that M  is simple and 1-characteristic. However, 
M  is not G/l-projective (otherwise M  will be isomorphic with J<3 / 1 (A f(l)) =  A).
We now give a characterization theorem for totally decomposable commutative Green 
functors in terms of the Jacobson ideal.
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(7.4.10) THEOREM.
Let A  be a commutative Green functor. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is totally decomposable.
(2) The annihilator o f every simple A-module is a maximal ideal.
PROOF. (1) =► (2). Let H  6  V(A),  and let m £  Max A(H).  Then
A
A(H, eq(m))
is G/H-projective. Hence
(7-51)
A{H, eq(rn))
=  Jg/h ^ ( g ) \yeq(m) J '
Since the above Green functor is G/H-projective, it follows, by lemma (7.4.7), that the 
R[tVGH]-algebra A(H)/eq(m) is projective. It is clear that this ring is WG-ff-equivariantly 
simple. From theorem (9.1.8), it follows that the Green functor given by formula (7.51) is 
simple. Hence A (#t eq(m)) is a maximal ideal of A. Now (2) follows from proposition (7.1.5)
(3).
(2) =>• (1 ). Let M  be a simple A-module, and let H  £ V{M).  Since A /Ann a (M ) 
is a simple Green functor, it follows easily that V {A {  knn.\(M)) =  [H\. In particular 
A/AnnA(M ) is G/iT-projective, hence M  is G/if-projective. From proposition (7.4.8) we 
conclude that A is totally decomposable. A
(7.4.11) COROLLARY.
Let A be a totally decomposable commutative Green functor. Then
Jac(A) =  n m.
m maximal ideal of A
Thevenaz has found examples of Green functors for which (Jac(A(H)))  is not
functorial (see [T4], exercise 11.3, p. 94). From theorem (7.3.7), we conclude that, if A is a 
Green functor such that (Jac(A(H)))h c s (G )  is  an ideal then it must coincide with Jac(A). 
It is natural to ask if there are general conditions under which (Jac(A(H)))  becomes
functorial. Here is one situation.
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(7.4.12) COROLLARY.
Let A  be a totally decomposable commutative Green functor. Then
(Jac{A)){H)  =  Jac(A(H)) for all H  G 5 (G ). (7.52)
PROOF. Since A  =  TA , we conclude, from, formula (4.15), that for all H  £ 5(G) 
A(H)  is integral over A(G), via the restriction map r%. It follows that the extension
H . A(Ff) . 
r“  ■ i t a T "  — ' A(K)
is integral for all K  <  H  S 5(G). From the properties of integral extensions (see the­
orem (A2.6) and (A2.7))), we conclude that, whenever m 6  Max(A(AT)), (r|£)- 1(m) 6  
M ax(A (#)). From formulcie (7.32), (7.31), (7.30) and (4.5), we conclude that
=  f )  (r%)- l (J (K))
K eP (A )nS (H )
2  f l  (r%)~\Jac{A{K)))  D Jac(A(H)).
K£V(A)nS(.H)
The reverse containment follows from theorem (7.3.7). A
For another example of commutative Green functors for which equality (7.52) holds, 
see corollary (8.25).
(7.4.13) PROPOSITION.
Let A be a commutative Green functor. Then A  is totally decomposable if and only if 
TA is totally decomposable.
PROOF. If A is totally decomposable then A =  TA. Hence T A  is totally decomposable 
as well. Conversely, assume that TA  is totally decomposable and let H  G V (=  A) =  V{TA)  
(according to proposition (4.2.1) (1). Then Jq/u {A{H) is an if-characteristic TA-module. 
From proposition (7.4.8) we conclude that Jq/h (A(H)  is G/Ff-projective. From proposition
(7.4.8) again it follows that A is totally decomposabile. A
(7.4.14) COROLLARY.
Let A be a commutative Green functor. If A  is not totally decomposable, thenTn(A) 
is not totally decomposable, for any n >  1 (here T n(A) stands for the n-th fold iterated 
twin functor (T  o T  o ... o T )(A )).
PROOF. Immediate consequence of proposition (7.4.13). A
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8. Chain Conditions.
We begin with the following definitions.
(8 .1 ) DEFINITION (Chain Conditions). Let A be a Green functor and let M  be a 
left-A-module. We introduce the following chain conditions:
(ACC) Every ascending chain of submodules of M  is stationary.
(DCC) Every descending chain of submodules of M  is stationary.
(MAX) Every family o f submodules of M  has a maximal element.
(MIN) Every fam ily  o f submodules of M  has a m inim al element.
(8.2) DEFINITION. ( 1 ) A left-A-module M  is called left-noetherian (left-artinian) if 
M  satisfies (ACC) (respectively (DCC)) on the set of all left-submodules.
(2) A left-A-module M  is called totally left-noetherian ( totally left-artinian) if M x  is 
left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian) for all X  € G-Set.
A Green functor A is left-noetherian ( left-artinian) if A is left-noetherian (left-artinian) 
as a left-module over itself. One can define similarly the notions of totally left-noetherian 
(respectively totally left-artinian) Green functors.
Since all modules that appear in this chapter are left-A-modules, we refer to a left- 
noetherian (left-artinian) module as being noetherian (respectively artinian), and to a to­
tally left-noetherian (totally left-artinian) module, as being totally noetherian (respectively 
totally artinian).
In this chapter we show that the totally left-noetherian (totally left-artinian) Green 
functors behave in the same way as the classical left-noetherian (left-artinian) rings. The 
noetherian (artinian) Green functors are less well behaved than the totally noetherian 
(totally artinian) ones. For example, a finitely generated module over a left-noetherian 
Green functor need not be noetherian. When M  is a left-A-module we give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for M  to be totally noetherian (totally artinian). We also give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for M  to be noetherian (artinian). Although the left- 
noetherian (left-artinian) Green functors are not very well behaved, we show that they 
share some of the properties that left-noetherian (left-artinian) rings have. We show that a
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commutative Green, functor A  is noetherian if and only if every prime ideal of A  is finitely 
generated (Cohen’s theorem). We show that the Jacobson radical of a left-artinian Green 
functor is nilpotent. We also show that left-artinian Green functors are left-noetherian, 
and that there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of simple left-modules over such 
Green functors. We prove if A  is a commutative artinian Green functor whose Jacobson 
radical is trivial, then A(H)  is semisimple artinian for all .ff £ S(G). Unfortunately such 
Green functors are not semisimple in general. We show that if A is commutative artinian, 
then Jac{A) =  (Jac(A (i? )))ff65(G).
The following proposition can be proved in the same way sis its analogue from classical 
algebra.
(8.3) PROPOSITION.
(1) The full subcategories of noetherian, artinian, totally noetherian, and totally ar­
tinian left-A-modules are SC’s (see definition (6.1.30)).
(2) M  is noetherian (artinian) if and only if M  satisfies (MAX) (respectively (MIN)) 
on the set o f all submodules.
(3) If M  is noetherian, then M  is finitely generated.
(4) M  is noetherian if and only if every submodule o f M  is finitely generated.
(5) If A is totally left-noetherian, then every finitely generated left-A-module is totally 
noetherian.
(6)  Let be n submodules o f M  such that M/N{ are noetherian (artinian),
for i =  1, 2, ..., n. Then
M
n s .iw
is also noetherian (artinian). A similar result holds if the assumption noetherian (artinian) 
is replaced with the assumption totally noetherian (respectively totally artinian).
(8.4) PROPOSITION.
If M  is noetherian (artinian), then
(1)  M(G) is a left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian) A(G)-module.
(2) M (K )  is a left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian) A(K)-module for all K  £ 
V(M).
PROOF. We will treat only the M  noetherian case.
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(1) Let
M i.g C M2,g C ... C M „,g C ... (8.1)
be an ascending chain of submodules of M(G).  Let Mi be the following submodule of M:
Mi =  A(Mi,a ) =  Y  A(m).
Tn£A/fitQ
The sequence
Mi C M2 C ...M„ C ... (8.2)
is stationary. Since Af,-(G) =  M ,-,g (thanks to corollary (5.8) (2)), we conclude that the 
sequence (8 .1) is stationary as well.
(2) Let K  £ V{M).  Let
Ni,K Q N^,k  C ... C IVntif C ... (8.3)
be an ascending sequence of WG-K’-iuvariant left-A(.fif)-8ubmodules of M (K ) .  Since the 
sequence
T/i.k ) -  M(K, n7,k ) -  -  £  M(K, TT^ k ) ^  -  (8-4)
is stationary, we conclude that the sequence (8.3) is stationary as well. We conclude 
that M (K )  satisfies (ACC) on the set of all Wc-ftT-invariant left-A(.ftT)-submodules. Prom 
theorem (A1.14), we conclude that M (K )  is a left-noetherian A(AT)-module. A
(8.5) THEOREM.
M  is totally noetherian (totally artinian) if and only if, for all H  € S(G),  M (H )  is a 
left-noetherian (left-artinian) A{G)-module via the restriction map r^.
PROOF. We treat only the M  totally noetherian case.
Assume first that M  is totally noetherian, and let H E S(G). Prom proposition (8.4)
(1), we conclude that M g/h (G) =  M(H)  is a left-noetherian A(G)-module.
Assume now that, for all H  £ 5(G ), M (H )  is a left-noetherian A(G)-module via the 
restriction map r§ . If X  £ G-Set, it follows easily that M x  satisfies the same property.
Hence it is enough to show that M  is noetherian.
Since M (H )  is a left-noetherian A(G)-module, we conclude easily that M ( H ) is a
left-noetherian A(ff)-module as well. Let
M iC M 2 C .... C M n C ... (8.5)
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be an ascending chain of submodules of Af. If we evaluate these submodules at f f  € 5(G ), 
we obtain a chain
A fi(ff) C M2{H)  C .... C Mn(H)  C ... (8 .6 )
of left A(H)  submodules of M (H ) .  Since ilf(ff) is a left-noetherian A(ff)-module, we 
conclude that there exists n g  >  1, such that Afm(ff)  =  A f„w(ff ) , for m >  ng.  If n =  
max (n g  \ f f  £ 5(G )), we conclude that Mm(H) =  M n( f f ), for all m > n and for ail 
f f  £ 5(G ). Hence the sequence (8.5) is stationary. A
The following result is a consequence of the argument used in the proof of the theorem
(8.5).
(8 .6 ) COROLLARY.
Assume that M  is a left-A-module such that M(H)  is a left-noetherian (left-artinian) 
A(H) -module, for all f f  6  5 (G ). Then M  is noetherian (artinian).
The theorem (8.5) has the following immediate corollaries.
(8.7) COROLLARY.
The following statements are equivalent:
(1) A is a totally left-noetherian (totally left-artinian) Green functor.
(2) A(G) is a left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian) ring, and A (H ) is finitely 
generated over A(G) for all H  £  5(G ).
(3) A(G) is a left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian) ring, and A (K)  is finitely 
generated over A(G) for all K  G V(A).
If A  is commutative, then the above conditions are also equivalent to the following:
(4) For all H  £ 5(G ), A(H) is finitely generated over A(G), and, for some H  £ 5(G ), 
A(H) is noetherian (respectively artinian).
(5) For all K  £ V(A),  A (K )  is finitely generated over A(G), and, for some K  £ V(A),  
A(P) is noetherian (respectively artinian).
PROOF. (1 ) &  (2 ) is an immediate consequence of theorem (8.5).
It is clear that (2) ^  (3). We show that (3) =► (2). Let f f  £ V(A).  We show first that 
A(H)  is a finitely generated A(G)-module. We use induction over h t^ (ff), the height of H  
in V(A).  If ht^(ff) =  1, then f f  £  Min V(A)\ hence A (ff) =  A(H)  is a finitely generated
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A(G)-module. Now assume that H  £ V{(A) for some * > 1. The map
£  ( f :  0  A(K)  — . TrA(H)
K < H  K < H
KZT>{A) K£V{ X)
is a surjection of A(G)-modules (by proposition (4.1.6) (1)). Prom the induction hypothesis, 
it follows that A{K)  is a finitely generated A(G)-module, for all K  £ “P{A)  such that 
K  <  H.  From the above surjection it follows that TrA(H) is a finitely generated A(G)- 
module as well. Prom the short exact sequence
0 —  TrA(H) — - A(H)  —  A(H)  —  0
we conclude that A(H)  is a finitely generated A(G)-module. Finally, assume H  & V{A),  
and suppose that A(H)  ^  0. Prom proposition (4.1.6) (1), we conclude that the map
£  < £ : ©  A ( K ) - + T r A(H) =  A(H)
K < H  K < HKe-p(A)
is a surjection of A(G)-modules. Since A(K)  is a finitely generated A(G)-module, for all 
K  £ V(A),  it follows that A(H)  is a finitely generated A(G)-module as well.
When A is commutative, the equivalences (2) ^  (4) and (3) (5), are immediate
consequences of theorems (A2.8), and (A2.9). A
(8 .8 ) COROLLARY.
If A is a totally left-artinian Green functor, then A is totally left-noetherian.
Let A be a Green functor. It is natural to ask under which conditions A has a totally 
noetherian left-module.
(8.9) THEOREM.
If M  is a totally noetherian left-A-module, then A/AnnA(M ) is a totally noetherian 
left-A-module as well.
PROOF. Since M  is noetherian we conclude that M  is finitely generated. Suppose 
that M  =  A(m), for some m £ M (X ) ,  and some finite G-set X .  The map
- * M x ' <8-7> 
is well defined, and is an injective morphism of left A modules. Since A/AnnA(M)  can 
be identified with a submodule of the totally noetherian module M x,  we conclude that 
A/AanA(M)  is totally noetherian. A
We now investigate necessary and sufficient conditions under which a left-A-module 
M  is noetherian (artinian).
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(8.10) THEOREM.
M  is noetherian (artinian) if and only if, for all H  £ V(A),  and all submodules N  of
M , N(H)  is a left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian) A(H)-module.
PROOF. We treat only the M  noetherian case.
Assume that M  is noetherian, and let N  be a submodule of Af. Since N  is also 
noetherian, we can apply proposition (8.4) (2) to conclude that N (H )  is a left-noetherian 
A(ff)-module (hence a left-noetherian A(H’)-module as well).
Conversely, assume that N(H)  is a left-noetherian A(.ff)-module for all H  £ V(A)  and 
all submodules N  of Af. Let
Nx C N 2 c  .... C NiC  ... (8 .8 )
be an ascending chain of submodules of Af. Let N  be the submodule N  =  (Jt>1 AT,-. We 
show that N  =  Nm for some m >  1. Let A\ =  Af  Ajxd.a {M ). We proceed by induction 
over the primordial length of Ax.
Suppose that pi a , =  1. We conclude that all the primordial subgroups of A x axe 
minimal. Since V (M )  C V(A\), we conclude that all the primordial subgroups of M  are 
minimal as well. It follows that M(H)  =  M (H )  for all H £ V(Ai).  From the hypothesis, 
we conclude that M (H )  is noetherian for all i?  G V(AX). If we evaluate the sequence (8 .8 ) 
at H  £ V(A{),  we conclude that N{H)  =  NkH(H) for some kg >  1 . If k =  max (kg \ H  £ 
V(A\)), it follows that N ( H ) =  Nk(H)  for all i f  £ V(A\). From corollary (5.10), we 
conclude that N  =  Nk-
Assume now that pi a , >  1. Using the above argument, we choose k >  1 such that 
N (K )  =  Nk(K ) for all AT £ Min V(A\). Notice that, according to proposition (6.2.1), 
Min V(A\) =  Min V(M).  Consider the following submodule of Af:
JV<= £  A { N ( K ) ) =  Y ,  E <8-9>
K eW m V iA i )  KelAiaV[Ai) n£N(K)
We set M ' =  M/N1. We first show that M ' satisfies the property from the hypothesis of 
the theorem. Let S' be a submodule of M '. Then S' =  S/N' for some submodule S of M  
containing N'. In particular
S(K)  D N'(K)  =  N (K) ,  for all AT € Min V(A{),  (8.10)
therefore
—  S W  M (K )
( J N (K )  ~ N (K )  ( }
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is a left-noetherian A(Ar)-module for all K  £ Min V{A\).
Now let H  £ ~P(A), and assume H  contains properly some minimal primordial sub­
group of M.  Then
Trs (H)  =  £  i f  S ( K )  D ] T  * *  S W  2  E  N (K ) =  (8 -12)
L<H  ffeMU'P(A1) K6MU»>(Ai)
K < H  K < H
Prom formula (8 .1 2 ), we conclude that
S'(H)  „  S(H)
Prom formulae (8.11) and (8.13), we conclude that S'(H) is a left-noetherian A(ff)-module 
for all H  £ V (A ). In particular, N/N' satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Since 
V{N/N') C V{A{),  but (N/N')(K)  =  0 for all K  £  Min V(A\), we use proposition (6.2.1) 
to conclude that the primordial length of A /A m la(N /N ')  is smaller than p/,4,. From the 
induction hypothesis, it follows that N/N' is noetherian. In particular, the ascending chain
^  C ^ h+1 C C —  C (8  14)N , -  N r -  -  5= N , ±
is stationary. We conclude that N/N' =  Nm/N', for some m >  k. Hence N  =  Nm. A  
The theorem (8.10) has the following corollary.
(8 .1 1 ) COROLLARY.
If A  is a left-artinian Green functor, then A is left-noetherian.
PROOF. From proposition (8.4) (2), we conclude that A(H)  is left-artinian, hence left- 
noetherian, for all H  £ V(A) .  Let TV be a submodule of A. Then N (H)  is a left-artinian 
A(i?)-module. Since N (H )  is, in fact, a left-A(if)-module, we conclude that N (H ) is a 
left-artinian A(i?)-module. It follows that N(H)  is a left-noetherian A(ff)-module, hence 
a left-noetherian A(ff)-module. The corollary follows now from theorem (8.10). A
Unfortunately, the noetherian A-modules do not behave so nicely as the totally noethe­
rian ones do. In particular, theorem (8.9) is no longer true if the assumption totally noethe­
rian is weakened to noetherian.
(8 .1 2 ) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, and let G =  Zp. Let A(G) be a non- 
noetherian domain of characteristic p. We may choose, for example, A(G) =  Zp[A,-],->i, 
the polynomial ring over Z p in countably many indeterminates. Let A (l) be the field of
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fractions of A(G). A  is a Green functor with the restriction map rp  being the inclusion 
A(G) — ► A (l), and the transfer map <p =  0. Let M  be the A-module given by M (G) =  0, 
and A f(l) =  A (l) . Then M  is simple, hence noetherian. Since M  is 1-characteristic, and 
AnnJ4(i)(M (l)) =  0, we use formula (6.19) to conclude that Anna ( M )  =  0. However, A is 
not noetherian.
A left-noetherian Green functor is not necessarily totally left-noetherian as is shown 
by the following example.
(8.13) EXAMPLE. Again let G =  Zp, where p is some prime number. Let A(G) =  Zp, 
and A (l) =  ZP[X]. Then A is a Green functor with the restriction map rp  being the 
inclusion A(G) — ► A (l), and the transfer map t f  =  0 . From corollary (8 .6 ), it follows 
that A is noetherian. However, Ac/i(G) =  A (l) is not a finitely generated A(G)-module via 
the restriction map rp. From corollary (8.7), we conclude that A is not totally noetherian.
(8.14) DEFINITION. Let A be a Green functor and let P  be an ideal of A. Then P  
is called a prime ideal of A if, whenever I  and J are ideals of A such that I  • J C P, then 
I C P o r J C P .
When A is a commutative Green functor, we can give an equivalent condition for an 
ideal P  of A  to be prime.
(8.15) LEMMA.
If A is a commutative Green functor, then P  is a prime ideal o f A  if and only if, 
whenever H, K  G 5(G ) and x  G A(H), y G A(K)  are suck that x  x  y G P(G/H xG /K) ,  
then x  G P(H) or y G P{K) .
PROOF. Immediate consequence of theorem (5.12). A
(8.16) THEOREM (Cohen’s Theorem).
Assume that A  is a commutative Green functor such that all the prime ideals of A are 
finitely generated. Then A is noetherian.
PROOF. Write T for the set of ideals of A which are not finitely generated. If T ^  0, 
then, by Zorn’s lemma, T contains a maximal element I. Then I  is not a prime ideal. 
Hence, according to lemma (8.15), there are elements x  6  A(H), y G A(K),  such that 
x 1(H ) , y 0  I ( K ), but x  x  y 6  I(G/H  x  G/K).  Now I  -|- A(y) is bigger than I, hence it 
is finitely generated. Choose X  a finite G-set, and u G I (X ) ,  such that
I +  A(y) =  A(u) +  A(y).
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Let ( 7 : y) be the maximal ideal J of A, such that J ■ A(y) C 7. Notice that
(7 : y)(Z)  =  {a 6  A(Z)  \ a x y €  I (Z  x G/K)},  for all Z  e  G -  Set. (8.15)
It is clear that I  C (7 : y), and x  G (7 : y)(H).  Since (7 : y) is stricly bigger then 7, we 
conclude that (7 : y) has a finite system of generators. Assume that (7 : y) =  A(v), for 
some finite G-set Y,  and some v 6  (7 : y)(Y). It is easy to check that
7 =  A(u) + A ( v  x y).
Hence 7 £ I\ which is a contradiction. Therefore T =  0. Hence, according to proposition
(8.3) (4), A is noetherian. A
We now investigate left-artinian Green functors.
(8.17) THEOREM.
If A is a left-artinian Green functor, then Jac(A) is nilpotent.
PROOF. The descending chain
Jac(A) D  (Jac(A)f  D ... D (Jac(A))n D ...
is stationary; hence (Jac(A ))rl =  (Jac(A ) ) n+1 for some n >  1. According to corollary 
(8.11), A is left-noetherian. In particular, (7ac(A ))n is finitely generated. From the 
Nakayama Lemma (7.3.5), it follows that (7ac(A ))n =  0. A
(8.18) COROLLARY.
If A is a commutative artinian Green functor, then Jac(A) =  Nil (A).
PROOF. From theorem (8.17), we conclude that Jac(A) C Nil (A). The reverse 
containment is given by proposition (7.3.2). A
(8.19) THEOREM.
Let A be a left-artinian Green functor. Then there are finitely many isomorphism 
classes of simple left-A-modules.
PROOF. Let H  €  V(A).  We show that there are only finitely many isomorphism 
classes of simple left-A-modules which are ^-characteristic. Let M  be such a module. 
From theorem (7.1.3), we conclude that M  is uniquely determined by the WcH-equivariant 
simple left-A(77)-module M (H).  However, every such module is, in a canonical way, a sim-
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pie left-module over T~A(H)\WgH\, the twisted group algebra of WgH  with coefficients 
in A(H)  (see definition (A l.l)). Since A(H)  is left-artinian and T~A(H)[WgH] is a fini­
tely generated A(ff)-module, we conclude that T~A(H)[WgH] is left-axtinian as well. In 
conclusion, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of simple left-modules over the 
twisted group algebra T~ A(H)[WaH].  A
In the remainder of this chapter, we prove a structure theorem for commutative artinian 
Green functors whose Jacobson radical is zero. We begin with some preliminary results.
(8.20) LEMMA.
Let A  be a Green functor, and assume H  g  V(A).  Assume that M  is a left-A-module
such that, for  all K  £  P(A)ClS(H), M ( K ) is a left-noetherian (left-artinian)  A {K )  -module.
Then M (H )  is a left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian) A(H)-module.
PROOF. We treat only the M  noetherian case.
Let
C N2,h Q ... C Ni<H C ... (8.16)
be an ascending chain of submodules of M (H ) ,  and let Nh =  U.>i H^h - For K  £ V(A)  fl 
S{H),  consider the following submodules of M (K ) :
NitK =  A (K )  r for i >  1 , (8.17)
and
Nk  =  A (K )  r%(Nff).  (8.18)
Since M ( K )  is left-noetherian, the chain
Ni ,k  C N2,k  C ... C Ni,K C ...
is stationary. We conclude that Nfc =  NnK,K, for some nK >  1 . If n =  max (nK \ K  £ 
V{A)  fl then Nk  =  Nn<K> for all K  £ V{A)  fl S(H).  We show that N h =  Nnfn-
Let m £ N h - Since H  £  V{A),  proposition (4.1.6) ( I)  implies that
1 A{H) =  5 ^  tfc afC, for some aK £ A(K).  (8.19)
KeV(A)r>S(H)
It follows, by multiplying equation (8.19) by m and using the Frobenius axiom, that
m =  J 2  ** (a^ ( m))- (8 -2 0 )
KGV(A)nS(H)
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Since ajcrj£(m) G N g  =  Nn^g, we conclude that 
o-k Tk (m) =  Y  K k  r ir(mi,K)> for som e bi,K € A (K),  and mjfK G Nn,g. (8-21)
Substituting these relations into (8.20), and applying the Frobenius axiom, we obtain that
m =  ^  *1 )  ] mj,K ^  Nn,H- (8 .22 )
K €V (A )n S (H ) 1 <}<jK
From (8.22), we conclude that N g  C Nn,g. Hence N g =  Nn,g . A
(8.21) COROLLARY.
If  M (K )  is a left-noetherian (left-artinian) A(K)-module for all K  G V(A), then M  
is noetherian (respectively artinian).
PROOF. From lemma (8.20), we conclude that M (H ) is a left-noetherian (left-artinian) 
A(H)  module for all H  G 5(G ). Now the result follows from corollary (8 .6 ). A
(8 .2 2 ) THEOREM.
(1) Let A be a Green functor. If A(H) is semisimple artinian for all H  G 5(G ), then 
A is an artinian Green functor, and Jac(A) =  0.
(2), Conversely, suppose that A  is a commutative artinian Green functor and Jac(A) =
0. Then A(H) is semisimple artinian, for all H  G 5(G).
PROOF. (1) From corollary (8 .6 ), we conclude that A  is left-artinian. Let H  G 5(G). 
Since A(H)  is semisimple it follows, by corollary (7.3.7), that (Jac(A))(H) =  0. Hence 
Jac{A) =  0.
(2) Since Jac(A) =  Nil (A), we conclude that the rings A(H )  have trivial nilradicals. 
Hence it is enough to show that A(H)  is artinian for all H  G 5 (G ). Since the proof is 
rather complicated, we will split it into three major steps. We proceed by induction over 
pU-
STEP I. plA =  1 .
Since V{A)  =  Min V(A), we conclude that A(K)  =  A (K )  for all AT G V{A).  From 
proposition (8.4) (2), we conclude that A (K)  is artinian for all K  G V{A).  From corollary 
(8.21), it follows that A{H)  is artinian for all H  G 5(G).
From now on, we assume that plA =  m >  1 , and that (2) holds for all commutative 
artinian Green functors (with trivial Jacobson radical) of primordial length < m.
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STEP II. It is enough to prove (2) when A  is K-characteristic and A {K ) is a WqK -  
field.
Assume that the theorem is true for the Green functors satisfying the above condition. 
If A is a Green functor satifying condition (2), then, by proposition (7.2.2),
0 =  Jac(A) =  n n A(K, eq(m))- (8.23)
K €P(A ) m€Mjucpi(tf))
Since A(K)  is artinian for ail K  G V(A),  we conclude that there are only finitely many 
ideals of the form A ^  eq(m)) u* the above intersection (8.23). Let fy, ... J„, be all the 
ideals of the form A ( x t eq(m )) f°r K  G V{A),  and m G Max (A(K)).
Fbc i G {1, 2, ..., n } and let =  A^k , eq(m))- The Green functor A/Ii is artinian. 
Its Jacobson radical is zero (because /,• =  A ^ t eq(m)) is a radical ideal of A). More­
over, this Green functor is obviously K -characteristic and A(K)/Ii(K) =  A(K)/eq(m)  is 
a WqK -field. It follows that A//,- satisfies the hypothesis from Step II. We conclude that 
A(H)/Ii(H) is artinian, for all H  G 5(G). We use formula (8.23), and corollary (A2.2), to 
conclude that
Atrri =  M H )___________ A(H)
1 1 (Jac(A))(H) a < i < „  « « )
is artinian.
From now on, A will be a Green functor satisfying the condition (2) and the hypothesis 
from Step II. Let I  be the ideal
I  =  A(A(K)}  =  £  A(a). (8.24)
a€A(K-)
Consider the Green functor A /\ /j. Since (A/y/I)(K) =  A (K )/A(K)  =  0, and since 
Min V{A) =  [AT], we conclude that the primordial length of A/y/I is strictly less than m. 
According to the induction hypothesis and theorem 5.5,
(A/Vl) (H)  =  A (H )/(V 7 )(ff) =  A (H )/ y / W j
is artinian for all H  G V{A).  If \/I(H) is an artinian ideal of A(H)  for all H  G V(A),  then, 
from the exact sequence
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it follows that A(H)  is artinian for all fl" € V(A).  Prom lemma (8.20), it follows that A(H)  
is artinian for all H  £ S(G).
The above argument shows that the proof ends once we establish
STEP III. y/I(H) is an artinian ideal o f A(H) for all H  £ V(A).
From formulae (8.24) and (5.6), it follows that
1(B)  =  £  t*K A ^K ). (8.25)
g£D{H ,K )
We use the Mackey axiom and the fact that Min V(A)  =  [K\ to conclude that
rfict?K(a) =  0, for all p ^  € D(H, K)  and a £ A (9K ). (8.26)
Now let g £ D (H ,K ) ,  and let a £ A(gK) .  We use formula (8.26), the Mackey axiom, and
the fact that A  is iif-characterisitic (proposition (6.1.2)) to conclude that
r*ff<&(a) =  0 ^ 2  Cfc(a) =  0 t?K(a) =  0. (8.27)
h€W HtK
Let
S =  {g  £ D ( H ,K ) | Cfc(a) ^  0, for some a £ A(9K ) } .  (8.28)
h e w „ * K
From formulae (8.25) and (8.27), it follows that
1(H) =  £ < *  M 9K).
s€S
If S =  0, we conclude that 1(H)  =  0. Hence y/I(H) =  Nil(A(H))  =  0, because A(H)  has 
trivial nilradical. Therefore, \/l(H) is artinian in this case.
Now assume 5 ^ 0 .  For g £ S, let
T r w H'K  f  ck(a) | for a e  A(9K )  j ,  (8.29)
and
gF  =  A(9K ) Wa’ K. (8.30)
Notice that
T r w H'K  =  (a) | for a g J Q  r K^ ( A ( H ) ) .  (8.31)
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Since A(3K )  is a Wc^-SQ-field, we use proposition (Al.21), to conclude that 9F  is a field, 
and that A(3K )  is a finitely generated 3F  vector space. Since T rWli'K is a non-zero 3F  
subspace of A(3K) ,  we use formula (8.31) to conclude that A(9K )  is a finitely generated 
A(.ff)-inodule. In particular,
• ' W - k t Hc (8M)
can be identified with a subring of A ( 9K ) ,  and A { 9K )  is finitely generated over g A ( H ) .  
Prom theorem (A2.9), it follows that g A ( H )  is artinian. Prom corollary (A2.2), we conclude 
that
py  a  (8.33)
r w K err&
is artinian.
Now we show that
v ? m n ( n Ker ’■•k )  =»• < sw )
g€S
Let a £ A(H)  and n >  1 such that
an =  y ^ fjK o g ), for some ag £ A ( 9K ) ,  (8.35)
g£S
and assume that r^-(a) =  0 for all g £ S. Then r^ -(an) =  0 for all g £ S. If we restrict 
equation (8.35) to 9K,  for g £ S, we obtain
0 =  r& K )  =  r& tk ia g )  +  ]T r & f$ .(a /) .
l€S
From formulae (8.26) and (8.27), it follows that t^ K (ag) — 0. Since this holds for all g £ 5 ,
we conclude, from equation (8.35), that an =  0. Hence a =  0, because A ( H )  has trivial
nilradical.
Prom (8.34), it follows that
y ^  y ^ ^ + n g6S Ke_r_r ^  A(H )  3g
f l ffes Ker r ?K f l ffgs Ker r ?K
Since the ring given by formula (8.33) is artinian, we conclude that \/I{H) is an artinian 
ideal of A { H ) .  A
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(8.23) COROLLARY.
If A is a commutative artinian Green functor such that Jac(A) =  0, then Jac(A(H)) =  
0 for all H  G V(A).
PROOF. Let H  G V(A).  Since A(H)  is semisimple artinian, and A(H)  is an epimorphic 
image of A(iif), we conclude that A(H)  is semisimple artinian as well. A
The converse of the corollary (8.23) does not hold in general, as is shown by the 
following example.
(8.24) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number such that p | |G|, and let F  be a field of 
characteristic p. The Burnside ring Green functor B  of G (over F)  has nontrivial nilradical, 
but B{H)  =  F  for all H  G 5(G ).
(8.25) COROLLARY.
If A  is a commutative artinian Green functor then (Jac(A))(H)  =  Jac(A(H)) for all 
H  G 5 (G ).
PROOF. Since the Jacobson radical o f the Green functor A/ Jac(A) is trivial, we use 
theorem (8.22) to conclude that A(H)/(Jac(A))(H)  is semisimple artinian, for all H  G 
5(G). In particular (Jac(A))(H) D Jac(A(H))  for H  G 5(G ). The reverse containment 
follows from theorem (7.3.7). A
If A is a commutative artinian Green functor, then A need not be semisimple even if 
Jac(A) =  0. The following example has been pointed out to us by Lewis.
(8.26) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, and let G =  Zp. Consider the following 
Mackey functors for G (over Zp):
A{H)  =  Zp, for all H  G 5(G ), 
M(H)
=  1 ° ’ K ,
if H  =  G, 
i£H =  l.
The restriction maps (rp)>i, (rp)*/, corresponding to the functors A  and M  are the identity 
of Zp and the zero map, respectively. Both transfer maps (tp)/i) and (tp) m are zero. Then 
A is a Green functor, Af is an ideal of A, and
=  J Zp’
l o  ,
if H  =  G,
(.A /M )(H ) : "
'  if f f  =  1 .
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Moreover, ( r f ) A/M is the zero map. If the sequence
0  — ► M  — ► A — ► A/M — ► 0
were split in the category of A-modules, then (rp)^ would equal (rp)A/ +  (^P)a/ m - How­
ever, both (rp)A/ and (rp )^ /a/  are zero, but (rp)x is the identity of Zp.
We end this chapter with a few examples of noetherian and artinian Green functors.
(8.27) EXAMPLE. Let R  be a noetherian (artinian) ring, and let B  be the Burnside 
ring Green functor for G (over R). Notice that B(G)  is a finitely generated i?-module. 
Moreover, B(H)  is a finitely generated B(G) module, for all H  € S(G). Hence, it fol­
lows, by theorem (8.5), that B  is totally noetherian (respectively totally artinian). Similar 
considerations apply to the Green functor R c  ® R-
(8.28) EXAMPLE. Assume that |G| is invertible in R , and let A be a left-noetherian 
(left-artinian) G-algebra over R. Prom theorem (Al.14) (2), we conclude that A H is left- 
noetherian (respectively left-artinian) for all H  € S(G). Prom corollary (8 .6 ), we conclude 
that FP a is a left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian) Green functor.
(8.29) EXAMPLE. Let H  €  S(G),  and assume that \WqH\ is invertible in R. Let 
S be a left-noetherian (left-artinian) Wo-H-algebra over R. Prom the formula (4.20), 
theorem (Al.14) (2), and corollary (8 .6 ), we conclude that Jg/h (S) IS a left-noetherian 
(left-artinian) Green functor.
(8.30) EXAMPLE. Assume that |G| is invertible in R. Let A be a Green functor such 
that A(H)  is left-noetherian (left-artinian) for all H  G V(A).  Prom corollary (4.2.2) and 
theorem (4.2.5), it follows that
A ~ T A =  f l  Jg i h {A(H))-
He[G\V(A)  1
Prom the previous example, it follows that A is left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian).
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9. Prim e and M axim al Ideals.
In this chapter, we investigate the prime ideals of a Green functor A. This chapter has 
two parts. In 9.1 we present a theorem which describes all the prime ideals of A. When 
A is commutative, we obtain, as a corollary, that the nilradical of A is the intersection 
of all prime ideals of A. We also present an induction theorem for prime Green functors. 
As a corollary, we obtain that a basic property of the prime ideals of the Burnside ring 
Green functor is, in fact, a common property of the prime ideals of any Green functor. We 
describe the maximal ideals of a Green functor. We also give characterization theorems for 
prime and simple Green functors. We conclude this section with a couple of examples.
In 9.2 we assume that A is commutative. We define Spec(A), and we show that 
it is compact. We also show that it is connected if and only if A(G) has no nontrivial 
idempotents.
The Krull dimension of A is investigated in chapter 11.
9.1. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS.
The definition of a prime ideal of A is given in chapter 8  (see definition (8.14)). We 
introduce the following notions.
(9.1.1) DEFINITION. Let 5  be a ring with a finite group G acting on it by ring 
automorphisms.
(1) An ideal I  of S is called G-maximal if I  is maximal proper G-invariant ideal of S.
(2) An ideal P  of S is called G-prime if P  is a proper G-invariant ideal of 5  which has 
the property that, whenever I  and J are two G-invariant ideals of 5  such that I  • J C P, 
then I  C P  or J C P.
The ring 5  is G-simple if the ideal 0 is G-maximal. The ring 5  is G-prime if the ideal 0 
is G-prime. When S is commutative and G-simple, we refer to 5  as being a G-field. When 
S is commutative and G-prime, we refer to 5  as being a G-domain.
If I  is an ideal of 5  we denote D g^ G9^  by eq(7).
We are now ready to describe the prime ideals of a Green functor A.
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(9.1.2) THEOREM. (Characterization Theorem for Prime Ideals)
Let A  be a Green functor. Then every prime ideal P  o f A  is of the form
p  =  \ h , Tffy (9-1)
where H  £ V(A),  and Pa is a WaH-prime ideal o f the ring A(H).
Moreover, if H  £ V(A) and Pa is a WqH -prime ideal o f A(H),  then the ideal given 
by formula (9.1) is prime.
PROOF. Let P  be a prime ideal of A , and let H  £ Min V(A/P).  We show that P  is 
//-cocharacteristic. Indeed, let I  be the ideal of A  containing P  such that I/P  is the kernel 
of the map
(A/P) —  (A/P)GIh . (9.2)
Notice that, if K  £ V(A/P),  then \K\ [H], Let J  be the ideal of A  containing P  such
that
J / P =  £  (A/P){a).
a € ( A / P ) ( f f )
It is clear that P  is contained in J. Moreover, from corollary (5.8) and the fact that 
(A/P)(L)  =  0 if [L\ <  [JZ], it follows that V(J/P)  =  [H]. From corollary (4.1.13) (2), we 
conclude that
p ( ^ j ) Q n i / p ) f ] p ( j / p ) = ii
In conclusion I  • J C P. Since J % P, it follows that /  C P .  We conclude that I  =  P; 
hence the map (9.2) is injective.
Since P  is //-cocharacteristic, it follows, by theorem (6.1.15), that
P  -  \ h, pZ)
for some proper WciT-invariant ideal of A(H).  We show that Pa  is a Wc/T-prime ideal 
of A(H).  Assume that l a  and J a  are two Wc-H-invariant ideals of A(H)  such that 
Ih  • J h  C Pa- We may suppose that both l a  and J a  contain ~Pa- Let
- f i  =  A ( h , 7 w ) ’  ~  A ( h , j H y
It is clear that P  C / l5 and P  C J\. Moreover, from formula (3.15), it follows easily that
( II • J\(H) l a  • Ja  n
 ? ( » ) — — °-
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Since A/P  is if-characteristic, we conclude, from proposition (6.1.3) (1), that (I/P) • 
(J/P) =  0; hence I  • J C P .  Since P  is prime, we conclude that I  C P,  or J C P.  If, 
for example, I  C P,  then, since the operator A(g t _) reflects containments, it follows that 
IH C Pg.  We conclude that P g  is WqH -prime.
Now let H  £ V(A),  and let P g  be an equivariant prime ideal of A(H).  We show that 
the ideal
p  =  A h, ph)
is prime. Let I  and J be two ideals of A  such that I  • J C P .  We may assume that both I  
and J contain P. It follows, by formula (3.15), that
\P P J K ’ P (H )
Since Pg  is WgH -prime, it follows that 1(H) =  Pg  or J(H)  =  Pg.  Suppose that 1(H) =  
Pg.  We conclude that the ideal I/P  of A/P is zero at H.  Prom proposition (6.1.3) (1), it 
follows that I  =  P. Hence P  is prime. A
The following corollary is an immediate consequence o f theorem (9.1.2), and theorem 
(A1.22).
(9.1.3) COROLLARY.
(1) If H  G V(A) andpg is a prime ideal o f A(H), then
P  =  A h, eq(PH))
is a prime ideal of A.
(2) Suppose that A  is commutative, or A(H) is left noetherian for all H  £ V(A).  Then 
every prime ideal P  o f A  is o f the form
P  =  A h, eq(pm) (9-3)
for some H  £ V(A),  and some p g  prime ideal of A(H).
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(9.1.4) COROLLARY.
Suppose that A  is a commutative Green functor. Then
f l )
Nil (A) =  n p  p*-4)
P  p r im e  id e a l
If A(H) is noetherian for all H  £ V{A),  then A  has only finitely many minimal prime 
ideals.
(2) Let I  be an ideal o f A. Then
•/!=  n  p  co-s)
I CP  
P  prime Ideal
If A is noetherian, then there are only finitely many minimal prime ideals o f A  containing
I.
PROOF. (1) Let H  £ V(A).  Let N ilg  be the nilradical of A(H).  Then 
Nilg =  P) P H =  Pi eq(p7f).
PH p r im e  id ea l PH p r im e  id ea l
From proposition (6.1.21), we conclude that
P i  A h , e q  ( p * ) )  =  A h , jvTTTT)
PH S S p e c  ( A ( f f ) )
From corollary (9.1.3) and proposition (6.1.21), it follows that
n p -  n n ^<h, e ^ )  =  p i a h , ^ ) ^ * 7^ ) -
P  p r im e  id e a l H ^ V ( A )  g S p ec ( A ( H ) )  H G V ( A )
(9.6)
The last equality in formula (9.6) follows from formula (7.19). Now let H  £ V{A).  Since 
the operator A(H, - )  reflects containments, it follows that every minimal f7-cocharacteristic 
prime ideal o f A  is of the form A h , e q (p S D )>  for some minimal prime ideal pH of A(H).  If 
A(H)  is noetherian, then there are only finitely many minimal prime ideals of the ring 
A(H).  Hence, if A(H)  is noetherian for ail H  £ V(A),  then the Green functor A  has only 
finitely many prime ideals.
(2) Follows immediately from (1) applied to the Green functor A/1. A
(9.1.5) DEFINITION. A simple Green functor A is a Green functor in which 0 is a 
maximal ideal. A prime Green functor A is a Green functor in which the ideal 0 is prime.
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A commutative simple Green functor is called a field. A commutative prime Green functor 
is called a domain.
Notice that, if A is a prime Green functor, then the ring A{G)  has characteristic 0 or 
a prime number p. We refer to the characteristic of A(G) as the characteristic of A. Prom 
theorem (9.1.2), it follows that every prime Green functor has a characteristic subgroup. 
The following result is an induction theorem for prime Green functors.
(9.1.6) THEOREM.
Let A be a prime Green functor, and let H  be the characteristic subgroup of A. Then
(1) If the characteristic o f A is p >  0, then A is G/Hp-projective.
(2) If the characteristic of A is zero, then every primordial subgroup K  of A satisfies 
[i?] <  [.K ] <  [Hp], for somep prime number, where p- 1a(G) not invertible in A(G).
In both cases, if K  G 'P(A) is such that \H\ <  [K\ <  [Hp\, then A(K )  is annihilated 
by the integer
n =  n  \W« 3H\
g&D{K,H)
which is a power o f p.
PROOF. Immediate consequence of theorems (6.2.4) and (6.2.5). A
(9.1.7) COROLLARY.
Let P  and Q be two prime ideals of a Green functor A, and suppose that P  C Q. 
Assume that the characteristic subgroups of A/P, and A/Q, are H  and K , respectively. 
Then one o f  the following holds:
(1) [H] =  [K], and P (K )  C Q{K).
(2) [H] <  [K] <  [Hq], for some q prime number such that q ■ 1a(G) m not invertible
in A(G).  In this case the characteristic o f the prime Green functor A/Q is q, and the
characteristic o f the prime Green functor A/P is either zero or q.
P R O O F . I f  [H\ =  [K\, from the con tainm ent
P  =  \ k , V ) )  C Q -  \ k , QVQ)
it follows that P (K )  C Q(K).  Suppose now that (1) does not hold. From the canonical 
epimorphism
A/P  — 4 A/Q (9.7)
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it follows that K  £ V(A/P).  Since A/P is ^-characteristic, we use theorem (6.2.5), to 
conclude that [if] <  [K\ <  [ i f9], for some prime number q such that 1.4(G) is uot invertible 
in A(G).  Moreover, A (K )  is annihilated by a power o f q. Since Q(K)  is an W c if-prime 
ideal of A(K),  it follows that A(K)/Q(K)  has characteristic q. From the epimorphism
(9.7), it follows that the characteristic of A/P is either zero or q. A
It is clear that if P  is a maximal ideal of A , then P  is prime. Hence, every simple Green 
functor is a prime Green functor. Therefore a simple Green functor has a characteristic 
subgroup.
(9.1.8) THEOREM. (Characterization Theorem for Simple Green Functors).
Let A be a Green functor with a characteristic subgroup H . Then A is simple if 
and only if the R [ W q H ]  algebra A(H) is both projective and W q H -simple. In this case 
A  =  Jg , h { A { H ) ) .
PROOF. Assume that A  is simple. From theorem (6.1.15), we conclude that A{H)  is 
Wc-ff-simple (otherwise A  will have non-zero ideals which are if-cocharacteristic). More­
over, if i f  £ P(A),  then [FT] <  [if], and o) is a proper ideal of A. Since the 
only such ideal is 0 =  A^u, o)i it follows that [if] =  [if]; hence V{A)  =  [If], Since A 
is G/H -projective, and if-characteristic, it follows that A  is if-determined; hence A =  
Jg/h (A(H)). Since Jg/h (A(H))  is G/H-projective, we apply lemma (7.4.7), to conclude 
that the i?[WGif]-algebra A(H)  is projective.
Suppose now that the R [ W g H ]  algebra A{H)  is both Wcif-simple and projective. 
From lemma (7.4.7), we conclude that V ( J g /h ( A ( H ) ) )  =  [if]. We show that J g /h ( A ( H ) )  
is simple. Indeed, let I  be a non-zero ideal of Jg /h ( A ( H ) ) .  We apply proposition (6.1.3)
(1), to conclude that / ( i f )  is non-zero. Since A(H)  is W q H -  simple, it follows that
I ( H )  =  A ( H )  =  Jg , h ( A ( H ) ) ( H ) .
Since the only primordial subgroups of Jg/h{A(H)) are conjugate to i f ,  it follows that 
/  =  Jg /h { A { H ) ) -  Finally we show that the injective map
Jg /h  '■ A  — y Jg /h ( A ( H ) )
is in fact an isomorphism. Notice that Jc//y (if) is surjective. Now the fact that Jg/h >s 
surjective follows from corollary (4.1.5), and from the fact that V (J g/h {A{H)))  =  [if]. 
A
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From theorem (9.1.8), it follows that, in order to determine all the /^-characteristic 
simple Green functors for G  (over R), it is enough to determine all the R[WcH]  algebras 
A(H)  which are both projective and Wc-ff-simple.
We now give the following technical result.
(9.1.9) LEMMA.
(1) Let K  <  H  < G  and let M ' be an R\WaK]-module. Let A f ' T be the ordinary 
induction of modules. Then
JG/ k { M ' \ w ” k ) -  [Sh / k W ) ) ] ^ .
(2) Let K  < H  < G be a chain o f  subgroups of G such that K  is normal in both H  
andG. If  N' G MackR{H/K) then
PROOF. (1) Follows by passing to adjoints in the commutative diagram
M ackR{G) — ► i2[WGZq-Mod
I
wg k
W„K
MackR(H)  — ► R[WHK]-Uod
where the horizontal arrows are the evaluation functors M  i— ► M (K ).
(2) Recall that Inf^y^ is right adjoint to Def^/tf (see definition (4.2.3)). Now (2) 
follows by passing to adjoins in the commutative diagram
MackR(G) — ► MackR(G/K)
G/ KH/KIS 1
MachR(H)  — t MackR(H/K)
where the horizontal arrows are the evaluation functors given by formula (4.17). A
Let be a maximal ideal of A{H).  Since A{H)  is WG/T-simple, it follows that 
eq(mjy) =  0 . Let
NG(H,mjj) =  StabjvQjy(mff) =  {< 7 6  N cH  | =  m H }, (9.8)
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Wa (H, mH) =  NG(H, mg)/H.  (9.9)
Notice that A{H)/mg  is an R[Wg (H, mjf)]-algebra. With these notations, we have:
(9.1.10) PROPOSITION.
Let A(H)  be WgH -simple. Let m g be a maximal ideal of A(H).  Then
(1) Consider the Wg (H, mg)-Mackey functor FPA(g)imH- Then
FPA(H) =  {FPA(H)im„)lZl(H,m„ y
(2)
Jg i h (A(H)) =
(3) The R[WgH ]-algebra A{H) is projective if and only if the R[Wg (H, mg)]-algebra 
A(H)/mg is projective.
PROOF. (1) Notice that if G is a finite group and M ' is an f?[G]-module, then FP \f =  
J g /i(M ') . Hence F P  =  Jg/i - Moreover, it follows, by theorem (A1.18), that if we regard 
A(H )/m g  as an R[Wg (H, m#)]-module, then
M B )  =  ( W « )
Now (1) follows from lemma (9.1.9) (I).
(2) It follows, from (1) and lemma (9.1.9) (2), that
p p  \+Ng H
If we apply the functor N H to the above equality we obtain
According to formula (4.20), the left hand side of the above equation is JG/g(A(H)).
(3) It follows easily, by proposition (7.4.7), that A(H)  is projective if and only if 
FP a (H) is Wc-ff/l-projective. This happens if and only if V (F PA(g)) =  [1]. From (I)
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and proposition (4.1.9), it follows that the above condition is equivalent to the fact that 
FPA(H)/mH is WqH /  1-projective. By lemma (7.4.7) again, this last condition is equivalent 
to the projectivity of the algebra A(H)/mg.  A
Combining (9.1.8) with (9.1.10), we obtain the following characterization theorem for 
simple Green functors:
(9.1.11) THEOREM ([T3]).
Let A be a Green functor with a characteristic subgroup H, and let m € Max (A(H)).  
Then A is simple if and only if
and the simple R\Wg (H , m)] algebra A(H)/m is projective.
When A(H)  is commutative and m G Max (A(H))  there is an easy criterion for 
determining if the R[Wc(H,m)\ algebra A(H)/m is projective. In this case, A(H)/m is a 
field and W c(H,m )  acts on A(H)/m by field automorphisms. Let K(H,m)  < W c(H ,m ) 
be the kernel of this action. Let also p be the characteristic of the field A/m, and let 
K(H,m,p)  be a p-Sylow subgroup of K(H,m).  With these notations we have:
(9.1.12) PROPOSITION.
Assume that A  is an H-characteristic Green functor such that A(H) is WgH -simple. 
Let m G Max(A(H)). Then
V(A) D CIg ( { L  £ S(G) I H < L < K ( H , m , p ) } ) .
The above containment is in fact an equality if A is H-determined. In particular, A is a 
field if and only if p does not divide the order of K(H ,m ).
PROOF. From proposition (9.1.10) we have
It follows, by proposition (4.1.9), that
V(Jg/h (A(H)) =  CIg [ { L s S (G )\ H < L ,  and L / H € V ( F P AiH)lm} y
Let us analyze the primordial subgroups of FPA^ )/ m. Notice that FPA(n)/m is a 1- 
characteristic domain of integral characteristic p. By theorem (9.1.6), the primordial sub­
groups of FPA(fjym are p-groups. We show that V {F P A^n)lm) Q S(K(H,m)).  Indeed,
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notice that (A(fT)/m ) jg a Galois extension with Galois group W g (H ,  m)/K(H,  m)
of the field A(H)/m =  [A(H)/m)K H^'m\ Prom classical Galois theory, we know that the 
relative trace map:
<r(“ ) =  5 3  g a
geW a (H,m)/K(H,m)  
is onto. But this map is exactly the transfer map
‘ I K " 1; ( f W ) m » ) )  —» (fP « .)(H 'o (S ,m ».
From theorem (2 .6 ) and the fact that the primordial subgroups of FPA j^j)/m are p-groups, it 
follows that the primordial subgroups of FPA(H)/m axe contained in the p-Sylow subgroups 
of K(H,  m). Now we show that every p subgroup of K(H, m) is primordial. Indeed, if L is 
a p subgroup of K(H,  m), and U  C L, then L/V  is a p-group. Since K(H, m) represents 
the kernel of the action of Wa(H,m)  on A(H)/m,  it follows easily that the relative trace 
map trfc, : (A(H)/m ) — ► (A (H )fm ) will be identically zero. This shows that
n F P M H)/m) =  { L £  S ( K ( f f , m ) )  | [L] <  [K ( H ,m ,p )} } .
It follows immediately that the set of primordial subgroups for Jg/h (A(H))  is exactly the 
set which appears in the left side of the containment stated in the proposition (9.1.12). 
Since Jg/h (A(H))  is an A-module, it follows that V{A)  contains the primordial subgroups 
of Jg/h (A(H)).
Finally, assume that p does not divide the order of K(H, m). From the previous argu­
ments, it follows that the R[Wg (H, m)] algebra A(H)/m is projective. From proposition
(9.1.10) (3) and theorem (9.1.8), it follows that A is simple.
We now describe the maximal ideals of a Green functor.
(9.1.13) THEOREM (Characterization Theorem for Maximal Ideals)
A prime ideal P  =  A ^  is maximal if and only if the following two conditions are 
satisfied:
(1) Ph =  eq(m77) for some m ff maximal ideal of A(H).
(2) The R[Wg (H, m#)] algebra A(H)(rnfi is projective.
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PROOF. Suppose first that P  =  A^H is maximal. Then Pjj is an Wcif-maximal 
ideal of A(H).  According to theorem (Al.17), it follows that Pg =  eq(m#) for some rnjj 
maximal ideal of A(H).  Since the Green functor A/P is simple, we conclude, from theorem
(9.1.8), that the R[WgH] algebra
{A/P) (H ) =  A(H)/P(H)  96 ~A(H)/Pg =  A (S )/eq(7S*)
is projective. From proposition (9.1.10), we conclude that the R\Wg {H, rng)\ algebra 
A(H)/mJf is projective.
Conversely, assume that Ph is an ideal of A(H)  satisfying conditions (1) and (2) above. 
From proposition (9.1.10), we conclude that the algebra
{A/P) (H) =  A(H)/P(H) =  ~MH)/ eq(rnflT)
is both projective and Wcif-simple. It follows, by (9.1.8), that A/P is simple. A
We now give some examples.
(9.1.14) EXAMPLE. Let B  be the Burnside ring functor for G (over R). Since WgH  
acts trivially on B{H),  we conclude that the prime ideals of B  axe of the form B ( p), 
where p is a prime ideal of R. We show that B(nt p) is maximal if and only if p is maximal 
and the characteristic of the residual field R/p does not divide the order of \WgH\. Indeed, 
condition (1) from theorem (9.1.13) is fulfilled if and only ifp  is maximal. Assume therefore 
that p  is maximal. Since W gH  acts trivially on R/p, the R[WgH] algebra R/p is projective 
if and only if \WqH\ is invertible in R/p.
(9.1.15) EXAMPLE. Let R c  be the character ring Green functor. We determine the 
prime ideals P  such that R c/P  has characteristic zero. We claim that the only ideals 
with this property are the ideals {Rg)^h  0j, for H  cyclic. Indeed, if AT is a primordial 
subgroup of R c ,  which is not cyclic then R c {K )  is finite (example (2.10)). Hence there 
are no ideals P  with the above property which are AT-cocharacteristic. If f l  is cyclic, then 
R c {H )  =  Z[(H], where Ch is a primitive root of unity of order |ff|. Now the claim follows 
from the fact that every nonzero prime ideal p of Z[C] is maximal and its residual field is 
finite. From corollary (9.1.7), we conclude that all these ideals axe m inim al.
(9.1.16) Let R c® Q  be the character ring Green functor for G (over Q). The primordial 
subgroups of this functor are the cyclic subgroups. Moreover, if H  is a cyclic subgroup, 
then (R c  ® Q)(H) =  Q[Ch ] is a field of characteristic zero. Here CH is again a primitive
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root of unity of order |i/|. Prom corollary (4.2.2) and theorem (4.2.8), we conclude that if 
we denote the set of cyclic subgroups of G by Cyc, then
R c  ® Q — T(Rc  ® Q) =  ^  Jg/h {Q[£h ])-
H€[G\CVc]
It is clear that the Green functors Jc/tf (Q[Cff]) are simple. We conclude that the only 
prime ideals of this functor are (R c  ® Q )(#  o) o^r ^  cyclic. They are all maximal. In 
particular, R c  ® Q  is semisimple.
9.2. THE SPECTRUM OF A COMMUTATIVE GREEN FUNCTOR.
Throughout this section, A is a commutative Green functor.
(9.2.1) LEMMA.
If P  is a prime ideal o f A, then P(G) is a prime ideal of A(G).
PROOF. Assume that a, b £ A{G) are such that a-b £ P(G).  From proposition (5.6), 
it follows that a • 6 =  a x b G P(G) =  P(G/G  x  G/G). From lemma (8.15), we conclude 
that a 6  P(G)  or 6  £ P{G).  A
(9.2.2) LEMMA.
Let Ig be an ideal o f A{G). Let
V [a =  { I  ideal of A  | /(G ) C IG}. (9.10)
Then there exists a uniquely determined ideal ip[a which is maximal in <&rG- This ideal 
satisfies t/>/G(G) =  Ig , and
J Q f°r all J G <P/G. (9-11)
If Ig is prime, radical or maximal, then ifrra is also prime, radical, or maximal, re­
spectively.
PROOF. Notice that, if (/j)j€ r  is a family of ideals in $ [a , then 53,e r ^  ^
set
'l’ Ia =  £  3  (9-12)
It is clear that t/>/G £  'Jr/<3, and that containment (9.11) holds. Let
J =  A(Ig ) =  Y ,  A <a>’ (9-13)
ado
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be the ideal of A  generated by all the elements a € Ig- It follows, by corollary (5.8) (2), that 
7(G ) =  Ig - This shows that 7  6  'Jr/<3. Hence 7  C In particular Iq  =  7(G) C xpia (G). 
Hence ipia (G) =  Ig -
Assume now that Ig is prime, and let I , J be ideals such that I  • J C %j)iG. Prom 
corollary (3.1.4) (1), we conclude that
1(G) • J(G)  C ( I  • 7)(G ) C i>Io(G) =  IG
and since Iq is prime it follows that 1(G) C Ig or 7(G) C Ig - Suppose that 1(G) C Ig -
Then I  € 'P/G; hence I  C
Suppose now that Ig is radical. By theorem (5.5)
W ^ ia  )(G)  =  \/^ia(G) =  \/Tg =  Ig -
Hence y/ipia G ^ /G. This containment implies that rp[a is radical.
Finally assume that Iq is maximal, and let 7  be an ideal of A  such that xp[a C 7. Then 
Ig — ip la (G) Q 7(G). If Ig  =  7(G), we conclude that 7  6  hence 7  C rpiG. In this 
case ilra =  7. If Iq C 7(G) then, from the maximality of Ig , it follows that 7(G) =  A(G). 
In particular 7  contains a trivial unit, hence J =  A. A
(9.2.3) DEFINITION.
The spectrum Spec(A) o f A, is the set of all prime ideals of A.
The spectrum of A  carries a natural Zariski topology which can be defined as follows.
Let E  be a subset of A. Let
V(E)  =  { P  6  Spec(A) | E C P } .
One can check easily that the operator V  satisfies the following properties:
(1) K ts )  =  V(A(E)).
(2) If (E{)ier is a collection of subsets of A, then
V(U E,) = V ^ M E i ) )  = fl v (Ei).
ier tgr «er
(3) If I  and 7 are ideals o f A  then
V ( 1 0  7 ) =  V (I  • 7) =  V(I) U V(J).
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(4) If I  is an ideal of A, then V(I) =  V(VT).
(5) V{0) =  Spec(A) and V(A)  =  0.
The Zariski topology of Spec(A) is the topology for which the closed sets are of the 
form V(E),  for E  C A. The fact that this is indeed a topology follows from (2), (3) and
(5) above. If E  C A, let
X (E )  =  Spec(A) -  V(E)
It is clear that X (E ) is open, and that every open set is of the above form for some E  C A.
(9.2.4) PROPOSITION.
Spec (A,) is compact.
PROOF. Let (Vf)igr be a family of closed sets of Spec(A) such that f )  V{ =  0. From
(1) above, we may assume that V{ =  V (/, ) for some ideal /,• of A. Then
•er «er
It follows that £ lgr I{ =  A (otherwise Yiizi I* i® contained in a maximal ideal which is 
prime). In particular,
£ / < ( « =  ( 5 » ( G )  =  A(C).
«er »er
From the above relation, we conclude that there exists a relation of the form
n
5 3 a*'j =  !a(G), for some t'i, ..., in G T,and aty G Iij{G). 
i=i
In particular, the ideal Iis contains a trivial unit. Hence Uj =  A. This implies 
that
j=l j= l j=  1
From the lemmas (9.2.1) and (9.2.2), we conclude that there exists two well-defined 
maps
<j>: Spec(A) — ► Spec(A(G)), xj): Spec(A (G )) — * Spec(A)
given by <j){P) =  P(G),  and xP(Pg) =  xppa - The following lemma summarizes the main 
properties of the maps <f> and rp.
129
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(9.2.5) LEMMA.
(1) <p-tp =  l Spec(A(G))- In particular, <f> is onto.
(2) <f> restricts to a bijection
Max A  — ► Max A(G)
whose inverse is 0 .
(3) If p c  G Spec(A(G)), then the ideal 0 (pG) is maximal in the fibre 0 - 1(pG) in the 
strong sense that, if P  G 0 - 1 ( p g )  , then P  C 0(pG).
(4) If I c  is an ideal of A(G), then
r l {V(Ic) )  =  ^ (A ( /g )), H W g )) C Vtyra).
(5) If I  is an ideal of A, then
4,(V(D) =  V (I (G ) ) , 0 ' 1 (V(J)) =  V (I (G ) ) .
(6) Both <{> andtp preserve containment.
(7) Both maps 0 and 0  are contiuous, and <f> is closed.
PROOF. (1) Obvious.
(2) Follows immediately from lemma (9.2.2) and (1).
(3) Follows immediately from lemma (9.2.2).
(4) Let Ig be an ideal of A(G). We have the following chain of equivalences:
PZ<t>'l {V{IG)) & 4 >(P)DIg & P ( G ) D I g & P D A ( I g ) & P e V ( A ( I c )).
This shows that 0 - 1 (V (Ig)) =  V(A(Ig ))- For the second containment, let p c  G V(Ig )- 
Then Iq C pG; hence C $ po. In particular, J C ipPa =  rfi(pG), for all J G ^ /G. Since 
0 /c  € we conclude that 0 /o C 0 (pG). Hence 0(pG) G V(ipra ).
(5) It is clear that, if P  G V(I),  then I  C P .  Thus 1(G) C P(G)  =  0 (F ). In particular 
0(F ) G V (I(G )). For the reverse containment, let pG G V(I (G)).  Then 7(G) C pG, 
therefore ^ /(G) C 0 po. In particular, for all J G , J  C xppa =  0(pG). Since /  G 'f/-(G), 
it follows that I  C 0(pG). Therefore 0 (p G) G V (/) .  Now we use (1) to conclude that 
P g  =  0 (0 (p g )) G 0 (V (/) ) , which proves the reverse containment.
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The second equality follows immediately because xj) is one-to-one and, by lemma (9.2.2), 
(V’Cp g ) )  (G) =  Pg for all pa  G Spec(A(G)).
(6) Obvious.
(7) The continuity of <f> follows from (4). The fact that 0 is closed follows from (5). 
Finally, from (5), we conclude that 0  is continuous. A
(9.2.6) COROLLARY.
Spec (A j  is connected if and only if Spec(A(G)) is connected.
PROOF. Suppose that Spec (A) is connected. From the previous lemma, we know that 
4> is continuous and onto. It follows that Spec (A(G)) is connected as well.
Suppose now that Spec(A(G)) is connected. Let I  and J be two ideals of A such that 
Spec(A) =  V {I )  U V( J) and V(I)C\V(J)  =  0.
In particular Spec(A) =  Y ( / f l  J) and 0 =  V(I  +  J). From lemma (9.5), we conclude that 
SPec(A(G)) =  <£(Spec(A)) =  0 (V (J n  J)) =  V{I(G)  Fl J(G))  =  V(I(G))  U V(J(G))  
and
0 =  t ( V ( I + J ) )  =  V(I (G)  +  J(G)) =  V(I (G))  n V((J(G)) .
Since Spec(A(G)) is connected, we conclude that either V (I (G))  or V(J(G))  is empty. 
Assume, for example, that V (I(G )) =  0. It follows that /(G ) =  A(G ). In particular, the 
ideal I  contains a trivial unit. Therefore V ( /)  =  0. Hence Spec(A) is connected. A
It is well known that Spec(A(G)) is connected if and only if A(G) has no non-trivial 
idempotents. With this observation, corollary (9.2.6) can be restated as follows:
(9.2.7) COROLLARY.
Spec (A,) is connected if and only if A(G) has no non-trivial idempotents.
(9.2.8) EXAMPLE. Let R c  be the character ring Green functor for G. From [Se], we 
know that Spec(l?c(G)) is connected. From corollary (9.2.6), it follows that Spec(f?c) is 
also connected.
(9.2.9) EXAMPLE. Let G be a finite group, and let II be a set of prime numbers. Let 
B(n) be the Burnside ring Green functor for G (over Z(n))- From [Drl], we know that 
5(n)(G ) has no non-trivial idempotents if and only if G is solvable and the order of G is
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divisible only by primes not in II. Therefore Spec(B(n)) is connected if and only if G  is 
solvable and |G|n =  1 . For example, Spec(B) is connected if and only if G is solvable.
132
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10. Localization.
Throughout this chapter, A is a commutative Green, functor and M  is an A-module.
A(G)-modules (U lM (H ))  It was noticed by Thevenaz (see [T3]) that the above
give a structure theorem for the prime ideals of the Green functor U~XA. It follows, as
A(G ) — {0 } =  A(G)* of A(G). We give an example which shows that F(A) need not be a 
Green field. We conclude with a couple of necessary and sufficient condition for F(A)  to 
be a field.
Let 17(G) be a multiplicative subset of A(G), that is, a subset containing 1a(G) and 
closed under multiplication. For each H  £ 5(G ), let U (H ) =  r# (17(G)). Then U(H)  is 
a multiplicative subset of A(H).  Since M (H)  is an A(i7)-module, we can construct the 
localized module {U~XM ){H )  =  U(H)~lM(H).  If K  <  H  and if g £ G, we define
Notice that, since A is a commutative Green functor, A can be regarded as a Green functor 
for G over A(G). With this convention, an A-module M  is also a G-Mackey functor over 
A(G ). Let U be a multiplicative subset of A(G). The localization of M  atU  is the family of
collection of A(G)-modules is a Mackey functor. We denote it by U~lM.  We show that 
U~XA  is a Green functor and an A-algebra, and that U~lM  is an !7- l A-module. We show 
that this localization has the expected universality property. We also show that the functor 
U ~x is exact. We investigate the relation between the primordial subgroups of M  and the 
primordial subgroups of the localizations of M  at various maximal ideals of A(G). We also
a corollary of this result, that if pg  €  Spec(A(G)), then the localization of A at p c  can 
be regarded as the localization of A at the prime ideal ipPo of A. For A a domain we 
define the fraction functor F (A ) of A  as the localization of A at the multiplicative subset
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(10.1) THEOREM.
(1) The family of modules U~lM  with the above data is an A-module, and the family 
of canonical maps
j M{ H ) : M {H ) — > 3u{S){m)  =  j
is a morphism o f A-modules.
(2) U~lA is a Green functor, and the map j  a. defined above is a morphism of Green 
functors.
(3) U~lM  is an U~l A-module.
PROOF. Straightforward calculations using the axioms 1.1 . A
(10.2) THEOREM.
U ' lM  S  M  aA U~lA.
PROOF. For H  £ S(G), let f g  be the map
( U - ‘ M ) ( S )  (M  aA V - U ) m .  ^ ~ » I□» ( ^ )
where
mD» ( ^ j ) = m  ®««> ( ^ > )  (modw * »
(see theorem (3.1.2) and formula (3.13)). Using formula (3.13), one can immediately check 
that this map gives a map /  : U~lM  — ► M  Da U~lA. The inverse of /  is the map g 
corresponding to the obvious pairing
9H : M {H )  ® W ) (CrUHJT) _  (C r - 'M )(W ,  (m,  ( ^ ) )  ~  A
The Green functor U~lA has the following universality property:
(10.3) PROPOSITION.
Assume that f  : A  — ► A' is a morphism of Green functors. Suppose that for all 
u £ 17(G), /(G )  (u) is a unit in A'[G). Then there exits a unique map of Green functors 
f  making the following diagram commute:
A M  A>
j a \  / r
U~XA
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PROOF. If H  6  5(G ), define
r m  : (U - l A )(H ) — . A '(B ) ; f ( B ) ( ^ )  =  rg (( /(G )(u ))- ‘ ) •
It is a straightforward calculation to check that this map well-defined and functorial. It is 
easy to see that the above f  is the only map making the above diagram commute. A
Notice that, if H  G 5(G ), then U(H) might contain zero divisors even if 17(G) doesn’t. 
In particular, (U~lM)(H )  can be zero even if M (H )  is non-zero. This shows, for example, 
that the map j A is not necessarily injective.
(10.4) EXAMPLE. Let p  be a prime number, and let G =  Zp. Let A(G)  =  Z, and 
A (l) =  Zp. If one defines rp  : Z — ► Zp to be the canonical projection of Z onto Zp 
and the transfer map <p to be zero, then A  becomes a Green functor. Let U(G) be the 
multiplicative subset of Z consisting of all powers of p. Then (U~lA)(G) =  Z [^ ], and
(c rU )(i) = o.
Since the localization with respect to the multiplicative subset U(H) of A(H)  is an 
exact functor from the category of A(f7)-modules to the category of (U- 1A)(if)-modules 
we conclude that:
(10.5) PROPOSITION.
The functor U~l : A-M od  — ► (U~1A)-Mod is exact.
Let X  be a finite G-set. Then both U~l {M x)  and (U~lM ) x  are C/- 1A-modules. We 
have the following result:
(10.6) PROPOSITION.
The U~l A-modules U~l {Mx)  and (U~1M ) x  are naturally isomorphic.
PROOF. From formula (1.1) and theorem (10.2) it follows that
(U~lM ) x  =  (M  nA U~1A )X Si (Mx ) nA U~lA  “  U~l (Mx ). A
(10.7) COROLLARY.
(1) If M  is H-bounded, then U~lM  is H-bounded.
(2) If M  is H-characteristic, then U~lM  is either zero or H-characteristic.
(3) If M  is X-injective, thenU~lM  is X-injective.
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(4) If M  satisfies X-injective induction, then U~lM  satisfies X-injective induction.
(5) If M  is H-determined, then U~lM  is either zero or H-determined.
PROOF. (1) Since M (K )  =  0, for K  <  f f ,  it follows that
(U~lM )(K )  =  U {K ) -^ M {K )  =  0  for K  <  ff.
(2) Since M  is ff-bounded, it follows that U~lM  is . f f -bounded as well. We use the 
fact that
9G/H : M  —  M g, h
is injective and the fact that U~l is exact to conclude that
U ~\9gJh ) : U~lM  — ► U -\ M g , h )
is injective. We indentify U~1(MG/h ) with (U~1M ) g/h ■ It is easy to see that af­
ter this identification, the map becomes the map 9GL^ M. In conclusion, if
U(H)~lM (H )  =  0, then U~lM  is zero. Otherwise, U~lM  is ff-characteristic.
(3) Let 0  be a splitting of the injective map
Qm  : M  — ► M x .
Since U~l is exact, we conclude that U~l (ip) is a splitting for U~l (#$)■ If we identify 
U~l {Mx ) with (U~lM ) x , then the map becomes the map Oy-iM- Hence U~lM
is X-injective.
(4) Follows by a similar argument applied to the exact sequence
0  — vM - ^ M x - ^  Mx *.
(5) Follows from (2) and (4) because M  is ff-determined if and only if M  is f f -  
characteristic and M  satisfies G/H-injective induction. A
Let now I  be an ideal of A. Denote by I  • U~1A  the ideal of U~1A  generated by jA(I)- 
Notice that I  • U~lA  =  U~lI  (this follows, for example, from theorem (10.2)).
136
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(10.8) THEOREM.
(1) All the ideals o fU ~ lA  are of the form I  • U~lA, with I  an ideal o f A.
(2) Every prime ideal o fU ~lA  is o f  the form P -U ~ lA, with P  a prime ideal o f A such 
that P(G)  fl U(G) ^  0. Conversely, if P  is a prime ideal of A such that P(G)  is disjoint 
from U(G), then P  • U~1A is a prime ideal o fU ~ lA.
(3) Every maximal ideal o fU ~ lA is o f the form ippa • U~lA where p c  is a prime ideal 
of A(G) disjoint from U(G) and maximal with the above property. Conversely, if pg  is a 
prime ideal of A(G) satisfying the above condition then if)p<s • U~lA is a maximal ideal of 
U~lA.
PROOF. (1) Let J be an ideal of IT~1(A). Let I  =  (J). It is clear that I -U ~l (A) C
J. Conversely, notice that, if H  £ S(G) and a /r^ (u ) £ J(H),  for some a £ A(H)  and 
u £ U(G), then
Hence a £ 1(H). This shows that
■! -  4 o  • € °'A( / ) ' u ~ 'A m  = { I  ■ u " A ) m
Hence J(H)  C ( I - U ~ lA)(H).
(2) If Q is a prime ideal of U~lA, we set P  =  j ^ l (Q). Then P  is a prime ideal of 
A. From the above argument it follows that Q =  P  • U~lA. Moreover, since Q does not 
contain units of U~lA , we conclude that Q(G) does not contain units of (U~lA)(G) =  
U(G)~lA(G). In particular, P(G)  is disjoint from U(G). Conversely, assume that P  is a 
prime ideal of A  such that P(G)  fl U(G) =  0. We now use the fact that P  • U~lA  can be 
canonically identified with the ideal U~lP  of U~lA. From the exactness of the functor 
U~l , we conclude that
\ P )  V - lP
Assume that the domain A/P  is H -characteristic. From the above isomorphism and corol­
lary (10.7), it follows that U~lA/U~lP  is either zero or if-characteristic. We show that 
it cannot be zero. Indeed, otherwise (U~lP)(G) =  (U~lA)(G), hence U(G)~lA(G) =  
U(G)~lP(G).  But this contradicts the fact that P(G)  is disjoint from U(G). In conclu­
sion, the Green functor U~lA (U ~ lP  is .ff-characteristic. We end the proof by showing that 
(C/- 1P )(H ) is an WcH-prime ideal of (U~lA)(H).  We check that the ideal (U~lP ) (H )
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of (U lA)(H)  satisfies the hypotheses from proposition (A1.19). Let a /r# (u ), b/rg(v) 6  
(U~lA)(H ) and assume that
=  for all 3  €  WgH.
From the above relation, it follows that, for every g 6  WgH , there exists ug 6  17(G), such 
that
rH K )  ■ a - c g( b ) e  P(H).
Let
tf =  I J  Ug.
g€W a H
Then
(rg  ( u ) - a ) - c „ ( b ) e P ( H ) .
Since P(7T) is Wg P-prime, we conclude that 6 € -P(-ff) or r^(u) • a €  P{H).  If b ^ P(H),  
we use the fact that r# (u )-a  6  P{H),  and the fact that r#(u) is PFc-ff-invariant to conclude 
that a € P(7f) or r^(u) £ P(H).  We now show that rjj(u) £  P(H).  Indeed, the relation
(u) £ P(H),  is equivalent to u x €  P{G/G  x G/H) =  P{H).  From proposition
(8.15), we conclude that u 6  P(G ), which contradicts the fact that P(G) fl 17(G) =  0. 
From the above argument it follows that a or b is in P(H),  hence a/r g(u) or 6/rg (u ) is in 
(17-1 P)(i7).
(3) Since every maximal ideal of U~lA  is prime, it follows that this ideal is of the form 
P  • U~lA  for some P  prime ideal of A  such that P(G) fl 17(G) =  0. Moreover, since the 
assignment
I  ideal of A i— ► I  • U~lA  ideal of U~lA
preserves containments, it follows that P (G ) is maximal among the prime ideals disjoint 
from 17(G) (otherwise, if P(G ) C ?g  for some qG prime ideal of A(G) disjoint from 17(G), 
then P  C ipqG)- Finally, since P  C 0p(G), from the maximality of P  • U~lA, we conclude 
that P  =  0p(G)-
Conversely, let p c  be a prime ideal o f A(G)  which is maximal among the ones which 
are disjoint from 17(G). If J  is an ideal of U~lA  such that ij)pa • U~lA  C J, we conclude 
that J =  I-  U~lA for some ideal I  of A  with tppa C I. In particular, p c  C 7(G). If 7(G) is 
disjoint from 17(G), then one can use Zorn lemma to conclude that 7(G) C qc, for some qc  
maximal among the ideals which are disjoint from 17(G). But it is known that every such 
qG must be prime. Since p c  C qG, this contradicts the fact that p c  was maximal among
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the prime ideals disjoint from U{G). This shows that 1(G) must contain elements from 
17(G). Hence 7  =  7- U~lA  =  U~lA. A
Due to the importance of the above theorem we find it convenient to restate it as 
follows:
(10.9) COROLLARY.
(1) There exisU a one to one correspondence between the prime ideals o fU ~lA  and the 
prime ideals P  o f A such that P(G) is disjoint from U(G). This correspondence preserves 
containments and cocharacteristic subgroups.
(2) There exists a one to one correspondence between the maximal ideals o fU ~ lA  and 
the prime ideals p c  o f A(G) which are maximal among the ones disjoint from U(G).
Let pg  be a prime ideal of A(G).  For U(G) =  A(G) — Pg , the Green functor U~lA 
and the modules U~lM  are denoted by APq and M Pq , respectively. We refer to APq and 
MPa as the localizations of A  and M  at the prime ideal p c  of A(G).
(10.10) COROLLARY.
APa is a local Green functor. Its maximal ideal is ipPa • AP(j.
PROOF. Immediate consequence of corollary (10.9). A
The above corollary suggests that the localization of A  at the prime ideal pg of A(G)  
can be thought of as the localization of A  at the prime ideal iftPa of A.
The next theorem shows that if Af is a non-zero A-module then Mma is non-zero for 
some m e  G Max A(G).
(1 0 .1 1 ) THEOREM.
Let M  be an A-module such that MmQ =  0, for all m e  G Max A(G). Then M  =  0.
PROOF. Assume that M  ^  0. Let H  G 5(G ) be such that M (H ) ^  0. Notice that 
if we regard M (H )  as an A(G)-module then (U~lM ) ( H ) is the localization of M (H )  with 
respect to 17(G). With this convention, (MmQ)(H )  — M(H)ma , for all m0  G Max A(G). 
Since M (H )  ^  0, it follows that, M (H ) mQ ^  0, for some m e G Max A(G). A
(10.12) COROLLARY.
(1) If Mjna is H-bounded for all m e  G Max A (G ), then M  is H-bounded.
(2) Assume that for all m e  G Max A(G), MmQ is either zero or H-characteristic. If
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M  is non-zero, then M  is H-characteristic.
(3) Assume that for all m o  G Max A(G),  A m<3 is X-projective. Then A is X -  
projective.
(4) Assume that for all m o  G Max A{G), M m<3 satisfies X-injective induction. Then 
M  satisfies X-injective induction.
(5) Assume that, for all m o  G Max A{G), M mQ is either zero or H-determined. If M  
is non-zero, then M  is H-determined.
PROOF. (1) Let X h =  U k <h G/K. It is clear that a Mackey functor M  is H-  
bounded if and only if M\H =  0. Since M mQ is -bounded whenever m e  G Max A(G),  it 
follows that for all m e  G Max A(G),
0  =
From theorem (10.11), we conclude that M x H =  0; hence M  is IT-bounded.
(2) Assume that Mmc is either .ff-characteristic or zero whenever m e  G Max A{G). 
In particular, Mma is IT-bounded, for all m e  G Max A(G).  Hence M  is IT-bounded as 
well. Let N  be the kernel of the map
M  — ► M g/h -
From the exactness of the localization at m e, it follows that Nma is the kernel of the map
Mma {Mg /H)ma =  {Mma) g/H'
We conclude that Nma =  0 for all m e  G Max A(G).  From theorem (10.11), we conclude
that N  =  0. Now, since M  is IT-bounded, and the map
M  — ► M g/ Hi
is injective, we conclude that M  is either zero, or H -characteristic.
(3) Let M  be the cokemel of the map
A x  — ► A.
Since Ama is X-projective whenever m o € Max A(G),  we conclude that the map
{^ mo ) x  =  y A-m a
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is surjective for all m e  G Max A{G). In particular, M m<3 — 0 for ail m e  G Max A(G). 
Prom theorem (10.11), it follows that M  =  0. Hence the map A x  — ► A  is surjective. Prom 
theorem (2.6), we conclude that A  is X-projective.
(4) Follows by a similar argument applied to the sequence
0 — ► M  M x •£-* M X7.
(5) Follows from (2) and (4)- A
We show that the primordial subgroups of an A-module M  can be determined from 
the primordial subgroups of the modules Mma for m e  G Max A(G).
(10.13) PROPOSITION.
(1) I fU(G) is a multiplicative subset o f A{G) then V (U~lM )  C V{M).
(2)
P [ M ) =  (J
ma GMaxA(G)
PROOF. (1) Assrnne H  £  V(A).  According to proposition (4.1.17), the map
M Xh ^  M g/h
is onto, where is the canonical map given by formula (4.12). Since the functor U~l is 
exact, it follows that the map
: U~l {M x H) —  U -\ M g, h )
is onto. By proposition (10.6), the above map can be regarded as the map n*H for the 
functor U~lM.  From proposition (4.1.17) it follows that H  £ V {U ~ l (M)).
(2) Prom (1) it follows that
U J>(JVmJCP(M).
m0 6MaxA(C?)
We now prove the reverse containment. Assume
H<£ I I  V (M m ).^ m 0 6 MaxA(G) V a ’
Let N  be the cokemel of the map ir*H. Since H  is not primordial for any Mm(_ , it follows, 
from proposition (4.1.17), that NmQ =  0 for all m e  G Max A(G). Hence N  =  0, which 
shows that tt*h is surjective. From lemma (4.1.17) we conclude that H g  V(M).  A
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Suppose that A is an H -characteristic Green functor. Assume that 0 0  17(G). Then 
U~lA  is also if-characteristic. Indeed, otherwise, from corollary (10.7), U~lA  is zero. In 
particular, ((7- 1A)(G) =  U(G)~lA(G) =  0, which contradicts the fact that 0 0  17(G).
When A is a domain, we have the following result.
(10.14) PROPOSITION.
If A is a domain and 0 £  17(G), then
j A : A — ► U~lA
is injective.
PROOF. Let H  be the characteristic subgroup of A, and let I  be the kernel of jA ■ If 
I  is non-zero, it follows that I  is H -characteristic as well. In particular, 1(H)  0. Notice
that 1(H) is the kernel of the map
A(H)  — ► (U~lA)(H)  =  U(H)~lA(H).
Suppose that x  is a non-zero element in 1(H). Then there exists u £ U(G) such that 
Tff(u) ■ x  =  0. Since r^(u) is Wg77-invariant and the ideal 0 is WcTT-prime, we use 
proposition (A1.20) (2)  to conclude that x  =  0 or r^(u) =  0. Since x ^  0, it follows that 
rH (u) =  This is equivalent to u x 1 a(H) =  0 £ A (G /G  x G/H). By proposition (8.15) 
it follows that u =  0. This contradicts the fact that 0 17(G). A
(10.15) DEFINITION.
Let A be domain, and let (7(G) =  A(G) — {0 } =  A(G)*. The Green functor U~lA  is 
called the fraction functor o f A and is denoted F(A).
Notice that A can be regarded as a subfunctor o f F(A)  via the injection jA- Moreover, 
for every m e  6  Max A(G), the localized Green functors A ma can be regarded as inter­
mediary subfunctors A  «—► A m<3 <—*• F(A).  With these conventions, we have the following 
result.
(10.16) PROPOSITION.
If A is a domain, then
A =  f l  ^ mo '
m0 €MuA(G)
PROOF. Let X  be a finite G-set and let x  £ (F (A ))(X ). We set
J (y ) =  {a  £  A(Y)  | a x i £ A ( 7 x X ) } ,  for all Y  £ G-Set.
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It is clear that /  is an ideal of A. For Pg 6  Spec(A(G)), the condition x  € APo is equivalent 
to I  g  0 P(3. In particular, if
x € n  Ama
ms €Max
then I  % ipma for any tuq € Max A(G). This implies that I  is not contained in any 
maximal ideal of A; hence I  =  A. This shows that 1a(G) £  /(G ); hence x  =  1a(G) x i £  
A (G /G  x l )  =  A(X) .  The above argument shows that
n  s a
mQ 6MaxA(G)
The reverse containment is obvious. A
Let A be a domain and assume that A'  is a field containing A. Then, by proposition
(10.3) and (10.15), A' contains F (A ). Unfortunately, F(A) need not be a field as is shown 
by the following example.
(10.17) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, and let G =  Zp. Let A(G) =  A (l)  =  Zp 
be the Green functor with rp  the identity map of Zp and fp =  0. It is clear that A is a 
domain which is not a field and A =  FA.
We conclude this chapter with a necessary and sufficient condition for F(A)  to be a 
field.
(10.18) PROPOSITION.
F(A) is a field if and only i /  0 =  t/>o in A.
PROOF. Immediate consequence of corollary (10.10). A
(10.19) THEOREM.
Let A be an H-characteristic domain. Then F(A) is a field if and only if there exists 
a e  A(H) such that ^ geWaH cff(a) ^  0 .
PROOF. Notice that since
] T  cff(a) =  r g (fg (a ))  for all a G A (ff), 
gGWatt
the condition from the hypothesis is equivalent to the following:
There exists a € A(H) and u 6  A(G)* such that waHcg(a) =  r ff(u)-
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We prove the result under the above form. Assume that .F(A) is a field. By theorem
(9.1.8), the algebra (F(A)) (H) =  (A(G)*) 1 A{H)  is projective. Hence there exists an 
element a /r§(it) £ (A(G)*) 1A(H)  such that
g^&waHcaia) 
9zwgh  -■§<«>' »•§<«> '
It follows that for some v £ A(G),
5 1  cff(°)) ' r%(v) =  °-
g€W a H
The above relation can be rewritten as
5 1  cg{a ' r ffiv)) = rH(“ *«)•
g€Wa H
Conversely, assume that there exists a £ A(H)  and u £ A(G)* such that
5 1  C*(Q) =  rtf(u)- (1 0 -1 )
g£Wa H
We check that F(A)  satisfies the hypotheses of theorem (9.1.8). If we regard equation
(1 0 .1) in (F(A))(ff) ,  then
1 ( F ( A ) ) ( f f ) =  5Z
1(F| gCWcH K r H W '
g&raH ~ ' r3 W '
Hence the algebra (F(A ) ) (H ) is projective. We now show that (F(A))(H)  is a WgH -field. 
By proposition (Al.21), it is enough to check that every non-zero WciT-invariant element 
of (F(A)) (H)  is a unit in (F(A))(H).  Let x =  b/r^{y) be a non-zero Wc-ET-invariant 
element of (F (A ))(H ). Then & is a non-zero element o f A (H )WaH. It is enough to show 
that b is invertible in (F (A ) ) (H ). If we multiply (10.1) by b we obtain
6 -rg (u ) =  6 - (  cff(a)) =  cg(ba) =  r%{t%{ba)). (10 .2 )
g£Wa H g£Wa H
Since A (H )WaH — {0 } does not contain WcH-invariant zero divisors (by proposition 
(Al.20)f2)), it follows that t^(ba) £  0 ; hence t^(ba) £ A(G)*. From equation (1 0 .2 ), 
it follows that b is invertible in (F[A)) (H ). A
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Let A  be an H -characteristic domain. By theorem (9.1.2), 0 =  A^h, eq(?«)) f°r some 
prime ideal p g  of A(H).  Let
W G(H,pg) =  { g e  W g H  \apH = p H}
and let K (H ,p g )  be the kernel of the action of Wa{H ,pg)  on the domain A(H)/pg.  
Theorem (10.19) is equivalent to the following:
(10.20) THEOREM.
Let A  be an H-characteristic domain. Suppose 0 — A^gt cq(PH)) for some prime ideal 
pg of A(H).  Let p be the characteristic of the domain A(H)/pg. Then F(A) is a field if 
and only if p does not divide the order of K (H ,pg) .
PROOF. Follows immediately from theorem (10.19) and proposition (A1.25). A
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11. Krull Dimension.
Throughout this chapter, A is a commutative Green functor and P , Q are prime 
ideals of A. We investigate the containm ents among prime ideals of A. In particular, i f  
P  C Q are prime ideals of A  we indicate a procedure for finding prime ideals P  such that 
P  C P  C Q. Let 5  be a commutative ring. In commutative algebra, the proper way to 
investigate the prime ideals between two prime ideals p C q of S is to factor out p and 
localize with respect to q. The prime ideals in the new ring obtained in this way are in a 
one-to-one correspondence with the intermediary prime ideals of S lying between p and q. 
The advantage of this method is that it reduces a problem with constraints (namely finding 
intermediary prime ideals between p and q) to computing the arbitrary prime ideals of a 
local domain. Assume now that P  C Q are two prime ideals of A. It follows, from the 
results from chapter 1 0 , that one can use the same procedure for detecting intermediary 
prime ideals o f A  provided that Q =  ipQ(G)- Unfortunately, the method fails if Q C *1>Q(G)- 
Now we outline a restriction procedure which reduces the case Q C 0Q(G) to a case for 
which Q is maximal in its fibre.
Assume that H  6  S{G ) and Af is an A-module. Let N' be a sub-A J.^-submodule of 
M  J.#. We show that N' leads naturally to a submodule of Af denoted N  =  (J.
We refer to N  as sitting over N 1. If N' is cocharacteristic then N  is cochaxacteristic as 
well. Conversely, if K  < H  and N  is a AT-cocharacteristic submodule of Af then, in general, 
N  is not AT-cocharacteristic. However, we show that N  is an intersection of finitely 
many submodules of Af such that N  sits over each N- and the submodule N ­
is ffiAr-cocharacteristic for some p,- £ G. Now if P  is a AT-cocharacteristic prime ideal of 
A then we show that P  J.# is a radical ideal o f A  J.# which is an intersection of finitely 
many prime prime ideals {A ;} - ! !  such that P  sits over each P- and the ideal P( is ^AT- 
cocharacteristic for some p,- € G. We then show that if P  C Q are prime ideals of A and H  
is a subgroup containing a cocharacteristic subgroup of Q, then there exists prime ideals 
P' C Q' of A such that P  and Q sit over P' and Q' respectively. Assume now that Q 
is if-cocharacteristic. Then the prime ideal Q' o f A constructed above is maximal in 
its fibre. In particular, the intermediary prime ideals between P* and Q' can be studied 
by factoring P ' and localizing with respect to Q'(H).  Finally, every intermediary prime
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ideal between P ' and Q' will lead, via the correspondence (l/f ) -1 , to intermediary primes 
of A  between P  and Q. The main result that we obtain using the above technique is 
theorem (11 .17). This result shows that containm ents among prime ideals of A  resemble 
the containments among the prime ideals of the Burnside ring Green functor (see [Lei]). 
We also give very precise results when A  is a Green functor satisfying a certain integrality 
assumption.
We begin with some general considerations concerning the Krull dimension of A.
Let S  be a subset of Spec (A). The supremum of the lengths r taken over all strictly 
increasing chains
Pq C P i C ... C Pr, Pi € S, for 0  <  i <  r
is called the Krull dimension of S, or simply the dim ension of S. It is denoted by dim(iS).
When P  € S, the dimension of the set {Q  6  S \ Q C P }  is denoted with hts(P) and 
called the height o f P  in S.
Similarly, the dimension of the set {Q  G S  | P  C Q } is denoted with cohts(P) and 
called the coheight of P  in S.
We introduce the following definition.
(11.1) DEFINITION. Assume that P  C Q are two prime ideals.
(i) the containment P  C Q is called of the first kind if the domains A/P and A/Q 
have the same characteristic subgroup.
(ii) the containment P  C Q is called o f the second kind if it is not of the first kind. 
Moreover, the containment is called purely o f the second kind if, whenever P  C P  C Q, the 
containment P  C P  is of the second kind.
Notice that, by corollary (9.1.7), if P  C Q is a containm ent of the second kind and 
Q Q Q  i then the containment P  C Q is of the second kind as well.
For S  C Spec(A), a chain
Po C Pi C ... C Pr
of prime ideals in <S is called of the first, respectively second kind, if all the containments 
Pi C P,+1 , for 0  <  * < r — 1 , are of the first, respectively second kind. The first, respectively 
second Krull dimension of S is the supremum of the lengths r of chains of first, respectively 
second kind in S. They are denoted dimi (5) and respectively dim2 (S). For P  € S, one 
can similarly define h t .^ P )  and coht,,s(P) for i =  1, 2. Notice that dim2 (5 )is finite, and
dim(S) < dimi(S) -dim2 (5). (11 .1)
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Moreover, notice that dimi («S) is closely related to the classical notion of Krull dimen­
sion. Indeed, assume that H  G P (A ), and let
P0 C P 1 C ... C Pr, Pi £ S, for all 0 <  i <  r ( 1 1 .2 )
be a chain of prime ideals in 5  such that P  is the co m m on characteristic subgroup of all 
the domains A/Pi, for 1 <  * <  r. From corollary (9.2),
=  eq(pi,jf))
for some pij7 £  Spec A(H).  Since the operator A^u, - )  reflects containments, we conclude 
that
eq(piTTF) C eq(pi+i,ff), for all 1 <  * < r -  1.
If we fix i, the above containment is obviously equivalent to
K h C for some g G WaH.
However, since eq(^5) =  eq(p) for all g G WqH  and p G Spec A (P ), we can assume that
PiU  C Pi+i,H, for all 1 <  t <  r -  1.
Assume now that one wants to compute the Krull dimension of the Green functor A. 
From the above argument, one concludes immediately that
dimi(A) <  maxgeV(A) (dbn A(H")). (H-3)
Moreover, from corollary (9.1.7), it follows that, if
Po C Pi C ... C Pr
is a chain of prime ideals of the second kind in A, then there exists a prime number p \ |G|, 
which is not invertible in A(G),  such that p  is the common characteristic of the rings 
A{G)/Pi{G) for 1 <  i <  r. In this case, the ring A(G)/Pq(G) has characteristic zero or p. 
Moreover, by corollary (9.1.7) again, it follows that, if Hi is the characteristic subgroup of 
A /P ;, then
[H] =  [Ho] <  [Pi] <  ... <  [P r] <  [P p].
In particular r <  logp(|Pp/P |). From inequalities (11.1) and (11.3), we conclude that, if n
dim(A) <  max^logp(|Pp/P|) | P  G V(A), p G n )  • maxHeV(A) (dim A (P )).
148
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In the remainder of this chapter we derive more precise bounds for the Krull dimension 
of a Green functor A.
We begin with the description of the restriction procedure.
(11.2) PROPOSITION.
Let H  G 5(G ) and K  < H .
(1) I f  M ' G Mack^fH) is K-characteristic, then M ' T# is K-characteristic.
(2) I f  A' is an H-Green functor which is a K-characteristic domain, then A' T§ is also 
a K-characteristic domain.
PROOF. (1) From formula (2.1), it follows immediately that (M ' t //)(-£) =  0, if 
L < K . Moreover, (M ' f/jr)(-fiO contains a copy of M'(K)  as a direct summand. In 
particular, Af'T^G K-Mackfi(G), and {M '\^) {K )  ^  0. Since the map
M ' — * M'h/k
is injective, and since the H-set (G/K ) I g  contains orbits of the form H/K,  it follows that 
the map
M ' ► M(g/k )i°  
is injective. It follows, by applying the functor T/y, that the map
W  Tg— . (Mla m % ) Tg (11.4)
is injective as well. Now, if X  is a finite G-set, then
(M('o/«s)T« (X) = Mla lK n (X icH)= M '((G IK )lcH xXTg)
=  M'( (G/K  x X )l% )  =  (M't%)(G/K  x X )  =  (M 'T g lc /H -V ).
In particular, the functor from the right side of formula (11.4) can be identified with
(■W'T h )g / k -
It is clear that, with this identification, map (11.4) is the map 0G!K for M 'T#-
(2) From (1) we know that A' T# is K -characteristic. We show that (A1T#) (K)  is a 
WcK-domain. We apply formula (2.1) to conclude that
(A 'T f ) ( f f ) =  ®  A ' i H n ’K).
g<L[H\GIK]
149
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Since A ' is K -bounded, it follows that A'(HC\9K )  =  0 unless 9K  =  hK  for some h £ H. In 
conclusion
(A, T g )(A ')=  ©  A\K ).
{g£[H\GIK\  | » K = kK  for some h £ H }
It can be easily seen that the above indexing set can be regarded as WgK \W ^K  . With 
this convention, we obtain that
(A'Tg)(JT)= ©  A{K).
g eW a K \W H K
If one thinks of A'(K)  as an i2-linear representation of W g K ,  then (A't/jH-K") can be iden­
tified with the induced representation Ind{£°^ A'(K).  Since A'(K)  is an W/jif-domain, it 
follows immediately that (A ' T g )(if) is an WoK-domaia. A
(11.3) DEFINITION (The (X# ) - 1  Operator). Let H  <  G and let Af be an A-module. 
Assume that N' is a sub-A X//-module of M if f .  Let n' be the canonical projection
M i ?
This map is a map of A j.^-modules. If we apply the functor T// we obtain a map
( M i g n g  ' - S  y $ . y a
Notice that (Af X#) Tff=  M g/h a^d 7r; T// is a map of Ac/if-modules. If we regard 
the modules from formula (11.5) as A-modules, then n' f // is a map of A-modules. The 
submodule N  =  (X/ / ) - 1  of Af is the kernel of the composition
. (11.5)
H
+ G
us °a/HAf — ► Mg/h . (11.6)
H
We refer to (X^)- 1(Ar') as sitting over N'. Hence, (X# ) - 1  is an operator from the lattice 
of sub-A X/j-modules of Af X/j to the lattice of submodules of Af.
The main properties of the operator (X§ ) - 1  are summarized in the following three 
propositions.
(11.4) PROPOSITION.
Let Af be an A-module and let N' be a submodule o f  Af X//. Let N  =
Then N  1%C N'.
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PROOF. From chapter 2 we now that |g is both left and right adjoint to ig .  If M' 
is an if-Mackey functor over R, let w : (A f 'fg )  i g — ► Af' be the counit o f this adjunction.
Now let Af be an A-module and let N ' be a submodule of Af i g .  If we apply the 
functor i g  to the canonical map
M
N
Af
we obtain a map of Aig-modules
/A f\ I G M jff
\n ) I h N ig
It is easy to see that this map has a factorisation
( ¥ }
{ ¥ )
* G
+ G
H±H
L °aN I ? H±H
\ 0  /  U
M l  g  
N '
where the map ^ is a canonical projection. Moreover, it is easy to see that in the above 
diagram all maps are maps of A ig-modules. Since the map 0  is a projection, it follows 
th a tiV ig C iV '. A
(11.5) PROPOSITION.
Let K  <  H  < G  and let Af be an A-module.
(1) Assume thatN' is a K-cocharacteristic submodule o fM i g .  ThenN =  ( ig ) -1 ^ ' )  
is a K-cocharacteristic submodule of  A f. More precisely, if
for some Wh K - invariant submodule N'K o f M (K ) ,  then
W =  M (K, .,(»£ »■ (11.7)
(2) The operator ( ig ) - 1  preserves containments.
(3) If N ' and N[ are two distict K-cocharacteristic submodules o f  Af i g  such that 
( ig ) - 1(N ') =  ( ig ) - 1(iVi'), then there is no containment relation between N' and N[.
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(4) Let N  be a K-cocharacteristic submodule of M . Then there exists a finite family 
of cocharacteristic submodules o f M l^  such that
J V ig = f Wt'=l
Moreover, N- can be chosen such that ( l^ )- 1(iVtQ =  N.
More precisely, if N  =  M^K *^en
PROOF. (1) The map
jvig= n ("is)(«, .to-
ge£Kff,K)
(11.8)
is injective. Since M  (N ' is /^-characteristic, it follows, by proposition (11.2) (1), 
that ( m  1% is /^-characteristic. Since M/N can be regarded as a submodule of
( m  iff  /^V7)!" i*- follows, by proposition (6.1.3) (1), that M/N  is /^'-characteristic as well.
Formula (11.7) is straightforward.
(2) Let N' C N{. Then (2) follows from the commutativity of the diagram
/ a/T|£> * G
M (?) H
nr' f GWl\H
M ( ? )
*G
H
where : M  /N' — ► M  Iff /N[ is the canonical projection.
(3) Immediate consequence of (2) and formula (11.7).
(4) If we apply the functor to the injection
M  /M \
N  \NJ
we obtain an injection
G
G/K
m i 'M\
' N  )  (G/K) ,
■ H
= ( 'M il ')
v i \ r i g / ( o / « g '
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Since
( G / f f U g -  I I  H / H n gK,
ge[H\G/K]
it follows, from the fact that M/N is N-bounded, that the above map is in fact the map
M i | _  0  ( g i g )  . (11.9)
" f t  , a W a . m N l a ,H ' ’K
For g 6  D(H, K ) ,  let N'g be the submodule of M i g  containing N ig  such that N'gf (N ig )  
is the kernel of the map
M i g  / M j g x
N ig  v N i g / f f / ' t f
Then Ng is ffN-cocharacteristic and ( ig ) - 1(N ') =  N . Moreover, from formula (11.9), it 
follows that
f |  N 'r
g€D{H ,K )
Formula (11 .8 ) is straightforward. A
(1 1 .6 ) PROPOSITION.
Let K  <  H  <  G and A be a commutative Green functor.
(1) If P' is a K-cocharacteristic prime ideal o f A  i g  then P  =  ( ig ) - 1(P ;) is a K -  
cocharacteristic prime ideal o f A. More precisely, if
P* =  C^ih )(k , 7£)
153
for some W jjK -prime ideal Pr  o fA (K ) ,  then
P  =  \ k , ^ ( p^)Y ( 11 .1 0 )
(2) Assume that P ' andP[ are two K-cocharacteristic prime ideals o / A i g  such that
( ig ) -1 ^ )  =  ( ig )_ 1(P()- Then there is no containment relation between P' and P[.
(3) Let P  be a K-cocharacteristic prime ideal o f A. Then there exists a finite family 
{ P / }£ i  of prime ideals o /A i g  such that
m
n « = n ^ ■
1 = 1
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Moreover, P[ can be chosen such that ([§ ) 1(P-) =  P. More precisely, if P  =  eq(pjn> 
for some prime ideal pH of A(K),  then
P I h=  0  PI ^ h\'K, f\ IK\'‘vZ))' (1L11)ff6  D(H,K) wZW g 'KXWh ' K  v 1 " £W» W
(4) If P  is a prime ideal o f A and P 1 is a prime ideal o f A 1% such that P  sits over 
P ‘ , then P ' must be one of the prime ideals appearing in the right hand side of formula 
(11.11).
PROOF. Similar to the proof of (11.5) (1).
(2) Obvious consequence of formula (11.10).
(3) Let P  -  eqa,*))- By formula (11.8)
p l a =  Pi (a I h )v k , *q(pi?))-
geD(H,K)
In order to derive formula (11.11) it is enough to show that
0 U S ) ( « .  %,<?*■» “  f l  C orgSD (H ,K ) .
w&Wa’ K\W HtK  1
(11.12)
We prove (11.12) when g =  HeK.  In this case, (11.12) becomes
eq(w?)) =  f l  (A ^b ) ( k  n  v«E7)V
w €W a K\Wa H V - 1 1 , ^ ™
But this last formula follows from the fact that
eq ( ] > k ) =  Pi 3P K =  p| P  XwP k ) ,
g£W0 K  g£WGK\WHK t e W HK
and from the fact that the operator (-A .!.//)(#•, - )  commutes with intersections.
(4). Let P' be such that (|^)- 1(P /) =  P. Then, from proposition (11.4), it follows
that m^ 2 pis= n
i=l
Since P ' is a prime ideal it follows that for some i Pi C P .  Since P  sits over both P' and 
P/, it follows, by (2), that P ' =  P/. A
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(11.7) THEOREM (The Going-Down Restriction Theorem).
Let P  C Q be two prime ideals of A . Assume that Q is K-cocharacteristic and that 
K  < H .
(1) Let Q' £ Spec (A  I# )  be such that Q sits over Q'. Then there exists P ' £ 
Spec (A  J.#) such that P' C Q' and P  sits over P1. If the containment P  C Q is of 
the first (second) kind, then P' C Q ' is also of the first (second) kind. If the containment 
P  C Q is purely of the second kind, then the containment P ' C Q' is purely o f the second 
kind.
(2) Again let Q' £ Spec (AJ.#) be such that Q sits over Q '. Assume that {-P/ } ”=1  are 
all the prime ideals of A [g  such that P  sits over P[ and P( C Q '. If all the containments 
P[ C Q' are purely of the second kind, then the containment P  C Q is also purely o f the 
second kind.
PROOF. (1). Assume that { P / } ^  are all the prime ideals o f A l #  such that P  sits 
over P/. From proposition (11.4), it follows that
m
O ' 2  0 i g 2  P l S = n «
1=1
Since Q' is prime, it follows that for some 1 <  i <  m, Q' D P-. It is clear that in fact 
Q ' 3 P !  (otherwise Q =  t tg ) - '(O ')  =  t t g ) - ‘ ( ^ )  =  P )■
(2) Assume that P  C P  C Q is a chain of prime ideals such that P  C P  is of the first 
kind. Let Q' be a prime ideal of A such that Q sits over Q'. We use (1) to construct P' 
such that P' C Q' and P  sits over P '. We apply (1) agciin to construct P' £ Spec (A |^) 
such that P  sits over P' and P' C P '. In the chain P 1 C P '  C Q', the contciinment P' C P' 
is obviously of the first kind. Since the containment P* C Q' is purely of the second kind, 
it follows that P' =  P ', hence P  =  (|^)- 1(P /) =  (i^ )- 1(P0 =  P. In conclusion, P  C Q  is 
purely of the second kind. A
We introduce the folowing definition.
(1 1 .8 ) DEFINITION. Let A -£-* A' be a unitary morphism of commutative Green 
functors. The functor A' is integral over A  if A'(H) is integral over A(H)  via the map f (H )  
for all f f  £ S(G). A commutative Green functor A is said to be integral if it is integral over 
its twin.
The following proposition summarizes the main properties of integral Green functors.
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(11.9) PROPOSITION.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is integral.
(2) A(H) is integral over A(G) via the restriction map brg • rjj for all H  £ V(A) .
(2) A(H) is integral over A(G) via the restriction map r^ for all H  6  S(G).
PROOF. (1) =► (2) From formula (4.15) it follows easily that
(T (A ))(G )=  n  W f ° “  (11.13)
£T€[G\m)J
is integral over A(G) via the map /3(G). If H  6  V(A)  it follows, from formula (11.13), that 
A(H) aH is a subring of (T(A))(G ). In particular A(H) aH is integral over A(G). Now
(2) follows from the fact that A(H)  is integral over A(H) ° H.
(2) =* (3). Let H  6  5(G ), and let x 6  A(H).  For each K  e  P (A ) fl S(H),  let
f k (X) e M K ) [ X ] ,
nx
f f c ( X )  =  X nK +  ^ 2  brK • r%(aK,i) • X nK~', aK,i G A(G) for 1 <  i <  nK
i= l
be a monic polynomial such that br/c • r$ (x ) is a root of T k - Let Gk  G A(iJ)[X] be the 
polynomial
i/f
GK{X)  =  r g (a * ti) •
;=i
Notice that
brx  • r$(GK(x)) =  T k ^ tk ■ r%{xj) =  0. (11.14)
Let G{X) 6  A(H)[X\ be the polynomial
q(x)  =  n  m x ) .
K eP ( A ) nS (H )
From relation (11.14) above, it follows that G(x) € (Ker (3a )(H).  Since Ker (3 a is a 
nilpotent ideal o f A (by to proposition (4.2.1)), it follows that there is am n such that
Qn(x) =  (G(x))n =  0.
The relation Gn(x) =  0 expresses the fact that x is integral over A(G) via the map r^.
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(3) =► (1 ). Let H  6  5(G ). Since A(K)  is integral over A(G ) for all K  £ V(A),  it 
follows that
(  I I  A ( K ) ) B =  (TiA))(H)
KeV(.A)nS(.H)
is also integral over A{G). In particular, (T(A))(H)  is integral over A(H)  as well. A
We axe now ready to investigate the con tainm ents of the second kind in Spec A. We 
start with the simplest case, namely the containments P  C tf}{qc) , where qc £ Spec A{G) 
(see chapter 9 for the definition of the operator
(11.10) PROPOSITION.
Let qc  £ Spec A(G), and assume that P  6  Spec (A) such that P(G)  C qc- There ex­
ists a one-to-one correspondence between the prime ideals o f A  in ip(qG) containing P  and 
the prime ideals o f the localized functor (A/P)q<s. This correspondence preserves cocharac­
teristic subgroups and containments o f the first kind, second kind, or purely o f the second 
kind.
PROOF. Let P(G)  =  Pg Q Qg- There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
prime ideals of A  containing P  and the prime ideals of A (P .  Under this correspondence, 
the prime ideals of A containd in i/>(?g) corespond to prime ideals of A/P  contained in 
t { q c )/ P  — t % c /p c ) ,  where 0 (?g /P g) is the largest prime ideal of A/P  whose value 
at G  is qdP G • By corollary (10.10), there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
the prime ideals of A/P contained in ^ (?g /p g ) and the prime ideals of (A/P)qa/ Pa. It 
is clear that this last Green functor can be canonically identified with (A/P )q<s, because 
A(G) — qc  is disjoint from p g - It is also clear that both of these correspondences preserve 
cochararacteristic subgroups and containments. A
(11.11) PROPOSITION.
I f  A  is an integral Green functor, then the containment P  C ifi(qG) is purely of the 
second kind if and only if P  £  0 _ 1(?g ). In particular, if P  C Q is a containment of the 
first kind, then P(G)  C Q(G).
PROOF. Assume that P  C ^(qg) is purely of the second kind, and suppose that 
P  =  A(Kt eq(pF)i for some pjf £ Spec (A(K).  Let P(G)  =  pG C qc- Notice that if 
g £ W qK,  then the inverse image in A{G)  of any of the prime ideals 3p ff via the Brauer 
morphism brx • r% is exactly p c . Now if pa  C qG, it follows, from the integrality of A  and 
theorem (A2.7), that there exists a prime ideal PK £ Spec A {K )  such that p x  C p'x and
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the inverse image of p'K in A(G)  is exactly qc- In this case, the ideal P'  =  A^K eq^ r"j) 
is an intermediary prime ideal between P  and 0(5g) such that P  C P  is of the first kind. 
This contradicts the fact that the containment P  C ^(qg) is purely of the second kind.
Conversely, assume that P  G 0 - 1(?g)i and assume that P  is If-cocharacteristic. If 
P =  A(Kt eq(pF)> the*1 the inverse image oipfc at G  is exactly Qg- From theorem (A2.6)(2), 
it follows that, if p'K strictly contains pfc, then P ' =  A^K eq(p~^ ^as the property that 
qG C P'{G). In particular, such a P' cannot be contained in VK^g)- This shows that either 
P =  rp(qG) or the containment P  C ^(^g) is purely of the second kind.
Finally assume that the containment P  C Q is o f the first kind. If p c  =  P(G)  =  Q(G), 
then P  C Q C ip(pc)- In particular, the containment P  C ^(Pg) is not purely of the 
second kind. However, since P  € <I>~1(p g ) i it follows, from the previous argument, that 
the containment P  C 0 (p c ) should be purely of the second kind. This contradiction shows 
that P(G)  C Q(G).  A
(11.12) COROLLARY.
Let P  be a prime ideal o f A and let P{G)  =  pc-  If  P  ^  xPpQ, then the containment 
P  C Vvc t5 ° f  the second kind.
PROOF. Assume that this is not the case and let H  be the common cocharacteristic 
subgroup of both P  and t/>Po. Since P  /  t/>Po it follows that 0 ^  ipQ in (A/P)p . Replace 
A with the H -characteristic domain F(A/P) =  (A/P) . Notice that A(G)  is a field.
According to proposition (11.10), Jill the prime ideals o f A  are -cocharacteristic. In 
particular, A  is G/fT-projective. Hence, A  is .ff-determined, therefore integral. Since 4>q ^  
0, by (1 1 .1 1 ), it follows that ipo(G) ^  0. This contradiction shows that the containment 
P  C ipPa is of the second kind. A
(11.13) THEOREM.
(1) Assume that P  C Q is a containment of the second kind. Then there exists a chain 
P  C Pi C Q such that P  C Pi is a containment o f  the first kind and Pi C Q is purely o f 
the second kind.
(2) Let P  C Q be a containment of the second kind. I f  A is integral, then the above 
containment is purely o f the second kind if and only if P{G) =  Q{G).
PROOF. (1) Assume that P  is RT-cocharacteristic. One can easily check that the set of 
all prime ideals which are AT-cocharacteristic and are contained in Q is inductively ordered. 
It follows, by Zorn lemma, that this set has a maximal element Pi. It is clear that the
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containment Pi C Q is purely of the second kind.
(2) Assume that P  C Q is purely of the second kind. Let H  be the cocharacteristic 
subgroup of Q and choose a prime ideal Q' of A such that Q sits over Qr. Since
A IQ' is JiT-bounded, it follows easily that Q'(L) =  A(L)  for L <  H. In particular, 
Q' =  rpQ,(H) £  Spec ( A ig ) .  Prom theorem (11.7), it follows that one can choose a prime 
ideal P'  of AX# such that P' C Q' and P  sits over P' . Since P' C Q' is of the second kind, 
from proposition (11.11) it follows that P f(H) =  Q'{H). Now P(G) =  (rff)~i (P'(H)) =  
(rg )-i(Q '(H ))= Q (C 7 ).
Conversely, assume that P(G)  =  Q{G).  Again let Q' be a prime ideal of A |#, such that 
Q sits over Q', and H  is the cochaxacteristic subgroup of Q. If Q =  A^# for some
qjf 6  Spec A(H),  it follows, by proposition (11.6), that we may assume Q' =  (A|#)(# , 
Choose a prime ideail P' of A iff such that P  sits over P' and P' C Q'. Notice that 
P'(H)  C Q'{H).  Notice cilso that
n o ) = <rg r H P ' m = ( r g r l m * o ) = o ( g j .
Since A  is integral, it follows, from theorem (A2.6)(2), that P'(H)  =  Q'(H). From proposi­
tion (1 1 .1 1 ), it follows that P' Q Q' is purely of the second kind. Since P' was am airbitrairy 
prime ideail of A l g  such that P  sits over P' and P' C Q', we apply theorem (11.7) (2) to 
conclude that P  C Q is purely of the second kind. A
Proposition (11.11) amd theorem (11.13) have the following immediate corollary.
(11.14) COROLLARY.
Let A  be an integral commutative Green functor.
(1) I f  p o  £  Spec A(G), then
dim(0_ 1 (Pc)) =  dim2 (<£- 1  (pg)). (11.15)
(2) If P  C Q  is a containment o f the second kind, then there exists Pi 6  Spec A such 
that P  C Pi C Q, the containment P  C Pi is o f the first kind, and Pi (G) =  Q (G) .
The corollary (11.14) is false if A is not integral as is shown by the following two 
examples.
(11.15) EXAMPLE. Let p  be a prime number, amd let G =  Zp. Let A{G)  =  Z p and 
A(l)  =  ZP[X], Let rp  : Zp — ► ZP[X] be the camonical inclusion, and t f  =  0. Then A is 
a Green functor. It is clear that aill the prime ideads of A axe contained in 0 - 1(O). If we
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let pi C qi be two prime ideals of ZP[X] (for example pi =  0  amd q\ =  X  • ZP[X]), then 
P  =  A(lt Pl) C ^4(i, <jj) =  Q  is a containment of the first kind in 0 - 1(O).
(11.16) EXAMPLE. Again let G =  Zp. Let A(G) =  ZP[X], and let A (l) be the 
fraction field of A(G). Let rp  be the canonical incusion of A(G ) into its fraction field and 
let <p be zero. Let qa =  X  • ZP[X] G Spec A(G), and let p\ =  0 G Spec A (l). Then 
P  =  0 =  A(lt Pl) C A(g, qa ) — ^ (?g), and the containment P  C 4>(qG) is obviously purely 
of the second kind because A (l)  is a field. However, P(G ) =  0 ^  qc-
We now come to the main result of this chapter.
(11.17) THEOREM.
Let P  and Q be two prime ideals o f a Green functor A, and suppose that P  C Q. 
Assume that the characteristic subgroups of A/P and A/Q are K  and H, respectively. 
Assume that [K\ ^  [if]. Let q be the characteristic o f A(G)/Q(G) and let n =  \ogq\H/K\ 
(see corolarry (9.1.7)). Then there exists a chain of prime ideals
P  =  Po C Pl C ... C Pn =  Q-
Moreover, the cocharacteristic subgroups Li of Pi can be chosen such that L, < L t+i and 
Li+i/Li =  Zq for  0 <  i <  n — 1 .
PROOF. We use theorem (11.13) (1) to replace P  by an AT-cocharacteristic prime ideal 
P  such that P  C P  C Q and the containment P  C Q  is purely of the second kind.
Using the Going-Down Restriction Theorem (11.7) we may assume that H  =  G. In 
this case Q =  ^ q(G)- Then (A/P)q^  is an IT-characteristic domain whose value at K  
is a WqK -field. It is enough to show that the Green functor (A/P) has a primordial 
subgroup L such that K  < L  and L/K  =  Zq. Indeed, if L is such a primordial subgroup, 
then the Green functor (A /P )q^  has L-cocharacteristic prime ideals. These prime ideals 
correspond, by proposition (11.10), to intermediary prime ideals Pi between P  and Q which 
axe L-cocharacteristic. If L  =  G, we are done. Otherwise we may replace P  and K  with 
Pi and L respectively, and continue the argument.
We show that (A /P)q^  has a primordial subgroup with the asserted property. Re­
place A  with (A/P) q(G). Then A is an IT-characteristic domain whose value at K  is a 
WqK -field. Notice also that G G V(A). We analyze the map
Ig/k  • A  — ► Jg/k (A(K))
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Let m x  € Max A(K).  Then 0 =  eq(m^). It folows, from proposition (9.1.10) (2), that
* / *  w m )  =
Since Jg/k (K)  is onto, it follows easily that Jg/k (A(K))  is not G/K  -proj ective (otherwise 
Jg/k (A(K))  is simple, by proposition (9.1.12), and Jg/k  is 411 isomorphism, by corollary
(4.1.5); hence A  is simple, contradicting the fact that G £ V(A)).  Since Jg/k (A(K)) 
is not G/RT-projective, it follows, by proposition (9.1.12), that the W g (K,  m^)-algebra 
A(K)/ttik is not projective. Hence q divides the order of K(K ,  m x) .  Let L £ 5(G) such 
that K < L  and L/K  is a subgroup of K (K ,  m x )  of order q. Then, by proposition (9.1.12), 
L £ V{A).  A
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of proposition (11.10) and theo­
rems (10.18) and ( 1 0 .2 0 ).
(11.18). COROLLARY.
(1) Assume thatpc is a prime ideal in A{G) and let p be the characteristic o f A{G)/pg - 
Let P  be a prime ideal in 0 - 1(pg) which is H-characteristic. If P  =  A(x,  eq(pjf))> ^ en 
P  =  iP(p g ) if and only if p does not divide the order of K(H,p]f) .
The following corollaries are consequences of theorem (11.17).
(11.19) COROLLARY.
Assume that P  C Q is a containment of the second kind. Assume that P  is K - 
cocharacteristic, Q is H-cocharacteristic, and K  < H . Let q be the characteristic of 
A{G)/Q{G). Let n =  log9 (\H/K\). Then there exists a chain of prime ideals
P  =  Po C C Pi C P[ C C ... C Pn C P'n =  Q
such that each containment Pi C P- is o f the first kind, and each containment P ■ C Pi+i 
is purely of the second kind. Moreover, we may assume that P, are Li-characteristic, for 
some Li € V(A),  such that Li < £,-+1, and Li+i/Li ^  Zq.
For p c  6  Spec A(G), let H  be the characteristic subgroup of iJ)(p g ), and let p be the 
characteristic o f A (G )/pc- For each K  G V(A)  such that [Hp] <  [K\, let
0K-X(Pg) =  { P  £ Spec A  | P  £ 4>~1{p g ) and P  is K  — cocharacteristic}.
With these notations, we have:
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(11.20) COROLLARY.
Assume that p c  6  Spec A{G) and let H  be the cocharacteristic subgroup of ip?a . Then
dim2 (<£_ 1(pg)) =  max (logp\H/K\ \ K  G 5(G), such that ^ ( p g )  7^  0) < ^gp\H/Hp\.
(11.16)
We can now prove the following improvement of corollary (11.14).
(11.21) PROPOSITION.
Let A be an integral commutative Green functor.
(1) Let p c  € Spec A (G )). Then
dim2 (0 _1  (pg)) =  ht 2 (^(pg))-
(2) Let P  C Q be a containment of the second kind. Let P [G ) =  pg  and Q(G) =  qG- 
Also let S =  {Q ' € Spec A  | P  C Q' C 0(?g)}- Then
dim2 (5 ) <  ht2 (^($G)) =  dim2 (0 - 1 (gG)). (H-17)
In particular,
dim2 (0 ~ 1 ( p c ) )  < dim2 (0 - 1(gG)), (11.18)
and
max^dim2 (0 - 1(pG)) | Pg £ Spec A^ =  dim2 (0_ 1(mG)) for some m e  € Max A(G).
(11.19)
(3)
dim(A(G)) <  dim(A) <  dim(A(G)) +  max^dim2(<£~1 (m e )) | m e G Max A(G)^ -f 1.
(11.20)
PROOF. (1) According to corollary (9.1.7), we may assume that the integral charac­
teristic of the domain A {G ) fpo  is p >  0. It is clear that, if P  G 0 - 1(pc), then P  C ^(Pg))- 
This shows that
d h n 2 ( 0 ”  1 ( P g ) )  ^  h t 2 ( ^ ( p g ) ) >
Now let H  be the cocharacteristic subgroup of i/>(pc). Assume that P  C V>(pg) is a
containment of the second kind such that P  is K  cocharacteristic, and K  is a minimal
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primordial subgroup of G  for which such a P  exists. We apply corollary (11.14) to construct 
Pi with the same cocharacteristic subgroup as P  such that Pi C Q and Pi (G) =  p g • Prom 
corollary (1 1 .2 0 ), it follows that dim2 (0 - 1(pG)) >  °^SP(\H/K\) where p is the characteristic 
of the ring A{G )/pc• It is clear from this argument that the reverse inequality follows.
(2) Formula (11.17) is obvious. For (11.18), let P £ 4>~l {pa), and let Sp =  {Q ' £ 
Spec(A) | P C Q' C 0 (9g )} .  According to (11.17),
dim2 (*Sp) <  dim2 (0 - 1(gG))-
Now (11.18) follows from the fact that
dim2 (0 - 1  (pg)) =  maxp6 <*-i(Po)(diin2 (Sp)).
Finally, for (11.19), let p c  be a prime ideal of A(G),  and let m e be a maximal ideal of 
.4(G) such that p c  C m e. Then P  C tpimc) for all P  £ 4>~1{p g )- In particular,
dim2 (0 “ l (pc)) =  ht2 (0 (pg)) <  ht2 (^ ("*g)) =  dim2 (0 ~1(niG)).
(3) Let
P l,G  C P2,G  C ... C P r,G  
be a chain of prime ideals of A(G). From the chain
0(Pi,g) C ^(P2 ,g) C ... C 0(Pr,G) 
it follows that dim(A) > dim(A(G)). Let now
Pi C P2 C ... C Pr
be a chain of prime ideals of A. We may of course assume that PP =  ^i(mc) is a maximal 
ideal of A. We also assume that at least one of the containments P«(G) C Pi+i(G ) is, 
in fact, an equality. Hence, suppose that there are exactly k < r indices i for which 
P;(G) =  P,+i(G ). Let us label them t'i <  i2 <  ... <  ifc. From theorem (11.13) (2), it
follows that the containment P{j C Piy+i is of the second kind. Hence, the con tainm ent
Pij C Pij+l is of the second kind as well, for all 1 <  j  <  k — 1 . In particular,
Pi, C Pfj c ... C Pih
is a chain of the second kind of prime ideals contained in Pr =  (/i(mc). Therefore, k — 1 < 
ht2 (V’(mG)) =  dim2 (0 - 1  (m e)). Now since all the r — k ideals Pj(G), for i & { i i ,  i2, ..., ifc},
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are distinct, and form a chain in Spec A(G ), it follows that r — k — 1 <  dim(A(G)). From 
these inequalities, we obtain that
r — l =  (r — fc -  1 ) +  (fc — 1) + 1  <  dim(A(G)) +  dim2 (0 - 1(mG)) +  1.
The inequality (11.20) follows immediately from the above inequality. A
( 1 1 .2 2 ) PROPOSITION.
Let A  be an integral Green functor and let p c  6  Spec A (G ). Suppose that P  is a prime 
ideal o f A , P  E 4>~1{p g )- Then the set
S =  {Q  E Spec(A) \ P C Q C i l > Pa}
is finite.
PROOF. Let H  be the cocharacteristic subgroup of P  and let p be the integral char­
acteristic o f A[G )/pc• We assume p  >  0 (otherwise S  =  {ifrpa })• Let Q E S. Suppose that 
P  7^  Q. Since Q(G) =  P(G), it follows, by proposition (11.11), that the containment P  C Q 
is of the second kind. By theorem (11.17), it follows that there exists Pi E Spec (A) such 
that P  C Pi C Q and Pi is L-cocharacteristic, for some L such that H < L  and L/H =  Zp. 
It is clear that Pi G S. We show that there exists only finitely many L-cocharacteristic 
prime ideals in S. Let P  be such a prime ideal, and let P 1 be a prime ideal of A j.)? such 
that P  sits over P 1. Let {P -}^ .i be ail the prime ideals of A i f  such that P  sits over P/, 
for i =  1, 2, ... m. It follows, by theorem (11.7), that P  contains one of the prime ideals 
P/. Moreover, since A is integral, it follows that P[(H)  =  P'{H).  Since P  =  (].£ )- 1(P '), 
it follows that
{P  E S  | P  is L — cocharacteristic}
has at most m elements. It follows, by induction on the size of L, that S  has finitely many 
elements. A
(11.23) COROLLARY.
Assume that A  is a commutative Green functor such that V (A) has the following prop­
erty:
-whenever K  C H  are two primordial subgroups of A, then either K  is not normal 
in H, or K/H  is not a cyclic group o f  order p, for some prime number p which is not 
invertible in A (G ) .
Then A  is totally decomposable.
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PROOF. We check that A  satisfies the condition (1) from proposition (7.4.8). Let 
AT £ 'P(A). Denote by A k  =  Jg/k{A(K)).  Notice that A k  is an integral Green functor 
which is K  characteristic. We show that A k  is G/AT-projective. Assume that this is not 
the case. Let f l  be a maximal subgroup in V(Ak)-  Since [.K] <  [fl], we may assume that 
K  <  H. Let Q = A^h, eq(qJF)) be an fl-cocharacteristic prime ideal of A k - Let qc =  Q(G). 
Since the extension
AK(G) A K(H)
is integral, and the map r f i is injective, it follows that there exists a prime ideal p k  of 
A k ( K )  such that (r^ ) _ 1  (pk) =  QG- But this shows that both prime ideals Q and fl =  
A(K, eq(Jk)) 3X6 1°  4>~1{q.g)- From the maximality of f l ,  it follows that the cocharacteristic 
subgroup of the ideal of i/’Ozg) is f l .  Since P  C V’C'Zg), it follows, by theorem (11.17), that 
there exists a chain of subgroups
K  =  Lq « £i <.... < Ln =  f l
such that Li € V {A k ) Q P(A) ,  and L,+i/L,- =  Z9, where q is the characteristic of A{G)/qG- 
But this contradicts the assumption on V{A).  In conclusion, the only primordial subgroups 
of A k  are conjugate to K , hence A k  =  Jg/k (A(K))  is G/fl-projective. A
We conclude this chapter with an example.
(11.24) EXAMPLE. Let B be the Burnside ring functor for G (over R). Since WgH  
acts trivially on B(H) it follows that the prime ideals of B  Eire of the form f l(  k ,  p ) ,  where 
P  is a prime ideal of fl. Moreover fl( h, P) is maximal if and only if f l  is maximal and 
the characteristic of the residual field R/P does not divide the order of \WqH\. Let p 
and q be the integral characteristics of R/P and R/Q respectively. It can be shown that 
H(k, P) C B(jf, q) if and only if [fl] < [fl] <  [Hq] and f l  C Q. It follows that, if
k =  max {logp(|flp/fl|) | H  € S(G) and p prime, not invertible in fl}, 
then the Krull dimension of B is dim(fl) =  dim(fl) +  k.
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12. Characteristic Subgroups and Essential Submodules.
Throughout this chapter, A is a Green functor (not necessarily commutative) and M  
is a left-A-module. In this chapter, we introduce the notion of a characteristic subgroup of 
M  and we prove some of its properties.
(12.1) DEFINITION. A subgroup f f  € 5(G ) is called characteristic for M  if M  has 
a submodule N  (not necessarily proper) which is .ff-characteristic. The set of character­
istic subgroups of M  is denoted with Char(Af). Notice that Char(Af) is closed under 
conjugation, and, if N  C M , then Char(iV) C Char(M).
(1 2 .2 ) EXAMPLE. Let M  be an ff-characteristic Mackey functor and let 0 ^  N  C M . 
From proposition (6.1.3) (1), it follows that N  is ff-characteristic as well. In particular, 
Char(M) =  [ff].
Notice that Char(M) C V(A).  However, it is not true in general that Char(M) C 
V{M).
(12.3) EXAMPLE. Let G =  Z 2 , and let A f(ff) =  Z2 for f f  6  5(G ). Suppose that rp 
is the zero map and fp is the identity of Z2 . One can check easily that M  is a Mackey 
functor, and that V (M )  =  { 1 }, but Char(M) =  {G }.
In this chapter we show that if Af is non-zero then Char(M) is non-empty. In particular 
M  has a submodule N  (not necessarily proper) which is characteristic. We also show 
that the internal sum of all the characteristic submodules of M  is essential in M.  If 
Char(M) =  [ff] we refer to M  as H-cospeciaL If IV is a submodule of M  such that M/N 
is ff-cospecial we refer to N  as ff-special in M . We show that if A and M  satisfy certain 
noetherianity conditions then every submodule of M  can be written as a finite intersection 
of submodules which are special in M . We also prove an induction theorem for the f f -  
cospecial modules. The notions and results from this chapter are fundamental for our 
approach to tertiary submodules of M  which is done in chapter 13.
Let f f  € 5(G ). Let:
X „ ( H )  =  J] G / K ,
K<H
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!J„(A f) =  Ker : M  — . M X a W ) .
Also let
Suppn(M ) =  { H  £ S(G) | (Af) ?  0 } .
Finally, let
Ch (M)  — { N  <  M  \ N  is H  — characteristic},
and
C(M) =  (J  Ch { M ) =  { N  < M  | N  is characteristic}.
ffeC har(M )
For the above notation, we adopt the convention that X G(1 ) =  0 and =  0; hence 
Jli(M ) =  M . In particular, if M  is non-zero, then 1 £ Suppn(M ); hence Suppn(M ) ^  0.
(12.4) PROPOSITION.
Let M  be a non-zero left-A-module.
(1) I f  N  is an H-bounded submodule of M , then N  <  Qn(M).  Moreover, if N  ^  0, 
then H  £ Suppn(M ). In particular, Char(M) C Suppn ( M ) .
(2) Max (Suppn(Af)) =  Max (Char(M )). Moreover, if H  £ Max (Char(M)), then 
Qh (M)  is H-characteristic, and N  <  Uh {M)  whenever N  £ Ch (M).
(3) Char(M) ?  0, andC(M) ^  0.
PROOF. (1) If N  is H  bounded, then N (K )  =  0, for all K  < H. But this is equivalent 
to N  <  Qfj(M).  Of course, if N  0, then Off(M ) ^  0; hence H  £ Suppn(M ). The 
containment Char(Af) C Suppn(M ) is now obvious.
( 2 ) U H  £ Max (Char(M)), then, from (1), it follows that H  £ Suppn(M ). Conversely, 
let H  £ Max (Suppn(M )). We show that Qh (M)  is if-characteristic. Indeed, if not, let 
N  be the kernel of the map
n * (M ) ~ ^ ( q h (m ) )g/h,
and let L be a minimal primordial subgroup of N.  Then N  is non-zero, L-bounded, and 
H  < L. In particular, L £ Suppq (M).  This contradicts the maximality of H  in Suppn(M ).
(3) Follows immediately from (2) because the set Suppp(M) is non-empty. Hence, it 
must have maximal elements. A
Due to the importance of proposition (12.4) (3), we prefer to restate it as follows.
167
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(12.5) COROLLARY.
If Af is a non-zero left-A-module, then M  has a submodule which is characteristic.
(12.6) DEFINITION. Let Af be a left-A-module. The submodule
chsoc(M) =  ^  N
NeC(M)
is called the characteristic socle of Af.
For the connection with the notion of socle from classical algebra, we first give the 
following definition.
(12.7) DEFINITION. Let Af be a left-A-module and N  be a non-zero submodule of Af. 
Then N  is called essential in Af if, whenever N' is a non-zero submodule of N , N  C\ N' 0.
(12.8) PROPOSITION.
Let Af be a non-zero left-A-module. Then chsoc(Af) is essential in Af.
PROOF. According to corollary (12.5), every non-zero submodule of Af has a charac­
teristic submodule. This must be non-zero and contained in chsoc(Af). A
The notion of characteristic subgroups of a left-A-module Af can be seen as the dual 
notion to primordial subgroups. We have the following result.
(12.9) PROPOSITION.
Let X  =  II#gchar(A/) G/H. The map
A f — >MX
is injective.
PROOF. Assume that this is not the case, and let N  be the kernel of the above map. 
Also let N' be a characteristic submodule of N. Since Char(lV') C Char(Af), it follows that 
N' G C h (M)  for some H  E Char (Af). However, from the above map one can immediately 
see that N(H)  =  0 whenever H  E Char(Af). In particular, N'(H)  =  0, contradicting the 
fact that N 1 is ff-characteristic. A
An important special type of left-A-modules Af are the ones for which any two char­
acteristic subgroups are conjugate.
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(12.10) THEOREM.
The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) Char(M) =  [fl] for some H  £ V(A).
(2) M  has a characteristic submodule which is essential.
When these equivalent conditions are satisfied, chsoc(M) =  Q g (M )  and chsoc(M) is 
H-characteristic. Moreover, the map
M  — ► M g/h
is injective.
PROOF. (1 ) =*• (2 ). Since H  £  Max (Suppfi(M )) it follows, from (2) of proposition
(12.4), that is ff-characteristic. Let N  be a non-zero submodule of M , and let N'
be a characteristic submodule of N. Then N r must be fT-characteristic; hence, from (1) of 
proposition (12.4), N ' C Qg(M).  This shows that Qg(M)  is essential and characteristic; 
hence (2 ).
(2) =>■ (1). Let IV be an essential submodule of M  which is ff-characteristic. Assume 
that K  £  Char(M), and let IV' £ Cg(M).  Then N  fl iV' ^  0, and N  fl IV' is a submodule 
of both N  and N r. From proposition (6.1.3) (1), it follows that N  fl IV' must be both ff-  
and ff-characteristic. This shows that [ff] =  [ff].
It is clear that, in this case, chsoc(M) =  Qg(M).  Finally, the injectivity of the map 
M  — ► M g / h  follows from proposition (12.9). A
(12.11) DEFINITION. A left-A-module with the above property is called cospecial. 
We sometimes refer to these modules as being H-cospecial If M  is a left-A-module and 
N  is a proper submodule of M , then N  is called special in M  if M/N  is cospecial. When 
M/N is ff-cospecial, we refer to N  as being H-special in M .
For examples of ff-cospecial module which are not ff-characteristic, see (12.3) and
(13.11).
(12.12) DEFINITION. (1 ) A left-A-module M  is called coirreducible, if whenever N  
and N 1 are non-zero submodules of M , then N  fl IV' ^  0.
(2) Let M  be a left-A-module and N  be a proper-submodule of M . N  is called 
irreducible if M/N  is coirreducible.
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(12.13) PROPOSITION.
Let M  be a left-A-module, and let N  be a irreducible submodule of M . Then N  is 
special in M .
PROOF. Choose a submodule N' containing N  such that N'/N  is a characteristic 
submodule of M/N. Since M/N  is coirreducible, it follows immediately that N'/N  is 
essential in M/N. In particular, M/N satisfies (2) o f theorem (12.10), hence M/N is 
cospecial. A
We now record some properties of Char(M).
(12.14) PROPOSITION.
(1) Let 0 — ► L — ► M  — ► N  — ► 0 be an exact sequence of left-A-modules. Then
Char(L) C Char(M) C Char(L) U Char (TV).
(2) If M{ are left-A-modules then
Char ( 0  Mt) =  (J  Char(Mi).
•€/ .€/
PROOF. (1) The containment Char(L) C Char(M) is obvious. Let H  £ Char(M), 
and let N 1 £ Ch (M).  If N'  fl L ^  0, then IV' fl L is an H -characteristic submodule of 
L; hence H  £ Char(L). On the other hand, if N'  fl L  =  0, then N'  is isomorphic to a 
submodule of IV; hence H  £  Char(IV).
(2) From (I), it follows that
|J Char(M{) C C h a r (0  M .) .
«€/ «€/
Conversely, choose H  £ C h ar(® f€/ M ,), and let Af be an if-characteristic submodule of 
© «e / M,. Since the non-zero submodules of M  are still .ff-characteristic, we may assume 
that M  is generated by a non-zero element of M(H);  i.e. M  =  A(m ^), for some m # /  0 
in ® / e / M ,(ff). This element mu  can be written as
mff =  ^ 2  rnitf, for some £ Mi(H)
.6/
such that all m,-,# are zero except for a finite set of indices J. Since M  =  A{mu)  C 
YLizj Mi, we may assume that the set I  of indices is finite. Now the reverse containment 
follows inductively from (1). A
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(12.15) COROLLARY.
Assume that H  € 5 (G ), and that (iV,)t-6/  is a set ofH-special submodules o f M .  Then 
n,-€/  Ni is also H  -special.
PROOF. Let N  =  Dig/W ,- We apply proposition (12.14) to the injective map
M  M  xrv M
N ~ C \ i a N^ W r Ni
to conclude that
Char (M/N) C C h a r (®  (M/N{) =  (J  Char(M/iVf) =  [H].
■'€/ »'€/
Now the assertion follows from the fact that Char(Af/iV) is non-empty and closed under 
conjugation. A
(12.16) DEFINITION. Let M  be a left-A-module. A special decomposition of a sub­
module L of M  is obtained by writing L as a finite intersection L =  M\ f l ... fl M „ of special 
submodules M,- o f M , so that
(i) the decomposition is irredundant,
(ii) chax(MfMi) ^  charM/M,-) for i ^  j .
(12.17) THEOREM (Special Decomposition Theorem).
Every submodule L of a left-noetherian A-module M  has a special decomposition. If 
L =  Mi fl ...Mm =  N\ fl ...Nn are two special decompositions of L in M , then m =  n and
(char(M /M ,)} =  {char (M /Nj)}  =  Char (M/L).
PROOF. See the proof of the tertiary decomposition theorem for finitely generated 
modules over left-noetherian rings from [St] p. 160-162. A
(12.18) COROLLARY.
Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and let M  be a finitely generated Mackey 
functor for G (over R). If L  C M , then L has a special decomposition, and any two special 
decompositions of L satisfy the property from theorem (12.17).
PROOF. Since R  is noetherian, it follows that the Burnside ring Green functor over 
R is totally noetherian. Since M  is finitely generated, we conclude that M  is noetherian 
(in fact, totally noetherian). Now the assertion follows from theorem (12.17). A
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We conclude this chapter with an induction theorem. Notice that, if A is a Green 
functor, then Char(A) C V(A).  The above containment is not an equality in general as is 
shown by the following example.
(12.19) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, and let G be a p-group. Assume that 
S is any Zp algebra on which G acts trivially. Then it is clear that the Green functor 
A =  FPs  is 1 characteristic; hence Char(A) =  {1 }. However, V(A)  =  5(G).
If Af is a left-A-module, then it is not true in general that Char(Af) C Char(A). 
Indeed, in the previous example, we have seen that Char(A) may be smaller then V(A).  
For such a Green functor, choose H  E V{A)  — Char(A). Then H  is characteristic for the 
left-A-module Jq / h (A(H)),  but it is not characteristic for A.
We notice that, although Char(A) is smaller then V(A),  we can bound V{A)  in terms 
of Char (A).
(12.20) THEOREM.
Let n be the set o f prime numbers p | |G| such that p ■ 1a(G) i* n°t a un^ tn A(G). 
Then
V{A)  C 25(A) C H^Char(A).
PROOF. Immediate consequence of propositions (12.9), (4.1.7) and the Dress Induc­
tion Theorem (2.9). A
Let Af be an if-cospecial left-A-module. In order to obtain a good induction theorem 
for M,  in light of theorem (2.5), it is enough to derive a good induction theorem for the 
Green functor A /Ann^(Af). Here is our result in this direction.
(12.21) THEOREM (Induction Theorem for Cospecial Modules).
Assume that A (K )  is left-noetherian for all K  E P (A ), and that Af is H-cospecial. 
Then
(1) If (chsoc(A f))(ff) has no torsion elements, thenM  is H-characteristic. In partic­
ular, M  satisfies induction theorem (6.2.5).
(2) Assume that (chsoc(Af))(fT) is p torsion, where p  is a prime number. If M  is 
left-noetherian then M  satisfies induction theorem (6.2.4).
PROOF. The proof is achieved in two steps. At step I we study the minimal primordial 
subgroups of Af. Let K  E Min (V(M)).  We show that there exists a prime ideal P  of A 
which is A-cocharacteristic and a prime ideal Q of A which is if-cocharacteristic such that
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P  C Q. At step II we use theorems (6.2.4), (6.2.5) and corollary (9.1.7) to prove (1) and 
(2).
STEP I. Notice that the map M  — ► M g/h i8 injective. Let K  G Min (V(M)) .  We 
know that the only subgroups L G S{G) for which the submodule
A ( M ( K ) ) =  £  A(m)
meM(K)
can be non-zero are the subgroups for which [K\ <  [£]. Since A (M (AT)) flchsoc(M) is a non­
zero submodule of the ff-characteristic submodule chsoc(M), it follows that ( a (M(K))  fl
chsoc(M) j  (ff) ^  0. In particular, (A (M (K ) ) ) (H ) ^  0; hence [K\ <  [ff]. We may assume 
that K  <  ff.
Notice that M ( K ) is a left-A(ff)-module. Choose a tertiary submodule of M (K )
(see [St] p. 160-162), and let ass ^ ^ Mi.jr) =pJc for some prime ideal pJc of A(K).  Let
M l = A( gM i ,K )=  Y, E A<m>
g £ W a K  g&WafC m €»A/i,jc
Notice that M\(K) =  ^2g€Wc;K9Mi,K- Hence
One can easily see that
A n n A (M x )  =  A {Kt Ann—  M^K))  =  A {K, eqOJTD) =  P
is a prime ideal of A. Let N  =  Mi fl chsoc(M) ^  0. In particular, N(H)  ^  0 and N  is 
ff-characteristic. Now notice that
P  =  Ann A (M i) C AnnA(iV) =  Ann-r^ S(H))- (12.2)tl)
Since A (H ) is left-noetherian, it follows that N(H)  has an associated prime ideal qjj. Notice 
that qjj G A ss^^y^(chsoc(A f))(ff)j. In particular, Ann-^-^y N(H) C qjj. Since AT(ff) is 
an If[WGff]-module, it follows that
AnnM m  N (B ) -  eq(9^)-
Since the operator A^jjt _) preserves containments, it follows that
A( H,  Ann—  N(H)) Q  eq(qf«)) =  Q ,  (12.3)
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where Q is an H -cocharacteristic prime ideal o f A. Prom containments (12.2) and (12.3), 
it follows that P  C Q .
STEP II. (1) If (chsoc(M ))(ff) has no torsion, it follows that qjj is a prime ideal of 
A(H)  such that the prime ring A(H)/qjj has characteristic zero. In particular, the prime 
Green functor A/Q has characteristic zero. Since P  C Q, it follows, from corollary (9.1.7), 
that K  =  H. This shows that M  =  chsoc(M). Hence M  is ff-characteristic and M  satisfies 
induction theorem (6.2.5).
(2) Since (chsoc(M ))(if) has only p torsion, it follows that the prime ring A(H)/qJj 
has characteristic p. Since A/Q has characteristic p, and P  C Q, it follows, from corollary
(9.1.7), that \H\ <  \KP\. Therefore [Hp] <  \K\. In order to prove that M  satisfies induction 
theorem (6.2.4) it is enough to show that ps G A n n ^ M ) for some s >  1 . We first prove 
that for some n >  1, pn annihilates (chsoc(M)) (H).  We then show that for some s >  1, p3 
annihilates M.
Notice first of all that, since M  is left-noetherian, it follows that chsoc(M) is left 
noetherian as well. In particular, (chsoc(M ))(H ) is an WgH  left-noetherian A(H)  mod­
ule. Hence, (chsoc(M ))(H ) is finitely generated, thus there exists n > 1 such that 
pn G Ann-j^y(chsoc(M ))(H '). This shows that pn G Ann>i(chsoc(M )).
For k >  1, let
M k =  {m  G M  | (pn)k ■ A(m)(H)  C (chsoc(M ))(H )}.
It is easy to check that Mk is a left submodule of M.  Indeed, Mk is just the counterimage 
of the left submodule chsoc(M) of M  via the map
which is obviously functorial. Since M  is left noetherian, the chain
Mi C M2 C ... C M fcC ...
must be stationary. Assume that Mk =  Mk+ We show that pn(fc+1) • M  =  0. Indeed, 
otherwise (pn(fc+1) • M)  fl chsoc(M) ^  0. This means that
(p ^ + r i . M{H))  n  (chsoc(Af))(H’) #  0.
In particular, there exists m g  G M(H)  such that
pn(fc+i) t mjj e  (chsoc(M))(iif) amd pn(fc+1l . rnu ^  0 .
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However, it is easy to see that m g  6  Mk+i(H) =  Mk(H); hence pnk-mg G (chsoc(M)) (H). 
Since pn G Ann a (chsoc(M )), it follows that p"(fc+1) - mg  = 0 .  This contradiction shows 
that p»(*+D g AnnA(M ). A
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13. Tertiary and Primary Submodules.
In this chapter we investigate the tertiary and primary submodules of a left-A-module 
M.  Throughout this chapter, A is a Green functor such that A(H)  is left-noetherian for 
all H  £ ~P(A). We give characterization theorems for cotertiary and coprimary modules. 
From commutative algebra, we know that the tertiary submodules of a finitely generated 
module over a commutative noetherian ring sure primary. It follows, as a consequence of our 
characterization theorems, that the ansilogue result does not hold in the appropiate Mackey 
functor setting. We prove that the tertiary decomposition theorem holds in the appropriate 
setting. We also show that the primsiry decomposition theorem does not hold in general 
(fact previously noticed by Lewis). We also give induction theorems for cotertiary and 
coprimary modules.
(13.1) DEFINITION. Let M  be a non-zero left-A-module. A two-sided idesd I  is 
associated to M  if there exists a non-zero submodule N  of M  such that Ann ^(/V7) =  I  
for all non-zero submodules N' of N. It follows, from (12.5), that N  can be chosen to 
be characteristic. Moreover, we assume that N  is generated by one element rifj £  N(H),  
where H  £ Min (V(N)).  It is clear that such a submodule has the property that V(N) =  
Char(iV) =  [ff]. The ideal I  must be prime, for if J ■ J' C J, and J' % I , it follows 
that J' g! Anna (N).  In particular, J1 • N  is a non-zero submodule of N.  But then 
J C Ann/i(J / • N) =  Ann^iV) =  I; hence I  is prime. We denote the set of all prime ideals 
associated to M  by Assa(M).
Up to this point, our considerations are applicable to any Green functor A. We now 
use the assumption that A(H)  is left-noetherian for all H  £ V(A)  to prove the following 
result.
(13.2) PROPOSITION.
(1) If M  is a non-zero module, then Assa (M)  ^  0.
(2) If P  £ Assa(M ) then there exists a characteristic submodule of M  such that 
P  =  Ann^/V). In this case, if P  is E-cocharacteristic, then N  is H-characteristic.
(3) Char(M) =  {H  £ S(G) \ 3 P  £ Ass^(M) such that P  is JT-cocharacteristic}.
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PROOF. (1) Let N  be an H-characteristic submodule of M.  Then N(H)  is a left- 
A(ff)-module. Since A(H)  is left-noetherian, it follows that the set
T  =  (A nn ^ ^ (lVg) | N'H non — zero Wg H  — invariant submodule of N ( H ) }
has maximal elements. Let Pg  be a maximal element of P.  It follows, from theorem 
(Al.22), that P g  =  eq(pg)  for some prime ideal p g  of A(H). Let P  =  A^H p - y  We 
show that P  G Ass a ( M ) .  Let Ng  be a WaP-invariant submodule of N (H)  such that 
A n n ^ (Ng)  =  Pg.  Let
JV' =  A T O ) =  • £  A{nn).
n/tGN'if
Then Anna (N')  =  P.  Moreover, N ' is ^-characteristic. It follows easily, from the max- 
imality of P g  in T , that AmiA(Nn) =  P  for all non-zero submodules N v of IV'. Hence 
P  G Assa (M).
(2)-(3) Obvious. A
We record the following classical properties of Ass:
(13.3) PROPOSITION.
If 0 — ► L  — ► M  — ► N  — ► 0 is an exact sequence of left A modules then 
Assa (L) C Assa(M)  C Assa(L) U Assa (N).
(2) If Mi are left-A-modules then A ssyi(0 {6/ M,-) =  Ass^(M, ).
(3) If N  is an irreducible submodule of M , then Assa { m /N^ has only one member.
(4) If P  is a prime ideal of A, then Assa {A/P) =  {P } .
PROOF. See [St] p. 160-162. A
(13.4) DEFINITION. A non-zero left A  module M  is called cotertiary if Assa (M)  has 
exactly one member; this element is denoted by ass/i(M ). If sssa(M)  =  P, we refer to 
M  as being P-cotertiary. If M  is a left A  module and IV is a submodule of M , then N  is 
tertiary in M  if M/N  is cotertiary. When sssa{M/N)  =  P  we refer to iV as P-tertiary in 
M.
(13.5) EXAMPLE. From proposition (13.3), we conclude that, if AT is an irreducible 
submodule of M , then N  is tertiary in M.  Moreover, if P  is a prime ideal of A , then P  is 
P-tertiary in A.
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(13.6) PROPOSITION.
(1) Every intersection o f P-tertiary submodules o f M  is P-tertiary in Af.
(2) If Af is a left-noetherian A-module then AssA(Af) is finite.
PROOF. (1) See [St] p. 160-162.
(2) Since chsoc(Af) is essential in Af, it follows that Assa (chsoc(M )) =  AssA(Af). 
Now since chsoc(M) is noetherian, it follows that
n
chsoc(Af) =  ^  Ni
i=i
for a finite collection of characteristic submodules of Af. Since
n n n
AssA(chsoc(Af)) =  AssA( ^ i V t) C AssA( ^ i V t) =  (J  AssA(iVi),
t = l  i = l  1=1
it follows that it is enough to prove (2) when Af is an ff-characteristic left-noetherian 
A-module. It follows easily, from theorem (A1.29), that P  £  AssA(Af) if and only if 
P  =  eq(pjf)) f°r some pH £  A ss^^y(A f(ff)). Since A f(ff) is a left-noetherian A(H)- 
module, we conclude that the set Ass^ tf (^A f(ff)) is finite. Hence AssA(Af) is finite as 
well. A
(13.7) DEFINITION. Let Af be a left A  module. A tertiary decomposition of a sub­
module L in Af is obtained by writing L as a finite intersection L =  Afi Af„ of tertiary 
modules Af,- o f Af, such that
(i) the decomposition is irredundant,
(ii) ass(Af/Af.) ^  ass(Af/Af,) for i j* j.
(13.8) THEOREM (Tertiary Decomposition Theorem).
Every submodule L of a left-noetherian A module Af has a tertiary decomposition. If 
L =  Mi n ...n A f„  =  Ni f l ...Nn are two tertiary decompositions o f L in Af, the m =  n, and
(ass(Af/Af,-)} =  {ass(M/Nj)\ =  Ass(M/L).
PROOF. See [St] p. 160-163. A
We now give a structure theorem for the cotertiary left-A-modules.
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(13.9) THEOREM (Characterization Theorem for Cotertiary Left Modules).
Let P  — A(^ h> eq(pfjT)) be a prime ideal o f A, and let M  be a left-A-module. Then M  is 
P-cotertiary if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) M  is i f -cospecial.
(2) A s s ^ ( ( c h s o c (M ) ) ( i f ) )  =  {°Ph | 9 G WGH}.
PROOF. Assume that M  is P-cotertiary. From proposition (13.2) (3) it follows that 
Char(M) =  [if]. From theorem (12.10), it follows that M  is if-cospecial. In particular, 
chsoc(M) is if-characteristic and essential in M.  Now let q]j be an associated ideal of the 
left-A(if)-module (chsoc(M)) (if) . From theorem (Al.29), it follows that there exists an 
^Gif-invariant submodule Nfj of (chsoc(M ))(if) such that eq(qjf) =  Ann-j^y(N'H) for 
all non-zero WGH -invariant submodules N g  of N g. Let
N  =  A(Nh ) =  J 2  A H -
m£Nn
From formula (6.19), it follows that Q =  A^u, eq(qlF)) =  Ann^iV7), for all non-zero sub­
modules N' of N. Since M  is P-cotertiary it follows that Q =  P, hence (2).
Conversely, assume that M  satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). Let Q =  A(/yt eq(^ )) £ 
Assa(M),  and let N  be a submodule of M  such that AnnA(iV) =  A n n =  Q for all 
non-zero submodules N ' of N. Since N  fl chsoc(M) 0, it follows that we may assume 
that N  is if-characteristic. Let Ng  be an arbitrary non-zero Wc-H-invariant submodule 
of AT(if), and again let
N ' =  A(N'h ) =  £  X H -
meN’H
Notice that N' C N, and
A{H, Ann-^. N’h) =  A m u ^ ')  =  Q =  Anna {N) =  A(Hi Ann;^- N(H))-
This shows that eq(g]y) =  AnnA(g)C^g), f°r ^  non-zero Wc-H-invariant submodules of 
iV (if). From theorem (Al.29), it follows that qg  6  Ass^^y ^ chsoc(M)) ( i f ) j . Since M  
satisfies (2), it follows that eq(p7f) =  eq(qg), hence P  =  Q. Therefore Ass a ( M )  — {P } . A
As a corollary to theorems (12.21) and (13.8), we conclude that cotertiary modules 
satisfy the following induction theorem:
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(13.10) THEOREM.
Let M  be a left A  module such that Assa(M ) =  {P } .  Then,
(1) If A/P has characteristic zero, then M  is H-characteristic and M  satisfies the 
induction theorem (6.2.5).
(2) If A/P has characteristic p > 0, and M  is left noetherian then M  satisfies the 
induction theorem (6.2.4) (2).
We now give an example of a cotertiary Mackey functor.
(13.11) EXAMPLE. Let G be ap group for some prime number p. For every H  G S(G), 
let na  =  logp|if|. Let M (H )  =  Zp»w. Then Af becomes a Mackey functor with the 
conjugation being the identity map of M(H),  the restriction map rjj£ being the canonical 
projection of Z p»w — ► Zp»K, and the transfer map t#  being the multiplication with the 
index |.ff/.Kj. One can easily show that t#  is well defined and that Af is indeed a Mackey 
functor. It is easy to check that M  is G-cospecial, hence M  is a B(q, pZ) cotertiary module 
(as a module over B).
We now introduce the notion of a primary submodule of a left A  module.
(13.12) DEFINITION. Let P  be a prime ideal of A. A left-A-module Af is called 
P-coprimary if Af is P-cotertiary and P " C A n n f o r  some n > 1 . We refer to such 
a module as P-coprimary. A submodule N  of a left-A-module M  is called P-primary if 
M/N is P-coprimary.
(13.13) THEOREM (Characterization Theorem for Coprimary Modules and Primary 
Submodules).
Let P  =  A(;yt eq(p*r)) be a prime ideal o f A.
(1) Let M  be a left-A-module. Then M  is P-coprimary if and only ifM  is P-cotertiary, 
H-characteristic, and Ann-^^y M(H) D eq(p]7)n for some n >  1 .
(2) Again let M  be a left-A-module. Then all the P-primary submodules N  o f M  are 
of the form
N  =  M  -------iv — N(H))
where N(H)  is an WgH -invariant submodule o f  M (H )  such that
I 9  €  Wa H } ,
and
(eq(p7/ ) ) n C Anmjp^y(Af(H )fN {H ) )  for some n > 1.
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PROOF. (1) Assume that M  is P-coprimary. Then M  is also P-cotertiary. Moreover, 
notice that P { K )  =  A(K)  whenever [P] £  [.K\. From corollary (3.1.4), it follows that 
(Pn)(K)  =  A (K )  whenever [H] £  \K\ and n >  1. Since Ann^(M) contains P n for some 
n >  1 , it follows that M (K )  =  0 , for K  <  H. Since M  — ► M q/h is injective (because 
M  is P-cospecial), it follows that M  is H -characteristic. Since M  is P-characteristic it 
follows that Aw i a (M) — A ,H  ^Ann JTZ)- Since (P n)(K ) =  A (K )  whenever K  <  P , it____________  ^ A (H )
follows that (P n)(P ) =  P (H )n =  (eq(p7r))n. Since P " C Ann ^(Af), for some n >  1, and 
both these ideals are A(K),  for K  <  H,  it follows easily that
eq(p*)" =  W  =  (Pn)(H)  C (AnnAM )(H )  =  A n n ^ y M (P ).
Conversely, assume that M  satisfies the three conditions from (1). It is assumed that 
M  is P-cotertiary. Moreover, since M  is P-characteristic, it follows that AnnA(M) =  
-4(tf /.qg '.\T(ll))' ^ ow (^ (P ff))"  Q Ann^(g )M (P ), it follows from the previousv4( W)
argument that (P n)(P ) C (Ann a (M ))(P ). Since AnnA(M ) is the IcLrgest ideal I  whose 
value at P  is (AnnA(M ))(P), it follows immediately that P n C Anna (M).
(2) Follows immediately from (1). A
We now investigate the coprimary modules when A is a commutative Green functor.
(13.14) THEOREM.
Let A be a commutative Green functor. A noetherian A-module M  is coprimary if and 
only if, whenever O ^ m G M  and a 6  A are such that a x m =  0, then [a]n 6  Ann a(M ), 
for some n >  1. In this case, assa(M) =  ^/Aiuia(M).
PROOF. Assume that M  is coprimary, and let a 6  A  and m G M  such that m is 
non-zero and a x  m =  0. It follows that a G Anna(A(jti)). Since M  is P-cotertiary it 
follows that AnnA(A(m)) C P  =  cissa(M). In particular a £ P. Since M  is coprimary, it 
follows that [a]n 6  P n C Aiuia(M), for some n > 1.
Conversely, assume that M  is an A-module which satisfies the property that whenever 
0 ^  m G M  and a £ A  are such that a x m =  0, then [a]n £ Anna(M ), for some n > 1. 
We check that M  satisfies the condition (1) from theorem (13.13).
We show that M  is cotertiary. Let Q £  Ass a(M ). There exists N  C M , such that N  
is non-zero and A hxia{N') =  Q, whenever N 1 is a non-zero submodule of N.  In particular, 
for every a £ Q  and every n £ N, a x  n =  0. We conclude that [a]fc“ £ Anna(M), for some 
ka >  1 depending on a. Assume now that P  is some other prime ideal in Assa(M). Then
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since Anna (M)  C P , it follows that [a]fc“ C P  for all a G Q. Since P  is prime, we conclude 
that Q C P .  Since in fact Q and P  were chosen arbitrarily in Ass a (M), it follows that M  
is cotertiary. Prom now on we assume that Q =  assA(M).
We now prove that M  is characteristic. Assume that Q =  eq(qjr))- We sbow 
that M (K )  =  0, for K  <  H. Indeed, if M (K )  ^  0, for some K  <  H, then let m G 
(chsoc(M)) (P ) be a non-zero element. It is easy to see that Ia(K) X m =  0. We conclude 
that [lA(AT)]n =  ^a((g/k)“ ) ^ (AxmA(M)) ( (G/K)n), for some n >  1. However, since the 
set (G/K)n has orbits of the form G/K , it follows that 1 a{K) 6  (AnnJ\(M))(K);  hence 
M (K )  =  0. This argument shows that M  is P-bounded. Since M  is Q-cotertiary (in 
particular, P-cospecial), it follows that the map M  — ► M g/h is injective. We conclude 
that M  is P-characteristic.
Finally we show that Ann^gyAf(P ) D (eq(qH))n, for some n >  1 . Since A{H)  is 
noetherian, it follows that Q(H)  is finitely generated. Now we know that, for all a € Q,
[a]fc° £ Ahqa(M)  for some ka > 1 . Prom proposition (5.2), it follows that, whenever 
a e Q(H),  there exists sa >  1 such that G AnnA(ff)(Af(P)). Since M (H) =  M(H)  
is an A(P)-module, it follows that, for every a G Q (P ), a*a G Ann-^^yM(P). Since 
Q{H)  =  eq(g^) is finitely generated, it follows that Q(H)  C A n n ^ y jM (P ), for some 
s > 1 . Hence M  is primary. Finally, the fact that sssa(M)  =  \JAnna (M ) follows because 
assA(M)n C AnnA(M) C 3SSa (M),  for some n >  1. A
(13.15) EXAMPLE. Let R  be a noetherian ring and let B  be the Burnside ring Green 
functor. We know that B(H) =  R and W qH  acts trivially on R. Let P  =  B(h, p) be an 
arbitrary prime ideal of B.  Then, acording to theorem (13.13), the only P-primary ideals 
in B  are exactly the ideals B(h, p' ) i where p' is an ideal o f R  which is p-primary in R. In 
particular, when R =  Z, the only B^h, o)-primary ideal in B  is itself. If p > 0, then the 
only B(h, Pz)-prbnary ideals in B  are exactly the ideals B(h, pnZ), for n > 1 . This result 
was obtained earlier by Lewis.
We investigate the circumstances under which the primary decomposition theorem 
holds.
(13.16) THEOREM.
Let A b e  a commutative Green functor, and L be a submodule of a noetherian A module 
M . Then L can be written as a finite intersection L =  Ni f l ... fl Nk of primary submodules 
in M  if and only if the map (5 : M/L — ► T{M/L) is injective.
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PROOF. Assume that L can be written as a finite interesection of primary submodules 
of M . Each of this submodules is in particular cocharacteristic in M . From theorem
(6.1.22), it follows that the map (3 : M/L  — ► T(M[L)  is injective.
Conversely, if the map (3 : M/L — ► T(M/L) is injective, it follows from theorem
(6 .1 .2 2 ), that L can be written as an intersection of finitely many cocharacteristic sub­
modules. We show that every cocharacteristic submodule of M  can be written as a finite 
intersection of primary submodules in M .  Assume that N  =  M^H is ^'-characteristic. 
Since M (H )  is noetherian, it follows, from theorem (A1.37), that
iVXHT = fl eq(A^ T)
i= l
where TV,-,# is a primary submodule of M (H ) ,  for all 1 <  i <  j .  Since the operator AT(h, _ )  
commutes with the intersections it follows that
j
N  =  M (HMH)) ~  f l  M(H, eq(N~Z)y 
i = l
and, according to theorem (13.13), each one of the submodules eq(lWw)) *s Primary
in M.  A
From example (6.1.23) and theorem (13.16), we conclude that the ideal 0 is not an 
intersection of primary ideals of the Burnside ring B  for G (over Zp) if p >  0 is a prime 
number which divides the order of G.
(13.17) EXAMPLE. Let G be a group such that |G| is invertible in A(G) (or R). Then 
every fj-cospecial module is H-characteristic. Indeed, if M  is such a module then
M  =  T M  =  ©  Jg/k (M{K)),
Ke[G\V(M)]
and each one of the submodules Jq/k (M(K) )  is obviously A-characteristic. Moreover, 
the only AT-characteristic submodules of M  are obtained for K  € V(M),  and all such 
submodules need to be contained in Jq/k (M(K)) .  Since M  must have an essential H- 
characteristic submodule, it follows that V (M )  — Char(M) =  [if], and M  =  Ja/u{M{H)). 
Moreover, if A is commutative and noetherian, then every noetherian tertiary module is, 
of course, primary.
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14. Completion.
In this chapter, we investigate the primordial subgroups of the completion of a Mackey 
functor with respect to a descending chain of subfunctors. As an application, we show that 
if A is a Green functor and I  is a functorial ideal then D(A/I)  =  D(A  ). Our approach to 
completion is functorial; that is
A =  lim A/I71
n
where I n is the n ’th functorial power of I. In various papers (see [A], [MM]) the authors 
have outlined a different approach to the completion of A in the I -adic topology. The 
disadvantage of their procedure is that it does not lead to a Green functor unless some 
technical conditions are satisfied. We refer to this approach as the ad-hoc completion. We 
show that whenever the ad-hoc completion is a Green functor in a canonical way then it 
is isomorphic to A. This result suggests that one should always think of completion in the 
functorial sense.We end with a couple of examples.
Let us suppose that (M„, <£n+i)n>i is an inverse system of Mackey functors for G 
(over R), that is
<f>n+1 : Mn+i — ► Af„, for all n > 1 ,
is a morphism of Mackey functors. We make the assumption that 0 n is onto, for all n >  2 . 
For every n >  2, let N„ =  Ker <j)n. Notice that we have an exact sequence
0 — ► Nn+l — 4 Mn+i t i y  Mn — » 0. (14.1)
Now, if H  G 5(G ), the system (Mn(H ), <f>n+i(H))n>l is an inverse system of R modules. 
Let
M (H)  =  Urn Mn(H), for all H  € 5(G ). (14.2)
n
Since <f>n is functorial, for all n > 2, it follows that the family (M (i? )) ffe^ Gj is, in fact, a 
Mackey functor. We denote it by
M  =  lim Mn, (14.3)
n
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and refer to it as the inverse limit o f the system (Mn)„> i .  Notice that, if A  is a commutative 
Green functor, the Mn aie A  modules, and the <f>n+i are morphisms of A  modules, for all 
n >  1 , then
M  =  Urn Mn
n
is an A module as well.
The main result of this chapter is the following theorem.
(14.1) THEOREM.
Assume that V  C 5(G) is such thatV(M„) n V ( N n+i) C V for all n >  1. Then
P (lim M „) C P .
n
PROOF. Fix H  £ 5(G ). Denote by VH =  V  0  S(H).  We view 
M(H) =  (lim Mn) (H) =  Urn M n(H)
n n
as am i 2-submodule of OO
n  m u h ).
71= 1
With this convention, we identify M(H)  with the set
| (x „(i7 ) ) n > 1  x n(H) £ Mn(H ) such that ^n+i(xn+i(H )) =  x n(H), for all n >  l|. 
Similarly, we view
®  M (K )  =  ®  ( t o M , ) ( J O - t o (  ©
KGPh K&>„ "  «  K£VH
as an i?-submodule of n< ©
n=l K£Ph
With this convention, we identify 0 k &Vh ^ (-^0 with the set
{ (  Y ,  * « ( * ) ) » > !  I 6  M - ( K ) “ d <t>n+dxn+ i(K )) =  x n(K),  K £ V H, n >  l } .
K£Vh
We show that, for all x(H) £ M(H),  there exist elements y{K)  of M (K ) ,  for K  £ V h, 
such that
* ( » )  =  £  ‘ S v W -
K£Vh
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l < j < m
Xj{H) =  ^ 2  t% yj(K),  for 1 <  j  < m,
P € P h
and
<t>j+1 {Vj+l W )  =  y j W ,  for 1 <  j  <  m.
We show how to construct elements ym+i(K )  of Mn+i(K),  for K  £ V h , such that
x m+1(H) =  J 2  tHK Vm+i(K), (14.4)
K evH
and
0 m+i(ym+i(AT)) =  ym(K),  for K  £ V H. (14.5)
First of all, for K  £ V h , we choose j 4 + 1(AT) such that ^m+i(y'm+i W )  =  Vm{K). Let
*Ui(s)= E ‘SiChW-
K € V h
Notice that
<f>m+ l { x m+l ( H)  -  X'm+1(H) )  =  Xm(H)  -  ] T  tfm+X{K))  =
K£Vh
■-(»)- E 4(t>.H(C.('o))=«.(»)- E ‘f»»no=-o.
K € P h K € P h
It follows that a:m+1(if)  -  x'm+l(H) £  (Ker <f>m)(H)  =  Nm+i(H).  Since V(Nm+i) Q V, it 
follows that we can find elements y^+1(K)  of JVm+1(AT), for K  £ V h , such that
K ZP h
Hence
*m+l(ff)-*'m+lW+ E «2lC+l(*)- E 4E ✓„+,(*) + E »"»m+l(JO =
KZP h K ZP h K Z P h
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£  fS K ^ + iT O + iC + iW ) .  (i4.6)
K € P h
Let ym+i(K)  =  y^ + 1 C^ O + Vm+ 1 (-^ 0> f°r K  6  We claim that the elements ym+i(K)  E
M m+i(K)  satisfy equations (14.4) and (14.5). Notice that (14.5) follows from (14.6). For
(14.4), notice that
0 m+l(j/m+l(-K’)) =  0 m+l(l/m+i ( f ^ ) + 2/m+l(-^)) =
^ +l(!/UlW) +  t m + l f a + l W )  = V m ( K ) ,
because <£m+i(y/m +i(*0) =  Vm{K), and y*m+l(K ) G iVm+i G Ker (<f>m+ i(K )). A  
Let now M  be a Mackey functor. Suppose that
Mi D M2 D ... D M n D ... (14.7)
is a descending chain of sub-functors of M . For n >  1, let
, M  M
0n+1: M n+i ~ '  M n
be the canonical projection. Then (M/Mn, 0n+i) n >1  is an inverse system of Mackey 
functors. The inverse limit of this system is denoted M  and is called the completion of M  
with respect to the descending chain (14.7). Notice that the maps <j>n are surjective, for 
n >  2 , and that
Ker <j>n+1 =  f°r n >  1-M n+i ~
Notice also that, if A  is a Green functor, M  is an A  module, and the Mn axe submodules
of A  for all n > 1, then M  is an A  module.
The following corollary is an obvious consequence of theorem (14.1).
(14.2) COROLLARY.
Let V  C 5(G ). Assume that P(M/Mn) U P ( M n/Mn+i) C V, for all n >  1. Then 
V (M  ) C V.
Let A be a Green functor, and let I  be an ideal of A. Let Mi =  / ,  and Mn =  I n, for
n >  1 . The completion of A  with respect to the descending sequence
I  D I2 D ... D r  D ... (14.8)
is called the completion of A with respect to / ,  or the completion of A with respect to the
I-adic topology and it is denoted A. We have the following result.
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(14.3) THEOREM.
V (A  ) =  V(A/I).  In particular, V (A  ) =  V(A/I).
PROOF. It is clear that A/1 is an epimorphic image of A. This shows that V  [Af I) C 
V (A  ). For the reverse containment, we apply theorem (4.1.15) (2) to conclude that 
V(A/In) C V(A/I)  for all n >  1. Moreover, since I n/In+1 is an A/1 module, it follows 
that V ( l n/In+1) C V(A/I).  From corollary (14.2), it follows that V ( A  ) C V(A/I).  A
We now outline the ad-hoc approach to the completion of a Green functor A in a 
functorial ideal I. Let H £  5(G ). We give A(H)  the 1(H)-adic topology. Denote by 
A(H)  the completion of the ring A(H)  with respect to the J(ff)-adic topology. It is clear 
that if K  <  H, then the map rj£ : A(H)  — ► A (K)  is continuous; hence it induces 
a map : A (H ) — ► A(K).  Similarly, if g £ G, the map cg : A (H ) — ► A(9H) is 
continuous; hence it induces a map cg : A(H)  — ► A(9H). We conclude that, if the maps 
tj( : A (K )  — ► A(H)  £ire continuous, then the collection A(H)H€S^  is a Green functor in 
a canonical way. The connection between (A(H)) and A  is given by the following
theorem.
(14.4) THEOREM.
Let I  be an ideal of A. For each H  € S(G), assume that A(H) is given the I(H)-adic 
topology. If tft : A (K )  — ► A(H) is continuous, for all K  < H  £ S(G), then the resulting 
Green functor (A (H ))hzS(.g) canonically isomorphic with A.
PROOF. It is enough to show that if H  £  5(G ), then the two filtrations
1(H) D 1(H)2 D ... D I (H )n D ... (14.9)
and
1(H) D (l*) (f f )  D ... D ( r ) ( H )  D ... (14.10)
give equivalent topologies on A(H).  Notice that I (H )m C ( Im)(H)  for all m > 1. Since
the maps t^ : A (K )  — ► A(H)  are continuous for all K  <  H, it follows that, for every
m > 1 and K  < H,  there exists n =  nmyK, such that t ^ ( I (K )n) C I ( H ) m. Let nm = 
max (m, nm^  \ K  < H). Then t ^ ( I ( K ) nm) C I (H )m for all K  < H.  From formula
(3.16), it follows that
(r* ™ )^ ) C I (H )m.
Since m was arbitrary, it follows that the topology given by filtration (14.10), is equivalent 
to the /(H ’)-adic topology of A(H). A
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The above result suggests that one should always think of completion in the functorial 
sense, i.e. completing the Green functor A  in the /-adic topology given by the ideals J” , 
instead of thinking of the completion of A(H)  in the 1(H )-adic topology for all H  G S(G). 
The reason is that the first completion will always exist, whereas the second one does not 
exist unless t% : A(K)  — ► A (H ) is continuous for all K  <  H,  in which case it coincides 
with the first one.
The following example shows that : A(K)  — ► A(H)  is not always continuous.
(14.5) EXAMPLE. Let B  be the Burnside ring Green functor for G over Z. Assume 
that p is a prime number dividing |G|, and let H  be a subgroup of order p in. G. Let 
I  =  Since J(l) =  B(  1) =  Z, it follows that / ( I ) ”  =  5 (1 ) =  Z. Hence, from formula
(3.16), it follows that for all n >  1, (In)(H) D t ? ( I (  1)” ) =  *^(£(1)) =  1(H). Since 
(In)(H)  C 1(H) for all n >  1, it follows that ( In)(H)  =  1(H)  for n >  1. In particular, 
for this ideal, filtration (14.10) is stationary. However, it is easy to see that the filtration 
I ( H ) n is strictly decreasing. Since these two filtrations do not give equivalent topologies 
on B(H),  it follows that (B (H ) ) i s  not a Green functor.
If M  is a left-A-module then the completion of M  at /  is the completion of M  with 
respect to the descending chain
I M  D P M  D ... D r*M  D ...
(14.6) PROPOSITION.
Let A and M  be the completions of A  and M  at I . Then M  is a left-A-module. In 
particular, M  is projective relative to D(A/I).
We end with a couple examples for theorem (14.3).
(14.7) EXAMPLE. Let R c  be the character ring Green functor and let I  =  (i^ c)^  0) 
be the functorial ideal of Jill zero-dimensional characters. We give Rc(H ) ,  the 1(H)-  
adic topology. As was proven by Atiyah, the transfer maps : R c ( K )  — ► R c (H )  
are continuous, hence ( (Rc (H ) )  =  Rc-  Prom theorem (14.3) it follows that V ( R c  ) =  
V{Rc/I) -  Since R c/ I  is cohomological, from proposition (4.1.8) it follows that R e f  I  is 
LIp G/Sp-projective, where Sp is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Hence R c  is JJp G /S p-projective 
as well. Actually Atiyah has proved more, namely that R c  is canonically isomorphic 
with IC*(Bg ), the topological RT-theory of the classifying space Bq - Since K,*(Bq ) is a 
cohomological Green functor, it follows again (without the help of (14.3)) that the only 
primordial subgroups of K*(Bg ) are p-groups. See [A] for more details.
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(14.8) EXAMPLE. Let B  be the Burnside ring Green functor for G  (over R), and let 
I  =  5(i.o) be the augmentation ideal of B. It is known that B f l  is a cohomological Green 
functor. It follows from proposition (4.1.8) that all the primordial subgroups of B/I  are 
the p-groups, such that p is a prime number which is not invertible in R. Let II be the 
set of these prime numbers. Then B/I is LIpen G /5 p-projective. We now give B(H)  the 
I {H)-adic topology. May and McClure have shown that the maps : B {K )  — ► B(H)  are 
continuous, for all K  <  H  G 5(G). In particular, B (H ) hqs(G) =  5 - Prom theorem (14.3), 
it follows that B  is U p€n G /5p-projective. In particular, B{H) h&s{G) *s I IpGn G/Sp- 
projective as well. In this form the result appears in [MM].
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A. Appendix.
This appendix has two parts. In A1 we investigate various properties of modules over 
rings with group actions. In A2 we state miscellaneous results from classical algebra.
A l. RINGS AND MODULES WITH GROUP ACTIONS.
Throughout this section R  is a commutative ring with unity 1#, 5  is an associative 
ring with unity I5  which is a unitary R-algebra, and G is a finite group acting on 5  (not 
necessarily effectively) by R-linear unitary ring automorphisms. If s E S and g E G, 
then the action of g on s is denoted with cs(s). In this chapter we introduce the notion 
of a G-equivariant left-S-module. We study the annihilators of G-equivariant simple Ieft- 
S-modules. We define the equivariant Jacobson radical of S 21s being the intersection of 
annihilators of all G-equivariant left-S-modules. We show that it coincides with the classical 
Jacobson radical of S. We also investigate the analogs of prime and maximal ideals in 
this setting and we prove structure theorems for them. For left-noetherian rings S we 
investigate the analogs of primary and tertiary G-invariant submodules of a G-equivariant 
left-S-module and we prove structure theorems for them.
(A l.l)  DEFINITION (The Twisted Group Algebra). The twisted group algebra of G 
with coefficients in S, denoted by !T~S[G] is an S-algebra defined as follows:
-As a left-S-module, T'SfG] is the free S-module on the set G, i.e. every element of 
x E jTS[G] can be written in a unique way as
x  =  ^  sg • g , for some sg E S and g E G. (A l.l)
-If <7i, 5 2 6  G, and «i, s2 €  S, then the product of -gi E T'SfG] with s2-g2 E !T~S[G] 
is taken to be
(«i • 0 i ) ( « 2  • 0 2 ) =  (*icffl (s2)) • (0 1 0 2 ). (A1.2)
The product of two arbitrary elements of T'SfG] is obtained by extending rule (A1.2) to 
!r~S[G] by linearity.
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One can easily check that r~5[G] is an associative ring with unity I 5  -e, where e is the 
identity element o f the group G. Moreover, T~S[G\ is both a left and right 5-module, and 
an 5-S-bimodule. The ring 5  can be identified with a subring of T~5[G] via the injection
5  — ► rS [G ], s h— ► a ■ e.
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With this identification, T'SfG] becomes an 5 -algebra. It is clear that T~5[G] is also an 
f?-algebra, where the action of r £ R  on s • g £  T~5[G] is given by
(r, 3 • g) — ► (r(s • g)) =  (rs) • g. (Al.3)
The action of r £  R  on T~5[G] is obtained by extending rule (Al.3) to T~S[G] by linearity.
(A1 .2 ) EXAMPLE. If G acts trivially on 5 , then T~5[G] is exactly 5[G], the group 
algebra of G with coefficients in 5.
(Al.3) DEFINITION (G-Equivariant Left-5-Modules).
A left-5-module M  is called G-equivariant, if G acts on M  by f2-linear automorphisms 
in such a way that the actions of G on 5  and respectively M  are compatible. By the 
compatibily condition, we mean that if g G G, s G 5  and m 6  M , and if we denote the 
action of g on m by cff(mO, then
C g (sm ) =  cg(s)cg(m).
One can similarly define the notion of a G-equivariant right-5-module.
(Al.4) EXAMPLE. 5  is an G-equivariant left (and right) 5-module over itself.
(A1.5) EXAMPLE. For g £ G, define Cg €  Autfl(2T“5[G])by
Cg(s • 9i) =  cg(s) • (0 0 i)> for all s 6  5, and 51 6  G.
One can easily check that the assignment
g $ G  1— ► Cg £ Autfl(2r"5[G])
defines an action of G on T~5[G] by ii-linear unitary ring automorphisms. With this action, 
Tr”5[G], as a left (right) 5-module, becomes a G-equivariant left (right) 5-module.
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(A1.6) PROPOSITION.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between G-equivariant left-S-modules, and left 
T~S [G] -modules.
PROOF. Let Af be a G-equivariant left-S-module. Then Af becomes a left-Tr~S[G]- 
module as follows; if s € S, g £ G, and m £  Af, let
(s • g , m) i— ► scg(m). (A1.4)
Rule (Al.4) can be extended by linearity to a pairing
r S [G ]  x Af — ► Af.
One can easily check that Af is a left-T~S[G]-module via this pairing.
Conversely, let Af be a left-Tr“S[G]-module. Since T'S[G] is an S-algebra, Af is a 
left-S-module. For g G G, and m € Af, let cg(m) =  (Is  • g)m. One can easily check 
that Af becomes a G-equivariant left-S-module. Moreover, it is clear that the above two 
correspondences are inverses. A
The above correspondence can be rephrased as follows. Let G-S-Mod, be the category 
whose objects are the G-equivariant left-S-modules. The morphisms in G-S-Mod are the 
morphisms of left-S-modules which commute with the action of G  in the obvious sense. 
Then proposition (A1.6) asserts that there exists an equivalence of categories between G- 
S-Mod and T~S[G]-Mod. Throughout this section, we work with G-S-Mod although, due 
to proposition (A 1.6 ), we might as well work with the category T~S[G].
Let Af G G-S-Mod. Notice that a submodule N  of Af is G-equivariant if and only if it 
is G-invariant. Let N  be a submodule of M . For g 6  G, the submodule cg(N) is denoted 
by 9N. The submodule denoted by eq(iV). Notice that eq(iV) is the largest
G-invariant submodule of Af contained in N.  Let (N)a =  ^2geC9N. Notice that (N)a is 
the smallest G-invariant submodule of Af containing N.
(A1.7) DEFINITION (Simple G-Equivariant Left-S-Modules). A G-equivariant left- 
S-module Af is called simple if Af 0 and the only G-invariant submodules of Af are zero 
and Af.
Notice that a G-equivariant simple left-S-module is just a simple left-T~S[G]-module 
(via the correspondence from proposition (A l.6 )).
We show that the intersection of annihilators of all simple G-equivariant left-S-modules 
is the classical Jacobson radical Jac(S) of S. We need some preliminary results.
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(A1.8) DEFINITION. Two ideals I  and J  of 5  are called coprime if I  +  J =  S.
(A1.9) LEMMA.
Let Ii, I2> —i In and J be ideals o f S. If Ii and J are coprime for every i E 
{1, 2, ..., n}, then n"=i Ii o.nd J are coprime.
PROOF. See [T4], lemma (55.2), p. 514. A
Let m be a maximal ideal of 5  and let g EG. Notice that %i is a maximal ideal of S 
as well.
(A1.10) LEMMA.
Let m and n be two maximal ideals of S which are not conjugate of one another by an 
element o fG.  Then eq(m) and eq(n) are coprime.
PROOF. Since m and % are coprime for every g E G, it follows, by lemma (Al.9), 
that m and eq(n) are coprime. Since eq(n) is G-invariant, it follows that eq(n) and %i 
are coprime for every g E G. From lemma (Al.9) we conclude that eq(n) and eq(m) axe 
coprime. A
(A l.l l )  THEOREM (Annihilators of Simple G-Equivariant Left-S-Modules).
(1) Let m be a maximal ideal o f  S. Then there exists a simple G-equivariant left-S - 
module M , such that Anns(M)  =  eq(m).
(2) Let M  be a simple G-equivariant left-S-module. Then M  is finitely generated.
(3) Let M  be a simple G-equivariant left-S-module. Then Jac(S) C Anns(M ).
(4) Let S be a commutative ring and let M  be a simple G-equivariant S-module. Then 
Anns(M ) =  eq(m) for some maximal ideal m of S.
PROOF. (1) Notice that 5/eq(m ) is a G-equivariant Ieft-S-module. However, S/eq(m) 
is a ring as well. From Zorn’s lemma, it follows that the ring S/eq(rn) has a maximal G- 
equivariant left ideal I. Let
It is clear that M  is a simple G-equivariant left-S-module. Moreover, notice that eq(m) C 
Anns(Af). We show that eq(m) =  Anns(M).  Indeed, let n be a maximal ideal containing 
Anns(M ). Since Anns(M ) is G-invariant it follows that Aim s(M ) C eq(n). Hence
eq(m) C Anns(M ) C eq(n). (A1.5)
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It follows, by lemma (A1.10), that m and n are conjugate of one another by an element of 
G. Hence eq(m) =  eq(n). From formula (Al.5) it follows that Anns(Af) =  eq(m).
(2) Choose x  ^  0, x £  Af. Then the submodule {x)a =  YhgeG^ ' cg(x ) M  is 
G-invariant and non-zero. From the G-equivariant simplicity of M  we conclude that Af =  
(x)q . Hence, M  is finitely generated.
(3) Since Af is finitely generated, it follows, by Nakayama lemma, that Jac(S) • M  
is a proper submodule of Af. Since Jac(S) is G-invariant, it follows that Jac(S) ■ Af is 
a proper G-invariant submodule of Af. Since Af is simple G-equivariant it follows that 
Jac(S) • Af =  0.
(4) Since M  is finitely generated, it follows, by Zorn’s lemma, that M  has a maximal 
submodule N.  Since M/N  is simple and S is commutative, it follows that Anns (M/N) =  m 
for some maximal ideal m of 5 . Then Anns (M/9N) =  9m. Notice that eq(iV) is a proper 
G-invariant submodule of Af. Since Af is simple G-equivariant, it follows that eq(iV) =  0. 
Hence
Anns(Af) =  Anns(Af/eq(iV)) =  Q  Anns(M/9N ) =  p| %! =  eq(m). A
ff€G  G
(A1.12) DEFINITION (The G-Equivariant Left Jacobson Radical of 5 ). The G- 
equivariant left Jacobson radical of S is defined as the intersection of annihilators of all 
simple G-equivariant left-S-modules. According to theorem (A l.ll)  this coincides with the 
Jacobson radical Jac(S) of the ring S. We conclude that if we define similarly the G- 
equivariant right Jacobson radical of S as the intersection of the annihilators of all simple 
G-equivariant right-S-modules, then the two G-equivariant Jacobson radicals are equal and 
they are also equal to Jac(S).
We now investigate the equivariant chain conditions.
(A1.13) G-EQUIVARIANT CHAIN CONDITIONS.
(1) A G-equivariant left-S-module Af is called G-equivariantly left-noetherian (respec­
tively G-equivariantly left-artinian) if M  satisfies the ascending (descending) chain condi­
tion on the set of all G-invariant submodules of M.
(2) The ring S is called G-equivariantly left-noetherian (G-equivariantly left-artinian) 
if S is G-equivariantly left-noetherian (G-equivariantly left-artinian) as a module over itself.
(3) The ring S is called G-equivariantly noetherian (respectively G-equivariantly ar­
tinian) if S satisfies the ascending (descending) chain condition on the set of all G-invariant
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ideals of S.
Let SG be the set of all G-invariant elements of S. Notice that SG is an i?-algebra. 
For M  a G-equivariant left-S-module, let M G be the set of all G-invariant elements of M. 
Then M G is a left-SG-module. We have the following result due to Fisher.
(A1.14) THEOREM ([F])
(1) A G-equivariant left-S-module M  is G-equivariantly left-noetherian (respectively 
G-equivariantly left-artinian) if and only if M  is left-noetherian (respectively left-artinian). 
The ring S is G-equivariantly noetherian (artinian) if and only ifS  is noetherian (artinian).
(2) Assume that |G| is invertible in S. Let M  be a G-equivariant left-noetherian (left- 
artinian) S-module. Then M G is a left-noetherian (left-artinian) SG-module.
We now investigate the G-maximal and and G-prime ideals of the ring S.
(Al.15) DEFINITION.
(1) An ideal I  of S is called G-maximal if /  is a maximal proper G-invariant ideal of
S.
(2) An ideal P  of S is called G-prime if P  is a proper G-invariant ideal of S which 
satisfies the following property:
-whenever I  and J are two G-invariant ideals of 5  such that I  ■ J C P, then I  C P  or 
J C P .
(Al.16) DEFINITION. (G-Simple and G-Prime Rings). The ring S is called G-simple 
if the ideal 0 is G-maximal. The ring S is called G-prime if the ideal 0 is G-prime. When 
S is commutative and G-simple, we refer to S as being a G-field. When S is commutative 
and G-prime we refer to 5  as being a G-domain.
(Al.17) THEOREM (The Structure of G-Maximal Ideals of S).
An ideal I  of S is G-maximal if and only if I  — eq(m) for some m E Max 5.
PROOF. Assume that I  is G-maximal. Choose m E Max S, such that I  C m . Since I  is 
G-invariant, it follows that I  =  9I  C for all g E G. In particular, I  C =  eq(m).
Since eq(m) is a proper ideal of S which is G-invariant, it follows, from the maximality of 
I, that I  =  eq(m).
Conversely, assume that m E Max S. Let I  be a proper G-invariant ideal of 5  contain­
ing eq(m). We show that I  =  eq(m). Let n be a maximal ideal of S containing I. Since I
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is G-invariant, it follows that I  C eq(n). Hence
eq(m) Q I C  eq(n). (A1.6)
It follows, by lemma (Al.10), that m and n are conjugate of one another by an element of 
G. Hence eq(m) =  eq(n). Prom formula (A1.6) it follows that eq(m) =  I. A
Let I  be an ideal of S. Let
StabG(I) =  {g  £ G \ 3I  =  I } . (A1.7)
Notice that StabG (I) acts on S/I by i2-iinear automorphisms.
(Al.18) THEOREM (The Structure of G-Simple Rings).
Assume that S is a G-simple ring. Let m 6  Max S. Then eq(m) =  0. In particular, 
the only maximal ideals of S are %i for g 6  G. Moreover, for g € G, let S ' =  S/%n. Then
(1) The rings S'g are simple, and S'gi =  S'g2, for all gi, g  ^ 6  G.
(4) If S is commutative then the rings S' are fields for all g 6  G. Moreover, if we 
denote the kernel o f the action o/StabG(m) on S ' =  S /m  by K(m),  then S ' is a Galois 
extension of (S ')Stabo^m  ^ =  Sc  with Galois group StabG(m)/ K (m ).
that eq(m) =  0. It follows, by lemma (Al.10), that the only maximal ideals of S are the 
ideals sm, for g G G.
(1) Let g S G. It is clear that S ' is a simple ring. Let <71, g% 6  G. The i?-linear
(V
s *  n  s 's-ff€G/StabG(m)
(3) SG ^  (5 ')S ta b G(m) _  ( S / m ) Stabo (m)
PROOF. Let m be a maximal ideal of S. Since the ideal 0  of S is G-maximal it follows
-^+ S/93m =  S ' 2
whose kernel is exactly 9lm. We conclude that induces an isomorphism from Sgj to
(2) Notice that
eq(m) =  Q  %i =  Q  3m.
j€ G /S tab G(m)
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Moreover, if
5 iStab0 (m) ^  5 2StabG(m),
then 9lm 92m. Since %i are maximal ideals it follows immediately that
91 m  4- 93 m =  S, whenever </iStabG (m) ^2Stabc  (m ).
It follows easily that
5  =
5 5
n  neq(m) f l 96<3/Stab0 (m ) 9m 9€G /S tabG(m) 9S G /S tabG(m)
(3) Follows immediately from (2).
(4) See proposition (7.2) [Lei]. A
We now investigate the G-equivariant prime ideals of S.
(A1.19) PROPOSITION.
(1) Let P  be a G-invariant ideal of S. Then P  is G-prime if and only if, whenever I  
and J are ideals o f S such that I  - 9J C P  for all g EG , then I  C P  or J C P.
(2) Assume that S is commutative, and let P  be a G-invariant ideal o f S. Then P  is 
G-prime if and only if, whenever a, b E S are such that a • cg(b) E P  for all g E G, then 
a E P  or b £ P.
PROOF. (1) Assume first that P  is G-prime, and let I  and J be two ideals of 5  such 
that I  ■9J  C P  for all g E G. Since P  is G-invariant, the above condition is obviously 
equivalent to 9lI  • 92J C P  for all g\, g^E G. Then
Since P  is G-prime, it follows that (I )a C P  or (J)a C P. Since I  C (I ) 0  and J C (J)a , 
it follows that I  C P  or J C P.
of 5  with I  ■ 9J C P  for all g E G, then /  C P  or J C P. Let I  and J  be two G-invariant 
ideals of 5  such that I  ■ J C P. Since J is G-invariant, it follows that 9J =  J  for all g E G. 
In particular, I  • 9J  =  /  • J C P  for all g E G. But then I  C P  or J C P.  This shows that 
P  is G-prime.
< o « - ( A , « ( ! > ) • ( £ ' J) *  E  3'i  ^ z p -g&G g£G  gi ,9j SG
Conversely, assume that P is a  G-invariant ideal such that, whenever I  and J axe ideals
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(2) Assume that S is commutative. Let P  be a G-prime ideal o f S. Let a and b be 
two elements of 5  such that a • cg(b) £ P  for all g £ G. This implies that
(5a) • 9{Sb) =  (Sa) • S ( c » )  =  S(a ■ cg(b)) C P  for all g £  G.
Prom (1), it follows that Sa C P  or SbC P. Hence a £ P  or b £ P.
Conversely, assume that P  is a G-invariant ideal which has the property that, whenever 
a, b £ S are such that a • cg(b) £ P  for all g £ G, then a £ P  or b £ P.  Let I  and J be two 
ideals of S such that I  ■ 9J C P  for all g £  G. Assume that I  £  P. We show that J C P .  
Indeed, let a G J — P  and let b £ J. Notice that a • cg(b) £ I  - 9J C P  for all g £ G .  Since 
a £  P,  it follows that b £ P.  Since b was arbitrary in J, it follows that J C P .  A
(A1.20) PROPOSITION ([Lei]).
Let S be a G-domain. Then
(1) The non-zero invariant elements o f S are not zero divisors. In particular, SG is 
an integral domain.
(2) S contains no non-zero nilpotent elements.
(3) S can be written as a finite product fj"=i 5,- of rings Si such that the 5,- are all 
isomorphic, and no Si contains a non-trivial idempotent.
(4) IfG i is the subgroup o fG  taking the ring Si above to itself, thenS\ is aGi-domain, 
and the ring SGl of Gi-invariant elements o f Si is isomorphic to SG.
(5) Every element in Si satisfies a monic polynomial with coefficients in SGl (and the 
same applies to S and SG).
(6) If SGl — SG is a field and K  is the kernel of the action o fG i  on Si, then Si is a
Galois extension of SGl with Galois group G ifK .
PROOF. See [Lei], proposition (7.2). A  
(A 1 .2 1 ) PROPOSITION.
Let S be a G-domain. Then S is a G-field if and only if SG is a field.
PROOF. Assume that 5  is a G-field. It follows, by theorem (Al.18), that SG is a field.
Conversely, assume that SG is a field. Let I  be a proper G-invariant ideal of S. Since 
I  is proper and SG is a field, it follows that I G =  0. We show that 7 =  0. Assume that 
this is not the case and let x  £  I .  Let F  £ S G[A] be the polynomial
|G|
F ( X )  =  n  ( x  -  * ( * ) )  = X * *  +
sr€G i= l
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Since a,- E I G =  0, it follows that F (X )  =  X^GK However, x  is a root of F (X ) .  Since S is 
a G-domain, from proposition (Al.20) (2) it follows that x  =  0. A
(Al.22) THEOREM (The Structure of G-Prime Ideals of S).
(1) Assume that P  is a prime ideal o f S. Then the ideal eq(P) is G-prime.
(2) Assume that S is commutative or S is left-noetherian. Then every G-prime ideal 
of S is o f the form  eq(P) for some prime ideal P  o f S.
(3) Let P  and Q be two prime ideals o f the ring S. Then eq(P) =  eq(Q) if and only 
if P  — K} for some g E G .
PROOF. (1) Let P  be a prime ideal of 5 , and let I  and J be two G-invariant ideals of 
5  such that I ■ J  C eq(P). Since eq(P) C P, it follows that I - J  C P. Since P  is prime, we 
conclude that I  C P  or J C P. Assume, for example, that I  C P. Since I  is G-invariant, it 
follows that I  =  9I  C gP  for all g E G. In particular, I  C HgeG 9P  =  eq(-P)- Hence eq(P) 
is G-prime.
(2) CASE 1 . Assume that S is commutative. Let I  be a G-prime ideal o f 5 . We show 
that the ideal 0  of the G-domain S/I is eq(P) for some prime ideal P  oi S/I. Hence, we 
assume that S is a G-domain . Let U =  SG — { 0 } . It is clear that U is a multiplicative 
subset of S. Moreover, from proposition (Al.20) (1), we know that U does not contain any 
zero divisors. In particular, the canonical map
j  : S — > U~lS
is injective. Notice that since U C SG, it follows that G acts on f7-1S by P-linear ring 
automorphism and j  is a G-map. Notice also that U~lS is a G-domain with the property 
that every non-zero element in (U~lS)G is invertible. From proposition (A l.2 1 ), it follows 
that U~lS is a G-field. Since the ideal 0 of U~lS is G-maximal, it follows, by theorem 
(A1.17), that 0 =  eq(m) for some maximal ideal m of U~lS. It is known that every maximal 
ideal of U~lS is of the form P  • U~lS for some prime ideal P  of S. Let P  be a prime ideal 
of S such that m =  P  • G_ 15. Then, since U C S G, it follows that %i =  9P  • U~lS. In 
particular,
0  =  eq(m) =  f )  BP  • U~lS =  (  f|  aP )  • U~lS =  eq(P) • G_ 1S,
where the third equality above follows from the injectivity of j .  Finally, since j  is injective 
and 0 =  eq(P) • G - 15, it follows that eq(P) =  0.
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CASE 2. Assume that 5  is left-noetherian. Let I  be a G-prime ideal of S. Replace S 
with the G-prime ring S/I. We show that 0 =  eq(P) for some P  prime ideal of S. Since S 
is left-noetherian, it follows that Ass(S) ^  0. Let P  G Ass(S), and choose a non-zero left 
ideal N  of S such that Axm(Nr) =  P  for all 0 ^  N 1 C IV. In particular, P  • N  =  0. If we 
multiply this relation with an arbitrary element x G S, we conclude that
P  • (N x ) =  0, for all x  G S. (A1.8)
Let
J =  N  ■ S
Notice that J  is an ideal of S. Moreover, since every element y G J is of the form y =  
I3i=i nix i-> f°r some n,- G N  and X; G S, it follows easily, from relation (A1.8), that P-J =  0. 
Since eq(P) C P, it follows that eq(P) -7  =  0. Now eq(P) is invariant, hence
0 =  =  s(eq(P) - J ) = s (eq(P)) • 3J =  eq(P) • gJ, for all g G G.
Since 0 is a G-prime ideal and 0 ^  N  C 7, it follows, from proposition (Al.19) (1), that 
eq(P) =  0.
(3) It is clear that if P  =  3Q for some g G G, then eq(P) =  eq(Q). Conversely assume 
that eq(P) =  eq(Q). Since
U * P G f ) gP  =  eq(P) =  eq(Q) C Q, 
ff€G
and Q is prime, it follows that 91P  C Q  for some g\ G G. If we interchange P  and Q, we 
obtain that C P  for some 52 € G. Hence
9iP C Q  C ff3_IP.
It is enough to show that ff:P  =  P, or ff3fflP  =  P. Let 5  =  52^1* and assume that the 
order of g in G is fc. Since 9P  C P , it follows that
p  =  9"p c  ff‘ _,p  C ... C 9P  C P.
From the above chain of containments, it follows that 9’P  =  9‘ P  for all s G Z. Hence 
9P  =  P. A
For our next couple of results we need the following fact from Galois theory.
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(Al.23) LEMMA.
Assume that F  is a field and G is a finite group acting on F  by field automorphisms 
(not necessarily effectively). Let K  be the kernel o f the action o fG  on F . Then
(1) F  is a Galois extension of the field F G with Galois group G/K.
(2) Let T rG =  { £ gGG9 • a \ a £ F }. Then
T ra  =  \K\ • F g .
In particular, the trace map
tr : F  — ► F g , tr(a) =  ^  g • a,
g£G
is onto if and only if char F  does not divide the order of K . Otherwise, the trace map is 
identically zero.
PROOF. See [K], exercise 1, p. 44. A
Let 5  be a commutative ring and let /  be am ideal of S. Let K (I )  be the kernel of the 
action of Stabc(I) on the ring S/I.
(A1.24) PROPOSITION.
Let S be a G-field and let m be a maximal ideal o f S. The trace map 
tr : S — ► SG a i— ► tr(a) =  ^  cg(a)
g&G
is onto if and only if the characteristic o f the field S/m does not divide the order of K(m).  
If this condition is not fulfilled then the map tr is identically zero.
PROOF. Since SG is a field it follows that tr is either onto or identically zero. It is 
clear that tr is surjective if and only if the i?[G]-algebra S is projective. From proposition
(9.1.10), it follows that tr is onto if and only if the i2[Stabc(»7i)]-algebra S/m is projective. 
This last condition is equivalent to the fact that the trace map
tr : S/m — ► (S /m )Stab<3^  fr(a) =  ^  c? (a)
gGStabo(m)
is onto. Now the assertion of the proposition follows from theorem (A1.18) (4) and lemma 
(Al.23). A
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Let S be a G-domain. Suppose that 0 =  eq(p) for some prime ideal p of S (see theorem 
(.41.22) (2)). Then the trace map
tr : 5  — ► SG tr{a) =  ^  cff(a)
ffgG
is identically zero if and only if the characteristic o f the domain S/p divides the order of 
K{p).
PROOF. Let U =  SG — {0 }. By proposition (Al.20) (2) we know that U does not 
contain zero divisors. It is easy to see that U~lS is a G-field. Moreover, the ideal U~lp =  
p • U~l (S) is maximal in U~l ip). Notice that the subgroup Stabc({7- 1p) is Stabc(p) and 
that the kernel of the action of Stabc(p) on U~1(S/p) coincides with K{p).  Moreover, the 
trace of G on S is identically zero if and only if the trace of G on U~1S is identically zero. 
Now the result follows from proposition (A1.24). A
We now investigate the G-tertiary and the G-primary submodules of a G-equivariant 
left-S-module.
(Al.26) DEFINITION. Assume that S is a left-noetherian ring and let M  be a G- 
equivariant left-S-module. An ideal I  of S is called G-associated to M  if there exists a non­
zero G-invariant submodule N  of M  such that I  =  Aim(N') for all non-zero G-invariant 
submodules N 1 of N.
Notice that if I  is G-associated to M , then I  must be G-invariant.
(A1.27) PROPOSITION.
If I  is G-associated to M , then I  is G-prime.
PROOF. Assume that 7i, J? are two G-invariant ideals of S such that Ji ■ Ji C P, 
but Ji % P . Choose N  a non-zero G-invariant submodule of M  such Ann(/V7) =  / ,  for all 
Q ^ N ' C N  with N ' G-invariant. Since J-i % / ,  and I  — Ann(lV), it follows that J2 • N  ^  0. 
Since J2 • N  is a G-invariant submodule of N  and J\ • J2 C I  =  Ann(lV), it follows that 
Ji C Ann( J2 • N)  =  I. This shows that I  is G-prime. A
Let Assg (M )  be the set of all G-prime ideals associated to M. Notice that, since S was 
assumed left-noetherian, the set of annihilators of non-zero G-invariant submodules of M  
has maximal elements. In particular, if Af is non-zero, then Assc(Af) ^  0. We investigate 
the relationship between A s s g ( M )  and Ass(M)  (See [St], p. 160-162 for the properties of 
Ass).
(A1.25) PROPOSITION.
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Recall that an 5-module N  is called cotertiary if Ass(iV) has only one member. If 
Ass(IV) =  { P }  we refer to IV as being P-cotertiary. In this case, we denote P  by ass(iV). 
Now if M  is an 5-module and P  G Ass(Af) then it follows easily that M  has a P-cotertiary 
submodule N. We begin with the following lemma.
(A1.28) LEMMA.
Let S be a left-noetherian ring and let M  be a left-S-module. Assume that Pi, ..., Pn 
are distinct ideals in Ass(Af). Let N\, ..., Nn be cotertiary submodules of M  such that 
ass(iV,-) =  P{. Let
n
N =  Y . N-
1 = 1
Then the above sum is direct and Ass(JV) =  {P,- | t =  1 , ..., n }.
PROOF. Let n =  2. If Ni fl N2 ^  0, then
Ass (Ni n  n 2) c  Ass(iVi) n Ass(n 2) =  {P i }  n {P 2}  =  0.
Hence Ni fl 1V2 =  0. It follows that
Ass(iV) =  Ass(lV1 © 1V2) =  Ass(Ari) U Ass(iV2) =  {P i, P2}.
The general case follows easily by induction on n. A
(A1.29) THEOREM.
Let S be a left-noetherian ring and let M  be a G-equivariant left-S-module. Then
Assg(M ) =  (eq(P) | P  G Ass(Af)}.
PROOF. Let I  G AssG(Af). Choose a non-zero G-invariant submodule N  of M  such 
that I  =  Ann(Nr) whenever N' is a non-zero G-invariant submodule of N.  Since IV ^  0, it 
follows that Ass(IV) ^  0. Choose P  G Ass(iV), and let N\ be a submodule of N  such that 
P  =  Ann(iVi). It is clear that 9P  =  Ann(ffiVi) for all g G G. Hence
Ann((iV1)G) =  A n n (5 3  9N i) =  f|  A n n ^ )  =  f )  *P =  eq(P).
ff€G g€G
On the other hand, since Ni C N  and N  is G-invariant, it follows that 9Ni C 9N  =  N  for 
all g G G. In particular, (Ni)a is a non-zero G-invariant submodule of N. We conclude 
that I  =  Ann((Ari)G) =  eq(P). Hence
Assc (M ) C (eq(P) | P  G A ss(M )}. (Al.9)
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Conversely, let P  £  Ass(M). We construct a non-zero G-invariant submodule N  of M  such 
that
Ass(iV) =  { 9P  | g £  G }. (A1.10)
We distinguish 2 cases.
CASE I. Assume that Stab<s(P) =  G.
Let L i be a P-cotertiary submodule of M . Since P  is G-invariant, it follows that 
ass(sLi) =  P  for all g e  G. Let n =  |G| and suppose that G =  {ffi, ..., <7„ } .  Assume that 
e =  gi. Let
W i )  =  {(*, i)  I *Xx n « L 1 =  0}
Assume first that A«j(Xx) 7^  0. Up to conjugation we may assume that (1 , k) £ Xo(Li). 
Since Lx H fffcXx =  0 , we conclude that if
L'x=Li +  *kXi,
then the above sum is direct; hence Ass(L[) =  Ass(Xx) U Ass(fflXx) =  {P } .  Notice that if 
(i, j ) £  X i (Lx) then 0 ^  9iL\ D 9iL\ C 3iL[ fl 9iL[. Moreover, 0 ^  3kLi C eL[ fl 9kL\. It 
follows that IAJxCLx)! <  |Ab(Lx)|- Repeating this argument finitely many times we end up 
with a P-cotertiary submodule X2 such that 9Li fl fcX2 ^  0 for all g, h £ G. Of course, if 
Xz(Lx) was empty then we can set L2 =  Lx- 
We do one more step. Let
Xz(X2) =  {(*, j,  k) I ff>X 2 n  *X 2 n  S*X3 =  0 }.
Assume first that X^{L^) ^  0. Up to conjugation, we may assume that (1 , j, k) £ X^Li). 
Let
L2 =  X-2 +  ff;X 2 H 9kLi.
The above sum is direct, therefore
Ass(X^) =  Ass(L2) +  Ass(ff'X 2 fl =  {P }
(because ffjX2 D fffcX2 is a non-zero submodule of ffiX2; hence it is P-cotertiary). Notice that 
if (*1 . Jii £1) £  * 3 (X2) then
0 #  ff*>x2 n ^ x 2 n ffkX 2 c  9i*L'2 n 9» l '2 n 9k'L'2
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and
o ±  9iL2 n « i 2 QL'2n 9iL'2 n 9>l'2.
Hence ^ ( .L j) !  < \Xz{Lz)\- After finitely many steps we end up with a P-cotertiary 
submodule Lz such that Xz(Lz) =  0 .
Now it is clear that by iterating this argument we end up with a P-cotertiary submodule 
Ln of M  such that
n
Xn(Ln) =  {(*!, in) | f l  «iL * =  0} =  0.
3=1
This submodule has the property that eq(Ln) =  DffgG 9Ln ^  0. Let N  =  eq(Ln). Then N  
is a non-zero G-invariant submodule of M  which satisfies equation (Al.10).
CASE II. Assume that H  =  Stabc(P) <  G.
It follows, by case I, that M  has a submodule L which is P-invariant and P-cotertiary. 
Hence 9L is ffP-cotertiary. It follows, by lemma (Al.28), that if we let
1V =  £  »L,
g£G/H
then Ass(iV) =  { 9P  \ g £  G }. It is clear that N  is G-invariant. Hence N  satisfies equation 
(Al.10).
Let now N  be a G-invariant submodule of M  satisfying equation (Al.10). We show 
that A s s g ( N )  =  (eq(P )}. Indeed, let eq(Q) (see theorem (A 1 .2 2 )) be a G-associated ideal 
of N. Let N\ be a G-invariant submodule of N  such that Ann(iV() =  eq(Q) for all non-zero 
G-invariant submodules N[ of N. It is clear that Ass(iVi) C Ass(N) =  { 9P  | g £  G }, and 
since Ni is non-zero and G-invariant, it follows that
Ass(iVi) =  { 9P  | g £ G }.
Since eq(Q) £ Assg(Wi) it follows, by containment (A1.9), that eq(Q) =  eq(P). Since P  
was arbitrary in Ass(M), it follows that
(eq(P ) | P  £  Ass(Af)} C Assg {M).  A
We record the following properties of Assg*
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(A1.30) PROPOSITION.
Let S be a left-noetherian ring. (1) IfQ — ► L — ► M  — ► N  — ► 0 is an exact sequence 
in G-S-Mod then
Assg (L) Q Assg (M)  C Assg(L) U Assg(AT).
(2) If are G-equivariant left-S-modules then
Ass ( © M f) = ( J A ssg(M;). 
ier ier
(3) If I  is a G-prime ideal o f S, then Assc(S/I)  =  { / } .
PROOF. The above relations follow immediately from the classical properties of Ass 
via theorems (Al.29) and (Al.22). A
(A1.31) DEFINITION. A G-equivariant left-S-module M  is called G-cotertiary, if 
Assg ( M )  has only one member. When A s s g ( M )  =  {eq (P )} we denote eq(P) by ass(M). 
We sometimes refer to M  as being eq(P)-G-cotertiary. If M  is a G-equivariant left-S- 
module and AT is a G-invariant submodule of M , then N  is called G-tertiary in M  if M/N  
is G-cotertiary. If ass(M/N) =  eq(P) we refer to N  as being eq(P)-G-tertiary in M .
(A1.32) PROPOSITION.
Let S be a left-noetherian ring and let M  be a G-equivariant left-S-module. Let I  be 
a G-prime ideal o f S . Let (iV,),gr be a family o f I-G-tertiary submodules in M . Then 
flier N, is I-G-tertiary in M  as well.
(A1.33) THEOREM (Characterization Theorem for G-Cotertiary Modules).
Let S be a left-noetherian ring and let M  be a G-equivariant left-S-module. Let P  be 
prime ideal o f S and let I  =  eq(P). Then M  is I-G-cotertiary if and only if
Ass(M) =  { gP  | g 6  G }.
PROOF. Immediate consequence of theorem (Al.29). A
(A 1.34) THEOREM (Characterization Theorem for G-Tertiary Submodules in M ).
Let S be a left-noetherian ring and let M  be a G-equivariant left-S-module. Let P  be 
a prime ideal of S. Denote eq(P) by I. Then
(1) Let N  be a G-invariant submodule of M . Then N  is I-G-tertiary in M  if and only
if
Ass {M/N) = { < > P \ g e  G }.
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(8) Let N 1 be a P-tertiary submodule in M .  Then eq(N') is an I-G-tertiary submodule 
in M .
(3) Assume that M  is finitely generated, and suppose that N  is an I-G-tertiary sub­
module in M . Then there exists a P-tertiary submodule N ' in M  such that N  =  eq[N'). 
Moreover, if we let
StabG(P) =  {>  <= G | ffP  =  P } ,  
then N ' can be chosen such that N 1 is StabG(P) -invariant.
PROOF. (1) Follows immediately from theorem (A1.29).
(2) We know that Ass {M/N') — {P } . It follows immediately that Ass(M/9N') =  { ffP } 
for ail g £  G. From the canonical injection
M  M  xyv M
it follows that
Ass(M /eqfN')) C A s s ( ©  =  (J Ass{ M / W )  =  { gP  \ g € G}.  (Al . ll )
Since M/eq(N') is G-equivariant, it follows that Ass(M /eq(Ar'))  is invariant under the 
action of G. In particular, containment (A l.l l )  is, in fact, an equality. From (1), we 
conclude that eq(iV') is an eq(P)-G-tertiary submodule in M .
(3) Assume that N  is an eq(P)-G-tertiary submodule in M . From (1) it follows that
Ass (M/N) =  { ° P \ g e  G }.
Let H  =  StabG(P). Since M  is finitely generated, it follows, from the classical tertiary 
decomposition theorem, that
n k»
gHGG/H
where Ngn is a ffP-tertiary submodule in M , for all gH  £ G/H. Let
n ' =  n  (^ i -12)
g£G
Since N  is G-invariant and N  C N9h for all g £ G, it follows that N  C N'. Moreover, 
since N3h is sP-tertiary in M , it follows that 9~xNgn is P-terticiry in M  for all g £ G.
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Since intersections of P-tertiary submodules in M  are P-tertiary, it follows that N'  is P - 
tertiary in M.  Prom formula (A1.12), it follows immediately that N'  is if-invariant. We 
show that N =  eq(N 1). We know that N  C N'. Since N  is G-invariant, it follows that 
Ar C eq(N'). On the other hand, for g £ G, 9N'  C Ng[j (see formula (A1.12)). Hence 
eq(iV') C ( ]gHeG/H NgH =  N.  Therefore N  =  eq(iNT'). A
(A1.35) THEOREM (The G-Tertiary Decomposition Theorem).
Let S be a left-noetherian ring and let M  be a finitely generated G-equivariant left-S- 
module. Let N  be a G-invariant submodule of M . Assume that
Assg{M/N) =  {eq(P;) | i =  1 , ..., n}.
Then N  can be written as an intersection
N  =  Li n . . . n L n
such that:
(1) The submodules Li are eq (Pi)-G-tertiary in M .
(2) The decomposition is irredundant.
(3) The submodule Li can be written as Li =  eq(£/•) for some Pi-tertiary submodule
L\ in M  which is Staba (P{)-invariant.
If N  =  N in . . .n N m is another tertiary decomposition with the properties (l)-(3 ) above 
then m =  n and
{ass(M /L {)}  =  {ass(M/Ni) } .
PROOF. Obvious consequence of the classical tertiary decomposition theorem and 
theorem (A1.34). A
(A1.36) DEFINITION. Let I  be a G-prime ideal of S. A G-equivariant left-S-module 
M  is called I-G-coprimary if Af is J-G-cotertiary and I n C Ann(Af) for some n > 1. If
Af is a G-equivariant left-S-module and N  is a G-invariant submodule of M , then N  is
I-G-primary in M  if M/N  is /-G-coprimary.
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(Al.37) THEOREM.
Let S be commutative noetherian ring. Let P  be a prime ideal of S and let I  =  eq(P). 
Let M  be a finitely generated G-equivariant S-module. Then:
(1) The module M  is I-G-cotertiary if and only if it is I-G-coprimary. In particular, 
M  is I-G-coprimary if and only if
Ass (Af) =  { s p \ g e  G }.
(2) A G-invariant submodule N  of M  is I-G-primary in M  if and only if
Ass (M/N) =  { ° P \ g e  G }.
(3) (The structure of G-primary submodules in M ).
Let N' be a P-primary submodule in M . Then eq(N') is an I-G-primary submodule 
in M . Conversely, every I-G-primary submodule N  in M  is o f the form eq(N1) for some 
P-primary submodule N' o f M . The submodule N ' above can be choosen to be StabG(P )- 
invariant.
(4) (The G-primary decomposition property).
LetN be a G-invariant submodule o fM .  Let A s s g ( M / N )  =  (eq(P,) | i =  1, 2, n }.
Then N  can be written as an intersection
N  =  L i D . . . n L n
such that:
(4-1) Li are eq{Pf)-G-primary submodules in M .
(4-2) The decomposition is irredundant.
(4-3) L{ can be written as Li =  eq(L') for some Pi-primary submodule L\ in M  which 
is StabG(Pt) invariant.
If N  =  N\ f l ... fl N m is another primary decomposition with the properties (4-l)-(4-3) 
above then m =  n and
{ass (M /L ,)}  =  (ass(Af/iV i)}.
PROOF. (I )  Let M  be I-G-cotertiary. In particular, the submodule 0 of M  is I-G- 
tertiary in M . According to theorem (Al.34), 0 =  eq(iV), for some submodule N  o f M  
which is P-tertiary in M . Since 5  is commutative and M  is finitely generated, it follows that
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N  is, in fact, P-primary in M . In particular, there exists n >  1 such that P n C Ann {M/N). 
We conclude that
(9P )n =  9(P n) C 9 (Ann (M /N ))  =  Ann(M/9N ) , for all g G G.
It follows that
P* =  (eq(P ) )* 1 C f|  (9P ) n C f|  Ann(M/9N ) =  Ann(M /eq(iV)) =  Ann(M).
ff€G g£G
Hence M  is /-G-coprimary.
(2)-(4) follow from f l )  and theorems (A1.34) and (Al.35). A
(A1.38) PROPOSITION.
Let S be a commutative noetherian ring. A finitely genemted G-equivariant S-module 
M  is G-coprimary if and only if M  satisfies the following property:
-if a G S, and 0 ^  m G M  are such thata-cg(m) =  0 for all g g G , then an G Ann(M) 
for some n >  1 .
If M  is finitely generated and G-coprimary then
assc(M ) =  \J Ann(M).
PROOF. Assume that M  is /-G-coprimary. Let O ^ m g M  and a G S be such that 
a • Cg(m) =  0 for all g G G. Let N  =  (m)a — S{cg(rn)). Then N  is an J-G-cotertiary 
module. Hence a G Ann(iV) C / .  Since M  is /-G-coprimary, it follows that I n C Ann(M) 
for some n >  1. We conclude that an G / ”  C Ann(M).
Conversely, assume that M  has the property that, whenever a G S and O ^ m G J U  
are such that a • cg(m) =  0 for all g G G, then a" G Ann(M) for some n > 1. Choose 
I  G Assg (M).  Let N  be a non-zero G-invariant submodule of M  such that /  =  Ann(iV). 
Choose a non-zero element x  of N. Then a • cg(x) =  0 for all g G G and a G / .  It 
follows that, for every a G / ,  aha G Ann(Af) for some ka >  1 (depending on a). Since 5 
is noetherian, we may assume that /  is generated by some elements ai, ..., a3 of / .  Let 
k =  s • max(fcay | 1 <  j  <  s). Then one can easily show that I k C Ann(A/). Hence 
I  C \JAnn(Af). Since, on the other hand, I  G Assg(M ), it follows that Ann(M) C I. We 
conclude that ^/Ann(Af) C / .  From the above argument, it follows that I  =  y'Ann(M). 
In particular, y/Axm(M ) is a G-prime ideal, and it is the only ideal in Assa(M).  It follows
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that M  is J-G-cotertiary. Since M  is finitely generated, it follows, from theorem (A1.37)
(1), that M  is I-G-coprimary. A
A 2 . MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS.
Throughout this section 5  is a ring with unity Is and M  is left-S-module.
(A2 .1 ) PROPOSITION.
Assume that Ni, ..., Nk are submodules o f M  such thatM/Ni is left-noetherian (left- 
artinian) for  1 <  i < k. Then
M
n L  ^
is also left-noetherian (left-artinian).
PROOF. Since M/N, axe left-noetherian (left-artinian) for 1 <  i <  fc, so is their direct 
sum. Now the proposition follows from the fact that there exists a canonical injection
u  A m  a
nL iJv.'
(A2.2) COROLLARY.
Assume that I\, ..., Ik are ideals o f S such that the rings S/Ij are left-noetherian 
(left-artinian), for  1 < j  < k. Then the ring
S
n ? - i  h
is also left-noetherian (left-artinian).
PROOF. Immediate consequence of proposition (A2.1). A
From now on all rings that appear are commutative and unitary.
(A2.3) DEFINITION. Assume that S2 is a commutative unitary ring and that Si is a 
unitary subring of S2. Then S2 is called an integral extension of S\ if every element x of 
S2 satisfies a monic polynomial equation of the form
x n +  a ir " - 1  + . . .  +  a „ =  0 , for some a,- € Si, 1 <  i < n.
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(A2.4) EXAMPLE. Let 5  be a commutative ring and let G  be a finite group acting 
on S by ring automorphisms. Then S is integral over SG because every x  € S satisfies the 
monic polynomial equation F(x) =  0 , where
F ( X ) = Y [ { X - c g( x ) ) e S G[X).
geG
(A2.5) DEFINITION. Let S2 be a commutative unitary ring and let Si be a unitary
subring of 5 2 - Let P  be a prime ideal of S\ and let P 1 be a prime ideal of S2 . We say that
the ideal P' is lying over P  if P 1 fl Si =  P.
(A2.6) THEOREM.
Let S2 be an integral extension of Si and P  be a prime ideal o f S\.
(1) There exists a prime ideal P* of S2 lying over P .
(2) There are no inclusions between the prime ideals o f S<i lying over P.
PROOF. See [M], theorem 9.3, p. 6 6 . A
(A2.7) THEOREM (The Going Up Theorem).
Let S2 be an integral extension of Si, P  be a prime ideal o f Si and P' be a prime ideal 
° f  S2 lying over P. Assume that Q is a prime ideal o f Si such that P  C Q. Then there 
exists a prime ideal Q' of S2 such that P' C Q' and Q' sits over Q.
PROOF. See [M], theorem 9.4, p. 68  . A
(A2 .8 ) THEOREM (Eakin-Nagata Theorem).
Let S2 be a commutative noetherian ring and Si be a subring of S2 such that S2 is 
finitely generated over Si as an Si-module. Then Si is noetherian.
PROOF. See [M], theorem 3.7, p. 18. A
(A2.9) THEOREM.
Let S2 be an commutative artinian ring and S\ be a subring of S2 such that S2 is 
finitely generated over Si as an Si -module. Then Si is artinian.
PROOF. Since 5 2  is artinian, it follows that S2 is noetherian as well. Since S2 is 
finitely generated over Si as an Si-module, it follows, from theorem (A2 .8 ), that Si is 
noetherian. We show that the only prime ideals of Si are maximal. Indeed, assume that 
P  C Q are prime ideals of Si. Since S2 is finitely generated over Si as an Si-module,
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it follows that S? is, in particular, integral over Si- Prom theorems (A2.6) and (A2.7) it 
follows that there exists prime ideals P* C Q' of S2 such that P 'f lS i =  P  and Q'DSi  =  Q. 
However, this contradicts the fact that S2 is artinian. Hence, the only prime ideals of 
S1 axe maximal. Moreover, since S2 is artinian, it follows that Max 5 2  is finite. From 
theorem (A2.6) it follows that Max 5i is finite as well. Let Max 5 i =  {m i, ..., m t}. Then 
Nil(Si) =  Jac(Si) =  | t=1  m,-. Since 5i is noetherian, it follows that Nil(Si)  is finitely 
generated. In particular, Jac(Si)n =  0 for some n >  1 . Now notice that
Si _  T-T 5x
Jac(Si) m,-
is a product of finitely many fields. Hence it is artinian (in fact sem isim ple  artinian). Since 
Si is noetherian, it follows that
n—1 n —1Jac(Si) Jac(Si)2 Jac(Si) T.  \
Jac(Si)2 ’ Jac(Si)3 ’ Jac(Si)* ~  C{ l)
are finitely generated Si/Jac(Si)-modules, hence artinian. Now it follows easily that Si is 
artinian. A
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